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CONTENTS Initial occupation on this reclaimed land took
the form of a timber building, standing on the

Introduction 96 north side of a street, running east to west across
Topography 98 the southern part of the site. This street later
Historical background 98 became Blyth Nook and may have delineated the
Excavation: Tyne waterfront at that time. Much of this build-

Background 100 ing had been lost to later activity but the remains
Site 101 of a metalworking hearth and associated deposits
Pandon Dene 102 were recovered. Metalworking formed the prin-

Periods 1–19 102 cipal occupation on the site throughout its devel-
Discussion 144 opment, producing substantial quantities of
Specialist Reports 149 waste material.

1. Slags and Residues 149 The timber building was replaced in stone and
2. Analysis of slag temper in pottery 154 for a while the riverside wall continued in use;
3. Small finds 154 however, by the end of the thirteenth century it
4. Coins 162 had been sealed beneath substantial deposits of
5. Pottery 163 ashy waste material from the nearby metal-
6. Animal bones 191 working. A second period of land reclamation
7. Fish bones 209 resulted in the burn being pushed further to the
8. Plant remains 210 west and constricted to a narrow channel, whose

Bibliography 218 line was maintained by subsequent culverts until
the site was cleared and the burn diverted in
1994. The walls of this stone building were built
in short lengths between substantial timber postsSUMMARY
which supported a timber superstructure.

Other associated structures developed aroundT he area of Newcastle bounded by Broad
the core of this early building but, after a fireChare, Cowgate, Stockbridge and Pandon
which resulted in its destruction, it declined inwas reclaimed from the lower reaches of
importance and a change of emphasis took place,Pandon Dene during the late twelfth and early
with the plots down the eastern side of the sitethirteenth centuries. This reclamation was
fronting onto Pandon being rebuilt while much ofachieved through a combination of dumping and
the original building plot was left open. Theencouraging the accumulation of riverine mat-
rebuilding subsequent to the fire seemed to haveerial. The platform of land thus created was
been largely in stone, possibly in order to reduceretained to the west by a riverside wall giving
the risk of further fires. There was one majoraccess to the Pandon Burn, and to the south by

substantial dumps of cobbles. episode of rebuilding during the fourteenth
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Fig. 1a Site location plan.

century which may have been stimulated by the It lies within the circuit of the medieval town
incorporation of Pandon into Newcastle at the walls close to the mouth of the Pandon Dene,
end of the thirteenth century. approximately 190m from its (modern) con-

Redevelopment of the site during the eight- fluence with the River Tyne. The name
eenth and nineteenth centuries meant that very Stockbridge is derived from the Stock Bridge
little material of late- or post-medieval date was (fig. 1b) which crossed the Pandon Burn to the
recovered from the excavation. north east of the site and was the position of a

market selling stockfish during the medieval
period. The excavation of this site represented
an opportunity to investigate one of the fewINTRODUCTION
undeveloped areas within the circuit of the
medieval town wall and to examine a residen-The site (NZ 2536 6407) was bounded by the
tial part of the medieval town whose develop-medieval streets of Cowgate, Stockbridge, Pan-
ment had been relatively uninfluenced by itsdon and Blyth Nook (figs. 1a and 1b), and, in
major religious or military institutions. The1995, was to be developed by the Lord Chan-
archive will be deposited at the Museum ofcellor’s Office as the site of a new Magistrates
Antiquities, University of Newcastle uponCourthouse, designed by Newcastle City Archi-

tects Department. Tyne.
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Fig. 1b Medieval topography of Stockbridge area (1:1650).
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Fig. 2 Part of the Cotton manuscript (c. 1590) showing Pandon Dene.

TOPOGRAPHY OF THE SITE been culverted by 1840 prior to being converted
into sewers.

Whilst the burn is now no longer visible, itsAs the River Tyne passes through the City of
Newcastle, its north bank is formed by an name survives today in the street names of the

area, notably the street called Pandon whichimposing clay scarp, approximately 25m high,
which has had a major effect on the develop- formed the eastern edge of the Stockbridge site.
ment of the town throughout its history. The
site known as Stockbridge lies on one of the
few low-lying areas of land of any size adjacent
to the Tyne and within the medieval town. This SUMMARY OF HISTORICAL

BACKGROUNDforms the mouth of the Pandon Dene, created
by the action of the Pandon Burn and its
tributary the Erick Burn eroding the scarp as The line of Hadrian’s Wall across the eastern

part of the medieval town is unknown; howeverthey flowed south to the Tyne.
Speed’s map of 1611 (fig. 3) shows the it has always been regarded as probable that it

ran close to, or across, the northern part of thePandon Burn running through the area but it
had been culverted by the middle of the eight- Stockbridge area. This has influenced opinion

on the early history of Pandon which has longeenth century (see fig. 4, Hutton’s map of 1770)
and was channelled into a new sewer in 1865. been a cause for speculation amongst antiquar-

ian writers. Gray (1649) believed that the nameThis was typical of the management of the
burns flowing through the City which had all Pandon was Roman in origin (from Pampeden
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Fig. 3 Pandon from Speed’s map of 1611.

or Pantheon) and that the area was sub- activity cannot however be determined. The
entry for Pandon in the Lay Subsidy Roll ofsequently the site of a Northumbrian royal

residence. Later writers, such as Bourne (1736), 1296 (Fraser 1968, 76–77) lists those from the
vill who contributed, and the industrial charac-repeat these ideas and speculate on Pandon as

one of the possible sites of Bede’s Ad Murum, ter of the area is shown by the presence of
trade-names such as ’Scherman’ (shearman)the residence of King Oswin (d. 651).

More recently archaeological work in the and ’dyer’. However it is not possible to identify
any of the people listed as living in the vicinityarea by O’Brien (O’Brien et al 1988; O’Brien et

al 1989) has shown that the Tyne riverside in of Stockbridge. The lack of evidence for the
metalworking in the area may indicate that theNewcastle was largely reclaimed during the

thirteenth century and this has led to specula- smiths’ income was sufficiently low that they
were not required to contribute.tion that the same was true of the area of the

Pandon Dene which includes the Stockbridge Pandon was part of the Manor of Byker
until it was incorporated into the town ofsite.

The earliest documentary references to the Newcastle in 1298/9, and very soon afterwards
the Stockbridge area was enclosed by the newarea are only very general in nature. In 1294 a

galley was built in Pandon Dene, for the war Town Wall, running around the site on the
high ground to the north and east. The sharpwith France. The detailed weekly accounts for

this work suggest that the galley was built on turn taken by the Wall to the north of
Stockbridge at the Corner Tower, and andry land in the dene, then slipped into a newly

dug dock in the Pandon Burn for its final fitting unfinished spur of wall projecting to the south
from this corner, suggest that its line was( Whitwell and Johnson 1926). A number of

craftsmen were employed on the project, originally intended to follow Broad Chare,
with the Pandon Dene acting as the wall-ditchincluding smiths who made the considerable

quantity of nails required; the location of this to the east.
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Fig. 4 Pandon from Hutton’s map of 1770.

Documentary references to the area from the deposits almost certainly survived on the site
medieval period are confusing and it is not until and recommended that evaluation excavation
the seventeenth century that taxation and other be undertaken following site clearance during
records give a clear idea of its character. It was May and June 1994. The conclusions of this
densely populated by some of the poorest work (Heslop 1994) were that: there was no
people in the town, who owed their livings to evidence of any Roman activity on the site,
trades associated with the river and shipping. suggesting that the line of Hadrian’s Wall
During the nineteenth century many of the probably lay on the high ground to the north;
properties were given over to warehousing and medieval deposits of exceptional quality were
light industry; eventually much of the area was to be found in the south-east part of the site
demolished during slum clearance in the mid although elsewhere they had been destroyed by
1930s. nineteenth and twentieth century activity.

These deposits dated largely to the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, with no evidence forTHE EXCAVATION
earlier, (and very little evidence for later)

Background to the excavation occupation.
Full scale excavation by the City Archae-In 1991 a documentary survey of the area was

ology Unit began in early 1995 under theundertaken by Newcastle City Archaeology
direction of John Nolan. It was decided toUnit (Heslop 1991) as an assessment of the
concentrate excavation in the south-east partpotential character and survival of archaeolo-
of the site in an attempt to investigate two well-gical remains on the site in advance of the
preserved plots which appeared to front ontoproposed development by the Lord Chan-

cellor’s Office. This indicated that important Pandon and to run to the west to the Pandon
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Fig. 5 Trench location plan (1:250).

Burn. The principal objectives of the excava- undisturbed natural close to the Pandon front-
age and a section (fig. 6) from Pandon to thetion were to examine the character of the land

reclamation deposits in the area, date the Pandon Burn was cut by machine to show the
profile of the Burn and examine the landestablishment of the street pattern and examine

the forms and functions of the buildings and reclamation deposits in that area.
To aid discussion of the stratigraphy, the siteopen spaces on the site during its development.

has been divided into Areas A-F, as shown on
fig. 5. These divisions roughly reflect the finalThe site
layout of space on the site. The area adjacent
to the modern line of the Pandon Burn CulvertThe area of excavation is shown on Figures 1

and 5. During the later stages of the excavation (Area E) was initially separated from the rest
of the site by a modern drain running alonga deep section, Trench 1a, was excavated to
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Blyth Nook and it was not until the earliest In the northern part of the site, as shown in
the machine-cut section, there was an accumu-deposits were reached in this area that strati-

graphic links across Area D could be recorded. lation of up to 1.00m depth of organic material
over the natural clay. This appeared to haveThe bulk of the activity recorded at Stock-

bridge spanned only two centuries. For the been largely natural in origin, derived from
plant growth in and around the burn, butpurposes of discussion and interpretation the

stratigraphic sequence has been divided into a evidence from Trench 1a (see Period 1; phase 1
below) would suggest that its accumulation hadchronological sequence of Periods of activity,

each of which comprises one or more phases been encouraged by human activity, as part of
the land reclamation processes in the area.which identify discrete activities within the

Periods and at particular locations on the site Elsewhere there was very little such accumula-
tion over the natural.(table 1). The dates given for the Periods are

those indicated by the pottery, which is the The southernmost area where natural was
recorded was close to the south edge of themain source of dating for the site. Context

numbers used in the text are marked with an excavation in a machine cut test pit, dug during
the 1994 evaluation (fig. 5). Here no depositionasterisk thus (1234*) if the context is not

illustrated. over the natural riverbed was recorded prior to
the first human activity (Period 1; phase 2). ItAt the end of the description of each Period,

the ‘FINDS’ section lists those finds from the is interesting that this should be the case as
deposition similar to that seen to the northPeriod which are illustrated. The ‘DATING

EVIDENCE’ section lists any specific finds or would be expected within the dene because the
Pandon Burn flowed more slowly throughother evidence which provide dating indicators

for the Period other than those given by the (what was effectively) a miniature flood plain
in its lower reaches. It is possible that this areageneral analysis of the pottery assemblage.
was at the northern edge of the Tyne foreshore
prior to human intervention on the site, and
that the scouring action of the larger riverNatural deposits and the form of the Pandon prevented deposition by the Pandon Burn theDene area.

Illustrations of the Pandon Dene, such as the –
PERIOD 1somewhat exaggerated – Cotton Manuscript

(late twelfth to early thirteenth century): land(ca. 1590; fig. 2) and John Lumsden’s painting
reclamationof 1821 (in MacKenzie 1827), show the Pandon

Burn to the north of Pandon Gate to have been Summary
running in a deeply incised valley, cutting
through the clay scarp. However, in the area of Land reclamation in the Pandon Dene occurred

across the site both westwards from Pandon,Stockbridge, as shown in the machine-cut sec-
tion (fig. 6), the dene was broad and shallow, narrowing the dene, and southwards, advan-

cing the waterfront towards the Tyne. Theseapproximately 40–50m across and perhaps no
more than 1.00 – 1.50 m deep with the burn reclamation deposits were substantial and were

observed to a depth of up to 1.00m (fig. 6).running in a slightly deeper channel.
Undisturbed natural deposits were recorded Although consisting of mixed silts and organic

material, which appeared to be mostly riverinein the machine-cut section to the north of the
main area of excavation, in Trench 1a, Area D in origin, evidence from elsewhere on the site

indicated that much of this material had accu-and in a deep trench cut during the 1994
evaluation, in the south-west corner of the site. mulated directly as a result of human activity.

Throughout this Period there is evidence thatIn all these locations the natural was a clean
light blue-grey clay (e.g. 91*, 3177*), encoun- flooding remained a problem despite efforts to

raise and consolidate the ground level.tered at a level of approximately 2.00m AOD.
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Table 1 Summary of site chronology.
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Fig. 6 Profile of Pandon Dene (1:100).

Evidence for the earliest land reclamation hurdle in the sequence was represented by a
line of 7 wooden stakes (3147) driven into theepisode was recovered from a deep section

(Trench 1a, fig. 5), close to Pandon, where surface of the ash (3146). Sealing this were
deposits of mixed ash and organic material (e.g.mixed silty deposits with dumps of stone and

domestic waste were revetted by a series of 3140), containing well-preserved leather and
bone fragments and a substantial piece ofwattle hurdles which also functioned to encour-

age the accumulation of river-deposited mat- woollen cloth (from 3149). The sequence in this
area was sealed by a clay dump (3135; fig. 7).erial. The presence of domestic refuse in some

of these deposits indicates that settlement along These dumps were cut by a 500mm deep
post-trench (3265*) running across the south-the street of Pandon to the north and east of

the excavation area may already have been ern edge of the earlier deposits and containing
two large upright timber posts (3054*, 2972*)established at this time. Eventually a significant

area of land within the dene was reclaimed, 1.67m and 1.10m long respectively. The cut
(3134*) was backfilled with (3124*), a mix ofproviding a platform of approximately 670

square metres within the area of excavation. redeposited grey sandy clay and gritty dark
brown organic material with occasional largeThis was revetted along the Tyne and Pandon

waterfronts by dumps of cobbles and the and medium-sized sandstone fragments packed
around the timbers. The feature may haveconstruction of a stone riverside wall.
marked the limit of a plot of reclaimed land, or
simply supported those deposits alreadyPeriod 1, phase 1: Early Land Reclamation
dumped. The line of this post-trench wasProcesses
respected by all subsequent boundaries across
this part of the site. To the south of (3265*) theA series of wattle hurdles served to underpin

the land reclamation process. The earliest of land reclamation continued. Cutting into the
natural clay and butting against timber (2972*)these (3166) was constructed directly onto the

natural clay of the riverbed and stood to a was a further set of hurdles (3020, 3021, 3022),
standing approximately 250mm high (fig. 8).height of 450mm. The vertical stakes were

70mm in diameter, more substantial than sub- This appeared to form a box-like structure
(3267) which may originally have been fastenedsequent hurdles. To the east of the hurdle was a

deposit of black ash (3146) and to the west was to the timber (2972*) for support. Once hurdles
(3267) were in place, the reclaimed area to thean accumulation of organic material (3156),

consisting of compacted decayed vegetation north was levelled with a sandy clay deposit
(3102*) which also sealed the fill of (3265*),and twigs with a few small sandstones. The

contrasting deposits probably represented representing a total depth of accumulation
above the undisturbed natural of approxi-deliberate dumping on one side and natural

accumulation on the other. The subsequent mately 1.00m.
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Fig. 7 Section through Period 1 land reclamation deposits (1:20).

Fig. 8 Wattle hurdles in Trench 1a.
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The first deposit to the south of (3265*) was created using timber planking (2894, 2893) on
either side of gully (3266), pegged in place withof clay and cobbles (3100*), 200mm thick.

Restricted in its extent to the area defined by timber stakes, and reusing one of the earlier
upright timbers whose top was still just visible.(3267), it was very different from the overlying

deposits, and served no apparent function, but Both planks were over 1.00m long, and between
100mm and 180mm wide. To the north ofmay have been part of a beaching surface. In

this area the build-up of organic material began (3270) a line of three postholes was cut termin-
ating with a large shallow pit (2841*). Thewith some dumping around the hurdles,

(2988*, 2996*) and there were signs of flooding, postholes (2838–40*) were relatively shallow
and their profiles suggested they may have heldin the form of (3052*) – a sandy clay with

organic lenses – although this may have been angled posts propping a structure to the north-
east. They were cut into very soft material andredeposited natural clay used as a capping for

the softer material beneath. The final phase of could not have supported a substantial load
without sinking into it.land reclamation using hurdles was represented

by (3018*) and (3019*), erected just as the There was no evidence for occupation associ-
ated with these structures. After their removalearlier hurdles were becoming submerged by

the accumulation of material around them. the area to the north of (3270) became sealed
beneath a sequence of deposits of mattedThese appeared to be of poorer construction

than those of earlier date, being considerably fibrous decayed vegetation and twigs, which
contained lenses of fine sand and clay. Channelless substantial and only surviving to a height

of approximately 100mm. (3270) remained open despite the accumulation
of this material with some sandy and grittyRepeated episodes of natural flooding (e.g.

2979*) and reclamation dumping (3010*, deposits (2876*, 2817*) within it, inferring that
some passage of water may have continued3095*) took place in this area until the ground

levels on both sides of the post-trench (3265*) during this period.
The final deposits of this material (2793*,were approximately the same. This sequence of

reclamation deposits was sealed with clay 2780*) included ash, some fragments of leather
and animal bone and the shells of mussels,(2929*) and a final hurdle (2916*) was then

erected. Unlike the previous hurdles, (2916*) limpets and winkles, and appeared to be at least
in part derived from domestic waste dumping.was aligned east-west, and may have repres-

ented the first division of the reclaimed land
into plots between Pandon and the Burn. The
area was still prone to flooding and approxi- Period 1, phase 2: Consolidation and waterfrontmately 300mm-depth of flood deposits (e.g. development along Blyth Nook2925*, 2914*, 2921*) had accumulated over
and around hurdle (2916*). These flood Beneath the southern edge of the excavation in
deposits did not reach further north than the the area of the modern-day line of Blyth Nook,
line of (3265*) which, perhaps due to the reclamation deposits consisted of large river-
settling of its fills, had become a low-lying gully worn stones and cobbles up to 400mm in
or depression (3266*), subject to water flow. diameter laid onto the natural clay to a depth
Whilst it is possible that this water came from of 1.20m.
flood episodes, it seems likely that there were Deposited directly onto the natural surface
tributary streams of the Pandon Burn running was (090/3219), a 600mm-depth of compact
down the slope from Wall Knoll to the east and light grey coarse sand with lenses of partly
cutting new channels across the reclaimed land. decayed plant material and silt along with
Such streams would have to be managed in frequent large irregular-shaped cobbles. The
some way, to control the water flow and subsequent deposits (3218*, 3216*, 3207*) con-
possibly to make use of it on site. In this sisted almost entirely of large stones and

cobbles, built up to a level of ca. 3.20m AOD.instance a more formal watercourse (3270) was
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Fig. 9 Period 1, phase 3 Riverside wall (2909).

Period 1, phase 3: Pandon Burn Riverfront (figs. redeposited as final packing behind (to the
9, 10) east) of wall (2715).

Access to the river was provided by a flightAfter the initial phase of land reclamation, a of stone steps, built against the west face of theformal riverfront was created for the Pandon wall. There were five large, roughly shapedBurn which served the dual functions of
sandstone steps (2907) with their own footingsretaining the reclamation deposits and provid-
(3231*) of split sandstones, some set vertically.ing access to the Burn. This riverfront (2909)
A single posthole (3164*) at the top of thetook the form of a stone wall (2715), approxi-
steps, on their northern side could have sup-mately 750mm high, with a flight of stone steps
ported one end of a rail or a mooring post.(2907) down to the river. The natural surface

The only evidence for activity on thewas stabilised with two deposits of sandstones
reclaimed land east of wall (2715) consisted of(3091*, 3248*) providing footings for this river-
dumps of ash, slag and coal (3168*, 3181*),side wall and, in extending to the west, (3091*)
presumably from metalworking activity. Prob-may have formed an adjacent beaching surface.
ably contemporary with this activity, the timberThe wall (2715; figs. 9 and 10) comprised up
post at the top of the stairs was removed orto six courses of rough sandstone slabs,
collapsed and its posthole (3164*) filled up withbetween 100mm and 40mm thick, surviving to
similar slaggy ashy material (3188*).a height of 750mm; the top two courses con-

A replacement post (3115) stood withinsisted mainly of the larger blocks whilst the
posthole (3114*) at the top of the steps, repres-lower courses were made up from thin slabs
ented by an upright rectangular timber, 550mmand smaller square blocks. Some of the blocks
long, with some adze marks still visible. It wasat the base of the wall were laid on their edges.
protected from the river by a stony settingAny bonding material had been eroded and
(2908*) in the angle of steps and wall. The topreplaced by ash and silt from the deposits
of the wall was rebuilt (3128*) around this newbehind the wall to the east. Two deposits of

riverine sand and clay (3232*, 3233*) had been post, using irregular-shaped sandstone blocks.
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A new ‘beaching surface’ was laid (2906) PERIOD 2 (early to mid-thirteenth century):
the first occupationagainst the face of the wall consisting of a

compacted deposit of cobbles, typically 200mm Summaryacross and silt, sloping down slightly to the
west. This Period represents the earliest activity to

make use of the land reclaimed in Period 1. A
building (Building I ) was erected close to theFinds southern edge of the excavation with an
entrance in the middle of its north wall. To thePeriod 1, phase 1 land reclamation
south of it a street was established, runningIron. Fig. 32.1 Nos 5, Pin (3110); 15, Staple east/west and forming the earliest manifesta-(3102); 18, Spike (3110). tion of Blyth Nook (Blyth Nook I). To theCopper Fig. 32.1 No 35, Sheet (3149). north an alleyway may have run from PandonAlloy. to the Burn and given access to the entrance inStone. Fig. 32.6 No 53, Bakestone (3238). the north side of the building. The structureBone. Fig. 32.3 No 47, Mouthpiece (2988). housed a metalworking workshop with aWood. Fig. 32.8 No 61, Stake (3020); sequence of activities focused around substan-Fig. 32.9 No 65, Disc (2793); No 69, tial hearths.Pierced fragment (3052);

Fig. 32.11 No 81 Heel of patten
Period 2, phase 1: Building I (fig. 10)(3149).

Leather. Fig. 32.10 No 79, Ankle boot (3140); Overlying the silty clay capping of the landNo. 80, Ankle boot (3149); fig. 32.11 reclamation (3238*) was a mixed compactedNo 82, Strap (3022). deposit (3234) of both river-deposited material
and occupation material. This included brackenPottery. Buff ware Jars, fig. 33.4 No 23; No fronds and straw which might indicate that it24. was rough flooring material; it also containedReduced Green-glazed ware I sand and clay lenses which appeared to be(fig. 33.8, 91). riverine in origin and can be interpreted as floodReduced Green-glazed ware II deposits. This mixture suggests that the rough(fig. 33.8,79) flooring had been laid onto the existing groundMill Green type Jar, (fig. 33.9, 97). surface and subsequently mixed-in by human
activity. Set into (3234) was an east/west line of

Period 1, phase 3 Pandon Burn riverfront four post pads (3211, 3222, 3223 and 3224) with
a parallel line to the north (3227 and 3210).Iron. Fig. 32.1 No 20, Nail (3091).
These were roughly worked sandstone blocks,
typically 200mm by 400mm by 100mm thick.
To the north of this line, the remains of twoDating evidence
wattle hurdles (3217) indicated the location of

Period 1, phase 1 land reclamation the entrance to the building. They lay parallel,
1.00m apart and aligned north/south. OnlyPottery. Predominately early gritty types,
40mm height remained. A strip of unworkedincluding FSN 3 and 6, dating to late twelfth–
sandstone slabs and rubble (3235, 3239, 3236early thirteenth century.
and 3237) to the north of the hurdles may have
been an alleyway or path giving access to this

Period 1, phase 3 Pandon Burn riverfront entrance from Pandon.
In the south-east corner of the building wasPottery. Very little material recovered, FSN 3

and some 4, again suggesting late twelfth–early a hearth (3228) made of a single layer of heat-
fractured sandstone slabs lying in a roughthirteenth century date.
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Fig. 10 Building I and Period I riverside wall (1:100).
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concave circle, approximately 700mm across material was probably piled away from the
hearth whilst it was in use, then spread out toand with clay bonding. Adjacent to (3228) to

the east was a cut (3221), sub-rectangular with form a level surface for the construction of a
new hearth when work became impractical; ita steep-sided U-shaped profile, 430mm by

680mm and 240mm deep. This might have been formed an accumulation of 200–250mm thick-
ness in the western half of the building. A newpart of the structure of the building, but its

proximity to the hearth may indicate that it was hearth (3189) was built on to this material, in
the same location as the first (3228), madecut to receive an anvil base or some other

feature associated with the hearth. from flat sandstone slabs and lying in a shallow
cut (3201*). It is unclear whether flue (3229)Running away from the hearth to the south

was a line of small sandstone flags (3229) up to continued to function in association with this
new hearth. To its north a clay floor was laid100mm thick which may have been part of a

flue. A deposit of ashy material (3230*) was (3195, 3196, 3053), occupying the northern and
western parts of the building. This provided abanked up to the south of the hearth, as if

swept to one side; a clay floor to the north working area away from the hearth, although
(3195) was burnt over its southern half, prob-(3212) showed further evidence of the use of

the hearth, represented in a scatter of ferrous ably where hot ashes had been raked from the
fire. Cut into this surface were a postholematerial on its surface.
(3191) and two beamslots (3268, 3269) whose
function was unclear. Similarly, in the north-Period 2, phase 2: The First Street – Blyth east corner of the building, floor (3053) was cutNook I by a number of stakeholes which showed no
discernible structures.To the south of Building I the exposed upper

In the south-eastern quarter of the building,surface of the cobble dumps of Period 1,
the floors and features, including hearth (3189)phase 2, provided an area of hard standing,
were sealed by occupation deposits (3209*,surfaced with a compact deposit of grey and
3187*, 3178*) made-up of interleaved lenses ofyellow sandstone fragments and pebbles with
loose silt, ash, wood chips, bracken and sand.gritty ash and sand (3200). This was sub-
The phase 1 post pads were covered by thissequently overlain by a sequence of small
material, but the hurdles adjacent to the north-patches of similar material which, due to the
ern entrance remained in use. As the post padsinclusion of iron-working slag, (particularly in
were sealed by this occupation, it is possible3183*, 3186*), had fused into very hard layers.
that the roof of Building I was removed orThere were also patches of coal dust and ash
modified at this time. There was however nopresent (in 3182*). The slaggy material could
other evidence for such interpretation.have been brought in for the specific purpose

Along the northern side of Building I, theof use as road make-up, but the evidence for
alleyway of phase 1 was maintained and a hardmetal working from phase 1 of Building I
surface created using a compacted mixture ofsuggests that it was derived locally. The use of
ash and slag and river gravels. These alsomany small patches of material is indicative of
functioned to level up the ground surface in thefrequent repairs to the surface of a street,
north-east corner of the building.running east/west and forming the earliest

manifestation of Blyth Nook (Blyth Nook I).
Finds

Period 2, phase 3: Occupation in Building I Period 2, phase 1: Building I
(fig. 11)

Leather. fig. 32.10 No 70, Turnshoe (3207);
Nos 75 and 77, Soles (both 3234).Use of the hearth (3228) in phase 1 caused a

substantial accumulation of ash and sand Wood. fig. 32.8 No 60, Peg (3212); fig. 32.9
No 66, Board (3212).within the building (3226*, 3255*, 3199*). This
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Fig. 11 Occupation in Building I (1:133).

Pottery. Grey ware Jar, fig. 33.1 No 1. and 6.3, indicating a thirteenth-century date.
This is supported, in Period 2, phase 3 by theOrange/buff ware Jar, fig. 33.6 No 52.
presence of distinctive Grimston-type handles
from (3178, 3209; Period 2, phase 3) paralleledPeriod 2, phase 3: Occupation in Building I
in Horizon B at Queen Street (O’Brien et al

Iron. fig. 32.1 No 16, Staple (3178). 1998). Hearth (3189) was sampled for archaeo-
Wood. fig. 32.9 No 67, Fragment (3178). magnetic dating; see discussion section below.
Leather. fig. 32.10 No 76, Sole (3056).
Pottery. Reduced Green-glazed ware II,

Grimston-type Jug handle, (fig. 33.8
No 86.)

PERIOD 3 (early to mid-thirteenth century):Reduced Green-glazed ware II,
Further Alterations to Building I (fig. 12)Stabbed handle of dripping dish

(fig. 33.8 No 87). Period 3, phase 1

Spreads of fine sand (3176*, 3171*) and sand-Dating evidence
stone rubble (3153, 3157) were deposited to
maintain the stony surface to the north of thePottery. The period shows decreasing amounts

of FSN 3, and increasing amounts of FSN 6.2 building.
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Fig. 12 Period 3 alterations to Building I (1:133).

A slot (3008) was cut across the north side of Finds
the building and at least two timber beams

Pottery. Bearded face from Scarborough-type(3016, 3014) were laid into it, end to end, to
Jug, fig. 33.10, no. 99. FSN 11.1 (3157).form the base for a wall. Much of (3016) had

not survived. Its western end was notched to
Dating evidencereceive the eastern end of (3014) which had a

running mortice along its length, with sockets, The presence of a few sherds of a Rouen-typeprobably for a plank wall (figs. 13a and 13b). North French jug in (3157; Period 3, phase 1)A post (3012) may have functioned as a indicate a thirteenth century date.doorpost, an interpretation supported by its
proximity to flags (3004), which were laid

PERIOD 4 (early to mid-thirteenth):immediately outside the building to the north
Building II (fig. 14)and which could have formed a threshold.

Opposite this, on the internal south side of the Summary
building a similar group of sandstone flags
(3127) was laid. Their location may be indicat- Building I was replaced by Building II which

had a similar internal layout but with substan-ive of an entrance to the building from Blyth
Nook I. tial stone walls. These walls showed evidence of
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Fig. 13a Beam (3014) showing running mortice

Fig. 13b Isometric reconstruction of Beam (3014, 3016) showing plank walling (1:20).
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Fig. 14 Building II (1:100).
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an ‘interrupted sill-beam’ construction, with trenches, approximately 400mm deep, with
very little backfill material used.lengths of walling built between timber posts.

Two additional walls were built along the north A gap was left for an entrance in the south
wall, between posts (3159 and 3125), corres-side of Street I, adjoining Building II at its

south-east and south-west corners. These may ponding to the supposed entrance to Building I
described in Period 3 phase 1 above. A con-have been plot boundaries rather than struc-

tural walls. struction cut was made here but the footings
within it (3130*) only came to a level flush with
the ground surface. A clay floor (3112, 2969),
laid in the southern half of the building, hadPeriod 4, phase 1: Building II been worn through in places with (3112) only
surviving in the south-western half of theThere was no evidence of demolition of Build-
building and (2969) forming a low flat-toppeding I, such as stone spreads, prior to the
ridge running east/west across the building.construction of Building II, suggesting that the
The flat top to (2969) suggested that its surfaceformer may have been a timber structure and
may have been protected from wear by a beamtherefore relatively easy to dismantle.
resting on it. At its eastern end (2969) seemedA roughly square area was enclosed with
to turn towards the entrance in the north wall.sandstone walls to the south and east (only a
In the gap left for the entrance in the southshort section of the western wall (3185) seems
wall, a threshold (3045) was built, comprisedto have been built, suggesting that the western
of four sandstone flags bedded into the clayend of the building may have been open at
floor (3112). The threshold stone placed ontofirst). The west and south walls were of the
these was pierced at its western end, presum-interrupted sill-beam type, built in sections
ably to provide a socket for a door pivot. Thisbetween timber posts which would have given
entrance lay opposite that in the north wall andadditional support to a superstructure of tim-
the two may have been connected by a centralber framing resting on the walls. The posts were
passageway. A small hearth (2964) ofsquare or rectangular in section, from 200mm
unworked sandstones in a clay bedding wasby 200mm to 300mm by 300mm, with flattened
built in the east side of the building. Althoughends; all appeared to have been truncated and
it was in roughly the same location in thedid not survive to their original lengths. The
building as the two hearths from Period 2, thisupper edges of some of the stones in the walls
hearth was much smaller and may have been(e.g. 2982) had been chipped in a way that
for domestic use only.would suggest that a lever of some sort had

On the south side of the building, i.e. alongbeen used to remove stone from above during
the Blyth Nook I frontage, thin deposits of claya later robbing operation. The north wall of the
had been laid at the base of the wall (2971*,building may initially have incorporated the
2667*). This was probably to make goodplank walling from Building I (Period 3;
damage to the road surfaces which had presum-phase 1), as the northern ends of walls (3185
ably occurred when the wall foundations wereand 2982) seemed to correspond to the west
dug.and east ends of the beamslot respectively.

The walls themselves consisted of roughly
worked and faced sandstone blocks, typically Period 4, phase 2: Modifications to Building II
400mm by 300mm by 200mm and with clay (fig. 15)
bonding, surviving to a total height (including
footings) of approximately 1.00m. The footing An extension to the southern wall of Building

II was represented by a wall construction trenchcourses were unfaced and of rougher build,
approximately 300mm high and offset by (3179) of similar character to those for its south

wall (Period 4, phase 1). The wall would haveapproximately 200mm. The walls were closely
fitted in steep-sided flat-bottomed construction been an addition to the building, as an
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Fig. 15 Period 4 modifications to Building II (1:133).

additional timber (3180) had been inserted construction cut. It is possible that the extents
of (3145) were as shown on (fig. 15) and that itadjacent to (3175) which was already in place

at the south-west corner of the building. was part of a remodelled northern exit from the
building to the Pandon Burn rather than aTo the east of Building II, a similar wall and

post (2662 and 2585) were seen in the edge of completely new north wall. Alternatively these
new walls may have provided the base for anexcavation. These could not be fully excavated

and had no direct relationships with the other external stair to the first floor of the building,
with phase 3 therefore representing the finalwalls of Building II, although they probably

represented another addition similar to (3172). phase of its construction. Either way, the
western half of the original timber north wall
may have survived these changes.Period 4, phase 3: Extension to Building II

As mentioned above in phase 1, it is possible
Findsthat initially Building II reused the timber

north wall of Building I. However at some Period 4, phase 1: Building II
point this was rebuilt in stone. The stonework

Stone. fig. 32.5 No 52, Hammer or weightconstructed at this time was of poor quality
(3112).and had not been well bonded onto the original

Bone. fig. 32.4 No 49, Pulley wheel brakewalls and therefore seemed to belong to a
(3158).different phase of activity. However there was

Pottery. Grey ware Jars (fig. 33.1 No 2 and 3).no evidence for occupation or abandonment
Buff/white Jars, (fig. 33.4 No. 25–27).between the construction of the original walls

of Building II and this extension. Wall (2982)
was extended to the north by (2997) and a new

Period 4, phase 2: Modifications to Building IInorth wall (3145) built. Both were built from
roughly worked sandstone blocks, with a yel- Pottery. Buff/white Jars, (fig. 33.4 No. 29 and

30).lowish clay bonding and neither was in a
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Fig. 16 Building II, Period 5.

PERIOD 5 (mid-thirteenth century): within Area D will be referred to henceforth as
Occupation within Building II, construction of a Blyth Nook II. Much of the waste from the

wall to the north of Building II, definition of metalworking was dumped into the Pandon
property boundaries, occupation to the east of Burn, in what may have been a deliberate

Building II (figs. 16 and 17) second phase of land reclamation. The Period
1 riverfront went out of use and a new one wasSummary built to the west, confining the burn to a narrow
channel. A new building, Building III, was builtBy the end of this Period, the site had been
on this reclaimed land and the area between itdivided into plots, whose functions sub-
and Building II was roughly surfaced.sequently changed, but which established the

To the north of Building II a boundary walllayout of the site. Most of the occupation was
(3137) was built, with some evidence for occu-concentrated within Building II and immedi-
pation to the north. To the east of Building II aately outside to the east and west. A number of
new wall (854) was constructed towards themetalworking hearths with flues expanded into
Pandon frontage and occupation began onthe area to the west of the building, where
either side of this wall.previously a stone surface had been laid

From this Period onwards, the stratigraphybetween the building and the Period 1 Riverside
in the western part of the excavation (i.e. to theWall. This surface was the earliest form of the

north/south part of Blyth Nook; this area west of Riverside Wall (2909) was divorced
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from the eastern part by a substantial eight- from domestic rather than industrial occupa-
tion. On the western side of the building, aeenth or nineteenth century drain; this ran

north/south up the middle of Blyth Nook II hearth (2751*) was built within a cut (2760*),
indicative of a short flue, and made up of burntand then turned west to empty into the Pandon

Burn Culvert (fig. 5). The possible correlation sandstones in a clay bedding. An east/west slot
(2768*) functioned as a partition, separatingof phasing between the two areas is shown on

Table 1. the hearth from the area to the south. To the
north-east the existing north/south partition
(2901) was modified with the insertion of a
posthole at each end (2886*, 2887*). ThePeriod 5, phase 1: Occupation within Building II burning observed to the stones of hearth (2751)
showed that it had been used, but no associatedNew clay floors (2930,2928) were laid in the
deposits were found.southern half and north-eastern corner of

Hearth (2751) was sealed by a new clay floorBuilding II respectively. The east/west partition
(2660; fig. 18), composed of compact yellowwas maintained and reinforced with the addi-
clay with green staining. It was up to 200mmtion of a posthole (2963) which was lined by
thick along its western edge but worn down toclay from floor (2928). A beamslot (2901)
20mm in the middle away from the walls; likemaintained the eastern side of the building’s
the earlier (2930) it covered the southern twocentral passageway.
thirds of Building II. New structural featuresDown the western edge of the building a wall
associated with this floor included a substantial(3050) was built onto floor (2930), closing the
posthole (2719), 600mm deep, positioned ingap which seemed to have been present previ-
the central passageway within 2.00m of theously. This was roughly built, using unworked
southern entrance and probably obstructing it.sandstone blocks, and survived to a height of
Two slots (3262, 3263) were cut either side of240mm. No bonding material was present; it
the south doorway. A beamslot (2860, 2853)did not seem substantial enough to bear a load
and posthole (2866) maintained the east/westand was too uneven for a beam, although this
partition, across the northern edge of floormay have been due to disturbance during
(2660). This partition used posthole (2903) atsubsequent phases. The upper courses of wall
the southern end of wall (3185) and was(3046) were of similar width to (3050),
probably associated with postholes (2963) andalthough better built, and it is possible that
(2885). Most of the activity for which there(3046) which was part of the original south
was evidence was located to the south of thiswall of Building II, was rebuilt at this time. A
partition.number of other postholes of various dimen-

The subsequent occupation in Building IIsions were cut into (2930), but all were rela-
focused around a series of hearths (2848*,tively shallow, their maximum depth being ca.
2582, 2577, 2566*, 2551*, 2510*, 2504*) each150mm (2942, 2943, 2935, 2936, 2937). This
built of sandstones in a clay bedding, roughlymay suggest that the clay floors had been worn
sub-circular in shape and equipped with flues.down through use, causing the loss of some
They were located in the south-east and south-evidence for structures within the building.
west corners of the building and were screenedThe whole area of floor (2930) and part of
by structures represented by stakehole settingsthe north-west corner of Building II was then
or full-scale partitions. The accumulated ashsealed beneath a deposits of mixed ashy occu-
from their use was dumped against these parti-pation debris (e.g. 2920*, 2915*, 2895*, 2881*,
tions. In the south-east corner of the building,2770*). This included mussel shells, twigs,
the accumulation of this material necessitatedhazelnut shells, grass or reeds, small stones,
the construction of a sequence of hearths. Inlenses of fine sand and ash. No slag or ham-
the north-east corner of Building II a shallowmerscale was recovered from this material and

its composition suggests that it was derived cut (2862) was made against the inner faces of
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Fig. 17 Period 5 occupation within Building II (1:100).
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Fig. 18 Further occupation within
Building II, Period 5 (1:133).

the walls; this was filled with tightly packed bonding. This was effectively the earliest form
cobbles and was interpreted as a soakaway of the north/south part of Blyth Nook, which
although there were no other structures or formed the dog-leg turn shown on later maps;
features associated with it. Throughout this it is referred to in this text as Blyth Nook II.
period the layout of the building remained Dumped onto this stony surface was a
constant despite some modifications to its par- deposit of ashy waste (3006*, 3001*), including
tition walls. patches of decayed wood and reeds or grass.

The sequence of activity during this phase is This was similar to the occupation deposits
summarised in Table 2. (e.g. 2920*, 2985*) over floor (2930) and was

restricted to a relatively small area adjacent to
the middle of the west wall of Building II,

Period 5, phase 2: Activity to the West of perhaps suggesting that (3006* and 3001*) hadBuilding II (fig. 17) been swept from inside the building through a
doorway at this point. More stony materialSubsequent to the construction of wall (3050;
(3005*), similar to (3037), was laid against thephase 1) a stony surface (3037, 3023, 3011) was
west face of wall (3185) perhaps in an attemptlaid between the west wall of Building II and
to maintain the stony surface, but this was thenthe Period 1 Riverside Wall (2909). This con-
sealed by a considerable quantity of ashy wastesisted of dumps of angular sandstones up to

300mm across and, in places, a clay packing or material (e.g. 2994*, 2785*, 2811*, 2821*).
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Table 2 Period 5, phase 1; sequence of occupation within Building II.

Although the material was similar over the This hearth (2732) was constructed from
unworked sandstone blocks, with a claywhole area, the deposits adjacent to the north-

west corner of Building II were separated from bonding. It sat in a cut (2750*) which formed a
shallow sub-square pit for the hearth; a deeperthe rest by a distinct line. This seemed to

indicate that a beam or narrow wall had been narrow channel sloped into it from the west
which was lined with stone to form a flue. Asited here, aligned east/west but removed sub-

sequently. It seems likely that this waste mat- second stone hearth (2515*) was subsequently
built over the first, although it seems likely thaterial was derived from the hearths within

Building II. It was overlain by a clay surface the flue may not have been able to function
with this later hearth.(2965*) which had been worn away and only

remained in a small area against the west wall The operation of these hearths, and probably
those within Building II caused the accumula-of Building II, next to the possible doorway. A

small sandstone wall (2926) was built onto its tion of more ashy waste material (e.g. 2970*,
2492*, 2503*) in the area to the west (seenorthern edge; only a single course of this wall

remained but it appeared to be revetting the phase 3 below) and to the south of the hearths;
this waste eventually overwhelmed them asdumped material to the north and may have

replaced the earlier structure mentioned above. they went out of use. The bulk of this material
was deposited as spreads, although some wasAfter more dumping of ashy material and

sandstone, a hearth was constructed immedi- dumped into pits (e.g. 2782*, 2857*). This
material appeared to have been retained alongately to the south of wall (2926).
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Fig. 19 Building III (1:100).

its southern edge by (2205), a deposit of clay the area between Building II and the Riverside
Wall (2909, Period 1 phase 3). However, theand stones which may have been the remains of

a disturbed retaining wall. This would suggest bulk of the waste produced during this Period
was dumped into the Pandon Burn, i.e. to thethat the east/west line of Blyth Nook I was

being maintained along the line established in west of the Riverside Wall. This was very
mixed, containing ash, silt, and slag; much of itPeriod 2. It seems likely, however, that there

was access from Blyth Nook I to this area and had fused into solid masses, due to the action
of ground water on its ferrous components (e.g.that as the surfaces in Blyth Nook II were

slightly higher than those to the south, this 2870*, 2836*). The depth of accumulation was
approximately 800mm, bringing it to a levelrevetment formed a step up onto the higher

surface. almost flush with the top of the Riverside Wall
which must have ceased to function by this
time. Once this level had been reached thePeriod 5, phase 3: Land Reclamation II
dumping seemed to cease but a number of pits(fig. 19)
(e.g. 2111*, 2089*, 2442*, 2479*) were dug and
backfilled with more ashy waste.As mentioned above (in phase 2), waste from

the hearths within and adjacent to Building II The result of this dumping activity was that
the Burn was pushed at least 5m to the westwas deposited close to the west wall of the

building. Additionally, some ashy material from the line of the Period 1 riverside, and an
area of gently sloping ground had been created(3150*, 3151*, 3152*, 3133*) was deposited in
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in the infilled area. A new Riverside Wall (109*, was approximately 100mm deep with very
straight sides and a flat base, suggesting that it108*, 94) was built at this point (fig. 19).

A cut (2196*) approximately 150mm deep might have been a beamslot or a cut for a
narrow wall or a stone drain. Its fill (2356*)was made into the dumped material to receive

the wall footings (109*, 108*). These footings was very silty and gave no indications as to its
function.appeared to have been made in a single build

although, to aid identification, the north/south
length was numbered (109*) and the east/west Period 5, phase 4: A Street or yard to the westsection (108*). They were made up of randomly of Building II; Construction of Building IIIcoursed unworked sandstone blocks, bonded (fig. 19)with clay, standing to a height of 830mm and
up to 1.50m thick. The stable nature of the Blyth Nook II, the area between Building II
underlying material meant that a substantial and the phase 3 ditch (2370*), was surfaced
construction cut for this structure was not with mixed deposits of ash, metal working
required. Wall (94) was built onto (109*), it waste, decayed plant material and fragments of
was 500mm high, of roughly squared and faced wood (e.g. 2176*, 2353*) which was compacted
sandstone and bonded with clay. This construc- to form a hard surface. These were overlain by
tion resulted in a wall considerably more sub- similar material (2115, 2146, 2187) but with a
stantial than those seen elsewhere on the site. It much higher stone content, in the form of small
seems probable that a corresponding east/west sandstones. Again this material was compacted
wall was built along the top of (108*); however and, with its stony inclusions, had the appear-
a later construction on this line had removed ance of a deliberately metalled surface. It is
any evidence for this. The scale of the footings unclear whether this was a street or just a yard,
may have been due to the necessity of avoiding off Blyth Nook I, associated with Building II
erosion by the burn which would have now and subsequently also Building III. To the east
been running in a very constricted channel, but of the modern drain cut, a similar surface
would also have been appropriate if the wall (1706) was recorded, laid onto a number of
was also intended to be part of a building. The stony spreads (e.g. 2450*, 1718*) which was
east wall of the nineteenth century Pandon probably a continuation of this surface with
Burn Culvert was built against the west face of (1706) and (2115) possibly being parts of the
(94) and could not be recorded. Once the wall same context.
was built, dumping continued as before with The surface sloped down to the west and,
more waste pits and deposits up to a level flush along its western edge, a drain (1957) was
with the top of the Period 1 riverside (ca. 3.10m constructed of sandstone blocks. The western
AOD). side of the drain was in a cut but the eastern

It can be seen from fig. 19 that this new side sat on the metalled surface. Further met-
structure jutted out into the Pandon Dene, and alled deposits were laid in the area, against the
its exposure to erosion by the river may explain eastern side of the drain, presumably part of a
the substantial nature of its construction. This contemporary road-building exercise as it was
is similar in some ways to the possible mid- constructed while the surfaces were being laid.
thirteenth century wharves recorded at Queen No capping survived on the drain, so it may
St. (O’Brien et al 1988) which represented an have been open; it drained towards the south
early phase of land reclamation along the Tyne and the Tyne waterfront.
waterfront; however there was no evidence that Immediately to the west of the drain a wall
this area was ever surfaced or functioned as a (1703) was built. It consisted of randomly
quayside. coursed sandstones, with clayey silt between

At the time that wall (94) was being built, a the stones which may have been the remains of
cut (2370*) was made, running north/south, weathered clay bonding. It sat on a clay level-

ling deposit (1888*) but had no constructionapproximately 4.00m to the east of the wall. It
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cut. It was built on the line of the earlier ditch north of that wall but their relationship with
the wall could not be established.(2370), which may have been cut as a boundary

ditch marking this line. The wall (1703) formed Evidence for occupation to the north of wall
(3137) comprised a clay surface, with postholesthe east wall of a building (Building III ) of

which only part lay within the area of excava- and a hearth. A diagonal line of three postholes
(2779*, 2777*, 2759*) was cut into the under-tion; its full ground plan could not therefore be

recovered. An oven or kiln (1772) was con- lying material and a clay floor (2755*) was laid
around the posts. The line of these postsstructed within the building against the west

face of (1703). This was keyhole-shaped in terminated at hearth (2758*), of similar con-
struction to those already described. It was notplan, of roughly shaped sandstone blocks, but

with no visible bonding. It opened to the south possible to tell whether this occupation was
within a building or in an open area, althoughand sat in a construction cut (1882*) 350mm

deep. It had been robbed down to its lowest the clay would have been unsuitable for an
outside surface and the postholes suggest thatcourses and disturbed by the insertion of a later

hearth. To the south were the remnants of a a timber structure was present. The clay floor
and hearth were overlain by an ashy spreadsandstone flagged surface (1876) bedded into

clay (1875*). (2745*), presumably derived from the hearth,
whilst a mixed deposit of silt and clay (2663*,
2727*), possibly resulting from erosion of the
floor itself, had accumulated along the southernPeriod 5, phase 5: Activity to the north of edge of the floor, where it was retained by wallBuilding II (fig. 17) (3137).

Subsequently, a considerable volume of pre-Wall (3137, 2754) was constructed against the
dominately ashy waste was dumped in this areanorth wall (3145; Period 4, phase 3) of Building
(e.g. 2571*, 2550*, 2394*, 2464*) followed byII. It probably ran from Pandon to the burn
more clayey material (e.g. 2041*, 2344*,and is likely to have been a boundary rather
2359*). This material was deposited toward thethan a load-bearing building wall. There were
north of the area, forming two banks of mat-no posts interrupting its length (as seen in
erial, separated by an irregular gully (3271*);Building II ) and it comprised very roughly-
this gully had developed through water action,shaped sandstone blocks, faced to the south
running to the south into what had become abut not to the north. It was only one course
low-lying area to the north of Building II,high and many of the larger stones appeared to
immediately to the north of wall (3137).have been water-worn. Wall (3137) had been

built along the line of the plank-lined gully
(3270) and at its eastern end it lay between the Period 5, phase 6: Occupation East of Building

II (fig. 20)timber planks of Period 1. This would suggest
that the line of the gully had become a signific-

Area Bant boundary and that, having dried up by this
time, it was reused as a construction trench for A new surface (2856) was laid to the south of

wall (3137) and east of Building II. Thisthe wall which maintained the boundary. How-
ever the stones comprising (3137) were firmly comprised a deposit of clay, retained along its

northern edge by sandstones, up to 200mmbedded into the underlying material as if the
ground had been very soft at some time. across. The clay had slumped to the north, with

the weight of the stones pushing plank (2893)Evidence from later in this phase and from
subsequent Periods suggests that wet condi- from Period 1 over to the north. Some of the

clay had been burnt (2362*, 2361*); this maytions did return to this part of the site.
A line of posts (2268*, 2270*, 2266*, 2264*), have been associated with the source of the

extensive deposits of ash, coal and silt, includ-approximately 5m to the north of (3137), may
have formed the north edge of the plot to the ing some slag, mentioned above, which were
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wall (854) in the form of alignments of post-
and stakeholes (fig. 20). It seemed to be a
roughly square structure with an entrance from
the south-west. There was no evidence for its
function.

Area C

During this Period there was also evidence for
activity to the south of wall (854). Initially this
comprised dumps of ashy waste material (e.g.
3148*, 2739*, 2722*) which had often fused to
give hard surfaces. These dumps were cut by
many stake- and postholes; these may have
formed a structure but showed no clear align-
ments. In places, clay floors were also laid
although only patchy remains of these were
recovered and they were often interleaved with
further dumps of ashy material.

The most substantial remains of flooring
remaining (e.g. 2578*, 2516*, 2457*) survived
along the eastern and southern edges of the
area but had been worn away elsewhere. Onto
this compacted clay surface was built a hearth
(1878) of very similar construction to those
seen elsewhere on the site, although it did not
seem to have a flue. A partition (2424, 2425,
2426) separated the hearth from the area to the
south. Ashy occupation deposits (e.g. 2033*,
2309*) accumulated around this hearth includ-
ing straw and other plant material (2089*) used
for flooring over the clay. A second partition

Fig. 20 Period 5 timber structure east of Building II (1917) was also built, to screen off the eastern
(1:133). part of the area.

The hearth (1878) within Area C may have
been operating under some sort of lean-to,dumped over the northern edge of (2856) and

formed extensive spreads to the north of wall attached to the side of Building II and using the
partitions as sides, as there was no evidence for(3137).

The southern edge of the clay was delimited more substantial walling. However the form of
wall (854) with its timber posts would suggestby a wall (854), running east/west towards the

Pandon street frontage. This was made from that it was part of a building. As there was no
parallel wall either to the north or south ofroughly worked sandstone blocks with a brown

sandy clay bonding and with postholes (3038 (854) it is a matter of speculation as to whether
(854) was a party wall for two buildings orand 2026) at either end. The wall (854) had

settled into the soft underlying material, caus- formed one side of a building to the north or
south. A comparison of the nature of theing it to lean to the north approximately 20°

from vertical. occupation between Areas B and C suggests
that wall (854) was the north wall of a buildingThere was evidence for at least one timber

structure to the east of Building II and north of within which the activity in phase 6 took place.
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This building will be referred to in the text as Kingston-type ware tripod pitcher
with bridge spout, (fig. 33.9 No 92).Building IV.
London-type ware Rouen jugs,
(fig. 33.9 Nos 93 and 94).Finds

Period 5, phase 1: Occupation within Building II
Period 5, phase 5: Activity to the north of

Lead. Fig. 32.2 No 43, Circular object Building II
(2572).

Bone. Fig. 32.3 No 46, Whistle (2744).Leather. Fig. 32.10 No. 73, Sole (2740).
Pottery. Buff/white Jug, (fig. 33.3 No 19);Pottery. Early gritty ware Jar, (fig. 33.2 No 7).

Jug handle, (not illus.);Oxidised gritty ware Pipkin handle,
Orange/buff ware Jar, (fig. 33.6 No(fig. 33.8 No 83).
58);Oxidised gritty ware Jug, (fig. 33.8
Reduced Green-glazed ware III,No 77);
applied stamped strip of clay fromBearded face from Scarborough-type
jug, (fig. 33.8 No 90.);Jug, (fig. 33.10 No 98).
Scarborough-type ware arm andApplied slashed pad of clay, possibly
hand from face jug, (fig. 33.10 Norepresenting a human hand, from an
102);anthropomorphic jug, (fig. 33.10 No
Scarborough-type ware beard from114).
face jug, (fig. 33.10 No. 116);
Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’s

Period 5, phase 2: Activity to the West of Type 1) Face Jug, (fig. 33.10 No 100);
Building II Scarborough-type ware candlestick

base, (fig. 33.10 No. 113).Pottery. Early gritty ware Jar, (fig. 33.2 No 8).
Buff/white Jars, (fig. 33.4 Nos 28 and
31).

Period 5, phase 6: Occupation East ofOrange/buff ware Jar, (fig. 33.6 No
Building II56).

Red micaceous ware Jar, (fig. 33.6 No Stone. Fig. 32.5 No 51, Whetstone
53). (1390).fig. 32.7 No 55,
Buff/white Pipkin handle, (fig. 33.8 Dome-shaped object (1851).
No. 84). Wood. Fig. 32.8 No 62, Handle (2499).

Fig. 32.9 No 68, Fragment (2563).
Fig. 32.8 No 64, Netting needlePeriod 5, phase 3: Land Reclamation II
(2571).

Wood. Fig. 32.8 No 59, Plank (2882). Pottery. Oxidised gritty ware Jug, (fig. 33.8
Leather. Fig. 32.10 No 74, Sole (2626). No 78);
Pottery. Buff/white Jar, (fig. 33.4 No 33). Buff/white Jar, (fig. 33.4 No 32);

Buff/white Jug, (fig. 33.8 No 80). Buff/white Jugs, (fig. 33.3 Nos 16 and
Mill Green type ware Jar, (fig. 33.9 21);
No 96). Orange/buff ware Jar, (fig. 33.6 No

59).
Period 5, phase 4: A Street or yard to the west
of Building II; Construction of Building III

Dating evidence
Stone. Fig. 32.7 No 54, Dome-shaped object

(1757). Pottery. Rouen-type jugs dating from
1200–1250 (FSN 10.2) from context (2535)Pottery. Early gritty ware Jar, (fig. 33.2 No 6).
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and (2353), Period 5, phase 4 and a Kingston- Although the fire seemed to be relatively
restricted in extent, the activity immediatelytype vessel (FSN 10.1) from (2535) are thir-

teenth century. Mottled Green Glazed Sain- post-dating it covered a much wider area, as if
the opportunity was taken for a generaltonge ware is mid-thirteenth century (2795;

Period 5, phase 1). reorganisation.
The timber superstructure of Building II was

largely removed or considerably modified, and
PERIOD 6 (mid-thirteenth century): it was divided into two halves, the western half
Episode of burning within Building II left open as a yard, the eastern occupied by a

probable lean-to structure, Building V. BlythSummary
Nook I was resurfaced and a new east/west

Probably as a result of the number of hearths wall was built, between the south-east corner
in the area, and the materials used in the of Area A and Pandon along the northern edge
construction of the buildings, a fire occurred of Blyth Nook I, enclosing the south-east
within Building II. This appears to have caused corner of the site. There were also modifications
the destruction of or major damage to the or additions to existing walls in the eastern half
building and its timber frame. of the site. This resulted in the establishment of

two plots fronting onto Pandon. Area F (to the
north) was levelled and a drain constructed inPeriod 6, phase 1: Burning in Building II
that area in an attempt to address the problems

The evidence for this event is derived from a of wetness discussed in Period 5, phase 6 above.
single deposit (2481*) which spread across the
southern two-thirds of Building II. This com-

Period 7, phase 1: Activity within Area Aprised a mixture of heavily burnt clay, ash,
burnt wood and plant material which may have Three of the timber posts in the south-west
been thatch. The burning was heaviest towards corner of Building II were removed. Posts
the south, where this material was also thickest (3125, 3159, 3175; fig. 14) all appear to have
indicating that the roof caught fire then col- been broken off at this time, perhaps because
lapsed and continued to burn inside the build- they had been too badly fire-damaged to be
ing. Some of this material was also burnt retained.
flooring, with a beamslot (2461*) cut into it A clay surface (2218) was laid within the
which was removed after the burning. How- remains of Building II. Some mixed clay level-
ever, over much of the area the clay had become ling was put down first, (e.g. 2429*, 2433*) but
loose and crumbly through burning so it was generally (2218) was laid directly onto the
impossible to differentiate between the debris burnt material from Period 6, covering the
from the fire and remains of the floor itself. whole floor area of Building II, with the

exception of the north-east corner, and
spreading out into the yard area betweenFinds
Buildings II and III where it overlay the yard

Period 6, phase 1: Burning in Building II. surface (1706*) from Period 5. Similarly, some
of the more mixed levelling material also spreadPottery. Pipkin, fig. 33.8 no 82.
out of the building through the entrance to the
north, and over the Period 5 wall (3137) which

PERIOD 7 (mid-thirteenth century): must have fallen out of use by this time. This
Recovery from burning (fig. 21) material included some ash and burnt clay

which may have been derived in part from theSummary
Period 6 burning. In the north-west corner of
the building and outside to the west in the yard,This Period represents recovery and reorganis-

ation after the burning episode of Period 6. further deposits of more mixed stony material
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Fig. 21 New layout subsequent to Period 6 fire (1: 133).

(e.g. 1927, 1864, 1936, 2416) were laid. The building to redefine the edge of the plot in the
north-west corner of the area. The constructionremains of five large pottery vessels were found,

cut into the surface of (2218) close to the line of this wall had become necessary as the original
walls of Building II in the area had been all butof the west wall of Building II. The precise

relationships of these pots could not be deter- covered by the levelling and floor deposits
described above; the south-west corner howevermined but they did not appear to be associated

with any features or structures from this Period appears to have remained intact. A dark brown
clayey silt with sandstone fragments (1927) mayand were probably linked to a later building

(Building VI) sited in this area. have been levelling for another such wall along
the north side of the building.A partition (2014) of padstones seemed to

define the eastern limit of these dumps within To the south of Area A, a new road surface
was laid. A deposit of silty sand and smallArea A. It followed the line previously taken by

the eastern side of the central passageway of stones (2202*) formed a bed for a layer of
waterworn cobbles and occasional pieces ofBuilding II. In the southern part of the area a

floor (2336*, 2003*, 1832, 1821*) was laid and limestone (81*) which was surfaced with (80),
a deposit of small sandstones and metal-a slot (1998) was cut. This slot (1998), was on

line with (2014) and may have been a continua- working waste which had fused to form a hard
surface. To the east the area of metalling wastion of that feature. A rough wall (1741, 1745)

was built over the floor, up the west side of the widened slightly (2051, 2108*) to provide a
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hard surface on which a wall was subsequently Buff/white Jug, (fig. 33.3 No. 18);
Orange/buff ware Jar, (fig. 33.6 Nobuilt. This wall (1326) was constructed of

sandstone blocks with a silty clay bonding, 57);
Scarborough-type ware beard fromstanding two courses high and leaning slightly

to the north. It probably ran to the Pandon face jug, (fig. 33.10 No 101);
Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’sfrontage, enclosing the corner plot (Area C)

and represented a rebuilding of the south wall Type 1) Stamped boss from jug,
(fig. 33.10 No 108);of Building IV. Once the wall had been built, a

hearth (1872) was constructed replacing that Scarborough-type ware, twisted
handle (fig. 33.10 No 110);from Period 5, phase 8 (1878).

The stratigraphy from this area, showing the Scarborough-type ware, applied scale
and strip decoration on Scarboroughsequence of construction of a hearth was better

preserved than elsewhere; a detailed description type jug, (fig. 33.10 No 115).
is given below in the ‘Slags and Residues’ report
(p. 149). Dating evidenceTo the north, in Area B, a new clay floor
(2050*, 2049*, 2038*) was laid and a new wall Pottery. 3 sherds of London Rouen-type slip
(902) built. The posts (3038 and 2026; fig. 20) decorated jug from Period 7, phase 1 can be
were removed from wall (854), perhaps dated to the first half of the thirteenth century.
because its leaning had distorted the timber
frame too much, and a sandstone ‘skin’ (1446) PERIOD 8 (mid-thirteenth century):added to its northern side as a buttress to Occupation within Areas A, B and C, dumpingprevent further movement; the wall was rebuilt and ground-raising in Area F (fig. 22)where the posts had been removed.

Summary
Period 7, phase 2: Activity in Area F Initially occupation was concentrated within

lean-to Building V in the eastern half of Area AThis phase consisted of the construction of a
and around hearths in Building IV, with thestone drain (1903) running from east to west.
western half of Area A and Area B used forThis was a relatively small structure, which
dumping. Further dumping, to raise the groundmay have been more akin to a field drain
surface also occurred to the north in Area F.clearing a wet area of land, rather than having

Buildings V and IV may have been joined bya domestic function. The material through
a door between the two (fig. 22) and a hearthwhich the drain had been cut had been mixed
was built in Building V. Another hearth wasinto homogeneous silts, probably due to the
built in Area A2, in association with a stoneaction of groundwater. The east end of the
drain, running to the north. The use of thesedrain ran close to the north edge of Area A, so
hearths created a considerable volume of ashyit was not until after the drain had been laid
waste, spreading over the whole of Area A,that a new north wall of small sandstone blocks
including the area within Building V and sea-(1933) was built.
ling the hearth in Area A4.

Finds
Period 8, phase 1: Initial occupation in Area A

Period 7, phase 1: Activity within Area A
Building VLead. fig. 32.2 No 44, Rivet-shaped object

(1859). The northern half of Building V was floored
with a number of mixed clay deposits (e.g.Pottery. Grey ware Jar, (fig. 33.1 No 4);

Buff/white Face Jug, (fig. 33.3 No 1848*, 1843) which included fragments of
burnt stone, animal bone and coal. A beamslot14);
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Fig. 22 Period 8 occupation (1:133).

(1644) with stakeholes at each end, and a line easier than digging through the road surfaces
outside to the south.of sandstone blocks with clay bonding repres-

ented the remains of the south wall of this area, Occupation within this area was represented
by interleaved clay surfaces and occupationwith a doorway (1764) at its western end. To

the north a flagged area (1767) may have been debris such as ash, decayed wood fragments
and coal dust (1631*, 1622*, 1621*, 1573*,an entrance from the north whilst a posthole

(1657) provided a central roof support. 1548*).
In Areas A1 and A2 to the west of BuildingThe southern half of Building V was defined

by a clay floor (1782). After this surface had V, there was extensive dumping of ash and
gritty silts (1717*) which included fragments ofbeen laid, a cut (1627*) was made, down to the

flue (2580*) for the earlier hearth (2577 ; Period sandstone roof tile. A clay surface (1702*) was
laid in Area A2, probably as a capping or5, phase 1). This was blocked with clean clay

(1519*), rebuilt and the cut backfilled. As the levelling over the ashy dumps and this was
covered by further dumps of silty material (e.g.flue was deliberately plugged with clay it seems

likely that water was collecting in it, or running 1711*, 1692*, 1549*, 1397*, 1392*).
The distinction between areas of occupationinto it from outside the building, and the clay

plug was designed to prevent this; plugging it to the east of partition (2014/1998), and dump-
ing to the west of it, and the substantialfrom within the building would have been
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appearance of the partition itself suggests that north edge of the plot, described in Period 5,
phase 5 were removed and backfilled (e.g.it was not simply a fence line dividing an open

area of ground, but was the west wall of a lean- 2269*, 2263*).
Towards the end of the phase the boundaryto structure, built against the west walls of

Areas B and Building IV. originally established by wall (1863) was rebuilt
along the same line by (1024 and 949)In Building IV, occupation in the vicinity of

the Period 7 hearth (1872) was represented by
an ashy spread (1851*). This was sealed by a Period 8, phase 3: Changes in Occupation
clay surface (e.g. 1930*, 1849*, 1825*, 1416*)

Area A2onto which another hearth (1339) was built.
This was of similar construction to those seen A stone drain (1486) was constructed close to
elsewhere on the site with a screen of stakeholes. the partition wall between Areas A2 and A3.
A pottery vessel (1340) was placed within a cut This was constructed from worked sandstone
(1352*) close to the hearth probably to hold blocks, typically 250mm by 200mm by 110mm,
water for quenching. set in a cut (1720*) approximately 200mm

deep. It sloped down to the north and its
construction had caused some disturbance toArea B
the adjacent partition (2014). It is unclear

In this area a sequence of alternate dumps of whether the drain served Area A2 or A3 but it
stony clay and ash was recorded. The stony must have emptied into the same east/west
clay may have been flooring, but if so it was drain as (1713) above. To the west of the drain
very worn and only survived against the walls. a substantial stone hearth or oven (1431) was

built. Only the base of this structure survived,
built hard up against the Period 7 wall (1745)Period 8, phase 2: Dumping in Area F
and comprising sandstone blocks with a clay

With the construction and occupation of Build- bonding, set into a base of fine sand.
ings I and II the area to the north of Building
II had become relatively low lying. During

Buildings V and IVPeriod 5, phase 6 water action had worn a gully
(3271*) in the area and the response to this had Along the Blyth Nook I frontage, levelling

deposits (1529*, 1518*, 1516*) were laid overbeen the construction of drain (1903 Period 7;
phase 2). Now further dumping occurred to the remains of the Building II wall (3044*). A

new wall (1058) of roughly squared sandstoneraise the ground surface and make use of the
land. blocks with a clay bonding was built to replace

it; the form of the stone at the west end of theA low wall (1863*) was built to retain this
material and to define the western edge of the wall suggests that it may have been the east side

of an entrance although this could not beplot, in line with the west wall of Area A. Subse-
quent dumps to the east of this wall (e.g. 1842*, determined with any certainty. Running north

from the east end of (1058) a second new wall1809*, 1756*, 1415*, 1245*) included matted
decayed organic material (in 1426) indicative (1259) was built, using unworked stones and

cobbles, which appeared to be revetting theof plant growth in the area during the early
part of the phase. Additional efforts to keep the slightly higher surfaces to the east within Build-

ing IV. Here ashy spreads (e.g. 1831*, 1388*,area dry were represented by a stone drain,
(1713*) running to the south. This was trun- 1312*, 1290*) from the use of hearth (1339)

had been scattered to form a level surface for acated to the south by a later east-west cut which
removed any evidence for associated features, clay floor (1257) to be laid up to the east face

of wall (1259). A socket-like arrangement ofalthough it seems likely that there was a drain
running towards the Pandon Burn on this line. stones at the northern end of wall (1259) may

have been part of a doorway giving accessDuring this phase the timber posts along the
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between Buildings V and IV. The final activity by ashy spread (1478*), but hearth (1431)
continued in use throughout.in this phase was the construction of a hearth

(1492) in Area A4, to replace (1339) in Building
Building IVIV which had been sealed under the new floor

(1257). A pear-shaped cut (1241) was made into floor
(1257*). It was not possible to determine the
function of this feature because any structure it
had contained had been robbed away in a laterPeriod 8, phase 4: Use of hearths, extensive ash
Period but its shape was similar to that ofdumping
hearths or ovens recorded elsewhere on the site.

The initial use of hearth (1431) was represented A little ashy material (1240*) was found in the
by dumps of ashy waste (1462*, 1479*) around bottom of the cut which may have been depos-
it which were subsequently sealed by a clay ited during the robbing; this was however
floor (1350*, 1357*). Immediately to the east, stained by modern contaminants. The remain-
in Building V, occupation in this phase was der of the material recovered from this area
represented by deposits of ash, sand and silts, was a mixture of clays, probably representing
(e.g. 1604*, 1546*, 1541*) with some small flooring and spreads of ash and slag (e.g.1203*,
brick and tile fragments suggesting that the 1108*, 1132*, 830*) which were probably
roof of the building may not have been in good derived from the operation of whatever feature
repair. This was sealed by a worn clay floor was in cut (1241). By the end of the phase a
(1537*). drain (1110*) had been cut, running out of the

Immediately to the west of Building V, the area into Blyth Nook I to the south. The
drain (1486*) was removed, necessitating eastern part of wall (1326 Period 7, phase 1)
repairs to partition (2014). Two new slots, was sealed by the deposits of ash and slag, (e.g.
(1476*, 1660*) were cut on the line of the 1141*, 1203*), some of which (1191*) had
previous partition; some stony levelling (1926*, spilled out onto the street surface to the south.
1908*, 1701*, 1650*) spread to the north and a This might indicate that there was an entrance
new slot (1662*) was cut along the north edge to Building IV at this point. Context (1191)
of the area. was very compacted as if by trampling.

Further occupation within Building V was
represented by ashy deposits (e.g. 1575*) and Period 8, phase 5: Animal activity in Blyth
clay floors (e.g. 1520*, 1230*, 1527*). Towards Nook II
the end of this phase the beams were removed

Throughout Period 8 there seems to have beenfrom their slots and the area was levelled with
very little activity in the area of Blyth Nook II.spreads of clay and rubble (e.g. 1482* and
A number of clay surfaces, (e.g. 1759*, 1750,1506*); the post pads of (2014) remained in use
1385*) were laid but these were cut by a numberhowever and a post hole (1297) was cut to
of small features, (e.g. 1648, 1776) representingprovide additional support for the roof .
irregular cuts with very loose silty fills whichBoth hearths (1492) and (1431) were in use
may have been animal burrows or root holes.during this phase, producing deposits of ashy
There was no evidence of the waste dumpingwaste material (e.g. 1478*, 1422*, 1228*,
seen in earlier periods but clearly the surfaces1208*) which spread over most of Area A. The
were not being maintained.partition (1998) to the west of hearth (1492)

was rebuilt (cuts 1477*, 1296*) during this time,
maintaining the north/south division, although Finds
dumping of ashy waste had occurred on both

Period 8, phase 1: Initial occupation in Area Asides of this, suggesting that it had become a
less significant boundary. Hearth (1492) went Pottery. Buff/white Jug handle, (fig. 33.3 No

20);out of use relatively early in the phase, sealed
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Buff/white Jug handle, (fig. 33.3 No PERIOD 9 (late thirteenth to fourteenth
century):17);

Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’s Rebuilding in area A1
Type 1) decorated Jug rim and neck Summary(fig. 33.10 No 112).

This period saw the construction of a new
building (Building VI) in Area A1. The area,Period 8, phase 2: Dumping in Area F
which had been open during the previous

Iron. fig. 32.1 No 9, Belt Buckle (968). Period, was now covered over and the south-
Stone. fig. 32.7 No 56, Limestone mortar west corner wall of the plot rebuilt. A new

(1626). stony surface was laid in Blyth Nook II, which
probably extended across to Areas E and D.

Pottery. Buff/white Jug, (fig. 33.3 No 13);
Jug (1810);
Buff/white Jar, (fig. 33.4 No 35);

Period 9, phase 1: Building VIJar, (2076);
Developed Stamford-type ware Two walls (1270* and 1157; fig. 23) formed the
watering pot, (fig. 33.9 No 95). south-east corner of Area A and redefined the

southern and western edges of the plot. Evid-
ence of robbing in Period 11 indicated that wallPeriod 8, phase 3: Changes in Occupation
(1157; fig. 23) originally continued to the east

Pottery. Reduced Green-glazed ware III Dec- beyond its recorded extents. Where the under-
orated handle, (fig. 33.8No 88); lying material was soft, (1270*) was in a cut
Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’s (1483*) but elsewhere it sat on the existing
Type 1) Upper part of watering pot, ground surface. The walls comprised three
(fig. 33.10 No 118). courses of roughly finished sandstone blocks,

with a yellow clay bonding. Some of the stones
in (1270*) seemed loose and there were areasPeriod 8, phase 4: Use of hearths, extensive ash
where the fabric of the wall seemed to havedumping
been disturbed by root or animal activity,

Copper fig. 32.1 No 38, Spur (1278). similar to that seen in Period 8, phase 5.
Alloy. Within Building VI a number of clay floors
Pottery. Buff/white Jars, (fig. 33.4 Nos 36–38 were laid (e.g. 1327*, 1423*, 1154*, 1036*)

(1018); fig. 33.4 No 34 and 39 (1099); although these had been worn and only sur-
Buff/white Jug, (fig. 33.5 No 51); vived as small patches. Two hearths (1301*,
Buff/white Jug handle, (fig. 33.5 No 1284*) were built onto these surfaces. Hearth
52); (1284*) was relatively small (approximately
Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’s 300mm across) and may have been a ‘finishing’
Type 1) Knight/king with shield, hearth associated with the larger hearth
(fig. 33.10 No 105); (1301*). It is possible that the area was roofed
Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’s during this period, as two postholes (1114*,
Type 1) Counter/gaming piece 1147*) were made, on the line of the Period 8
(fig. 33.10 No 111). partition (2014), probably to strengthen the

partition wall to support additional roofing.
The pottery vessels found cut into (2218; PeriodDating evidence
7) were probably to be associated with this
building, used as storage jars for stock mat-Pottery. Mill Green-type ware, from context

(1810; Period 8, phase 2) dates 1270–1350 (in erials (see Slags and Residues report below
p. 149). Another hearth (1093*) was built inLondon).
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the southern part of Building V in roughly the of what may have been demolition debris but it
seems likely that the stone from any of thesame location as those seen in earlier periods.

In Blyth Nook II a surface of large sand- demolished walls was reused in the construc-
tion of the new buildings.stones and clay (1159; fig. 23) was laid up to

the west face of wall (1270*). To the south the
surface of Blyth Nook I was repaired in a Period 11, phase 1: The Construction of Drainnumber of places, due to disturbance caused by (46)the construction of wall (1157).

To the north of Area A, a substantial stone
drain (46) was constructed. It seems likely thatDating evidence
this reused the line of an earlier drain (discussed

Hearth (1301) was sampled for archaeomag- in Period 8) into which the Period 8 drains
netic dating, see discussion section below. (1713, 1486) emptied. The base of the drain cut

(47) showed a slope down to the west of less
than 100mm over its excavated length. ThePERIOD 10, (late thirteenth to mid-fourteenth
sides of the drain were of roughly workedcentury):
sandstone blocks and the capping of sandstoneFurther occupation in Building VI
slabs. The eastern end of the drain had been

Period 10, phase 1 truncated by a later robbing cut which obscured
the relationship of the drain to two stone-filledWaste deposits accumulated around the Period
cuts (1144 and 1081); these appeared to run9 hearths (1301* and 1284*), in the form of
into it from the north and east respectively andmixed deposits of ash, fine sand, slag and silt
were probably soakaways. The drain cut was(e.g. 1349*, 1273*, 1222*, 1261*, 1303*). These
backfilled with sandy clay (1182*) along withoften included clay lenses which represented
gritty silt and sand (45*) and the area levelledworn floor surfaces. Eventually a levelling of
with dumps of mixed silts, sandy silts and stonyfine sand (1163*, 1164*) was laid over most of
clays (e.g. 1116*, 918*, 995*, 1019*, 1023*).the area and a new hearth (1150*) built directly

over (1301). This levelling sealed the smaller
finishing hearth (1284*) and further deposits of Period 11, phase 2: Construction of Buildings
ashy waste (e.g. 1120*, 1130*, 1139*, 1145*, VII, VIII, IX and X
1198*) accumulated (1150*) during the period

Activity in this phase comprised the construc-of its use.
tion of a number of sandstone walls, some of
which maintained the lines of earlier ones whilst

PERIOD 11 (mid-to late fourteenth century): others enclosed new areas of the site as occupa-
Construction of buildings VII, VIII, IX, X and tion spread into Area F. All of the walls were

IX (fig. 23) constructed from roughly worked sandstone
blocks, with a yellowish or orange clay bond-Summary
ing, most surviving to a height of between

At the beginning of this Period a substantial 200mm and 400mm, with the exception of
drain was built close to the northern edge of (877) which was up to 600mm high.
Area A. This probably replaced the earlier
drain whose existence was suggested in Period

Area A, Buildings VII and VIII8. Once this was completed, there were phases
of construction in Area F, where new stone Walls (1002, 723, 899) defined the west and

southern edges of Area A. Instead of beingbuildings were erected and existing structures
rebuilt, and in Area B, along the edge of Blyth built on the lines of the Period 9 walls (1270*,

1157), they were built ‘outside’ them, onto theNook I, leaving the overall layout of the area
relatively unchanged. There was some dumping surface of Blyth Nook. It is unclear why this
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Fig. 23 Period 11 Buildings (1:100). For key to symbols see fig. 22.
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should have been the case, but perhaps the wall Blyth Nook
(1270*) had been undermined by the disturb- In Blyth Nook I, new road surfaces were laid,
ances described in Period 8, phase 5 above. In similar to those seen in earlier Periods, com-
Blyth Nook I, wall (899) was built onto a new posed of sandstones, cobbles and fused slag
metalled surface (961, 883*, 1443) which was and metalworking waste.
laid along the whole length of the street, wall In Blyth Nook II, after wall (723) had been
(1157) having been at least partly robbed away built, a new surface (971) was laid to the west
at this time. The eastern part of wall (899) was of Area A, this comprised sandstones of various
itself robbed away in a later Period. Building sizes, most of which were flat, but which had
V, which had appeared to be in a poor state of been disturbed by later activity, making the
repair in Period 8, phase 4 was cleared away surface very uneven.
and a new wall (773) built across the middle of
Area A. Wall (773) followed the line of earlier

Period 11, phase 3: Dumping in the western halftimber partitions (e.g. Building II, Period 5)
of Area Fbut was clearly a more substantial structure

representing a significant division of the plot Once Building X was complete, the area to the
into two parts, Building VII to the south and west of it was levelled with dumps of mixed
VIII to the north. Walls (919, 772 and 1030) silty stony clay (e.g. 967*, 907*, 839*), some of
formed a new common wall between Area A which included flat sandstone slabs (879*) and
and Areas B and Building IV. ferrous material (898*). Much of this material

may have been derived from the activity in
Area F, Building X Period 11 and the robbing of the possible drain

which preceded drain (46). This dumping wasA new northern boundary to Area F was
confined to the area defined by walls (877,created by wall (877) which probably ran from
1024, 949 and 920).the Pandon frontage to the Pandon Burn, along

the line first defined by postholes in Period 5,
phase 5. Area F, between wall (877) and walls Period 11, phase 4: Activity within Building
(913 and 890) was then levelled with dumps of VIII and the western half of Area F
clay, sand and ashy silts (1092*, 984*, 1083*,

Dumps of sand, stones and silt (983*, 589*)650*). Walls (890 and 913) formed a new
with a clay capping (958*) raised the groundnorthern edge to Area B and were associated
surface within Area F flush with the top of wallwith walls (148, 943, 920), built onto this
(949; Period 8, phase 8). Sandstone slabslevelling to enclose the western half of Area F,
(670*) were set into the top of the cut for drainand forming the first identifiable building
(46) as if to reinforce the capping at that point,(Building X ) on this part of the site.
then spreads of stony silty clay (948*, 668*,
923*) levelling material were dumped to bringArea B, Building IX
the surfaces within Areas A2 and F to the same

Walls (913) and (890) also formed the northern level. Once this had been achieved, a wall (671)
side of another new building, Building IX, was built along the north edge of Building VIII;
which fronted onto Pandon to the east. only a relatively short section of this survived

In the south-west corner of Building X a at its western end.
stone chute was constructed, feeding down into
drain (46), a slab having been removed or Period 11, phase 5: Construction of Building XI,
omitted from the capping to allow this access. in the western half of Area F
This chute was made from small flat sand-
stones, bonded with clay and appeared to have To the north of wall (671) a cut (774*) was

made to the west of Building X. This wasbeen built as an integral part of walling (913),
not a later addition (figs. 24 and 25). almost perfectly circular at the base although
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Fig. 24 Chute (913) into drain (46).

Fig. 25 Drain (46) and Period 11 Buildings during excavation, looking east.
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the upper sides were more irregular; it had a Finds
flat base and contained a primary fill of 120mm

Period 11, phase 1: The Construction of Draindepth of compacted mortar. This was probably
(46)a mortar-mixing pit although none of the walls

from this Period were mortar-bonded. There Pottery. Buff/white Jars, (fig. 33.4 Nos 40 and
42);must, however, have been chimneys or other

features of the upper floors of the buildings Buff/white Jug, (fig. 33.3 No 15;
Oxidised gritty ware Jars (fig. 33.7which required mortar bonding. The pit was

backfilled with a mixture of silts and ash (761*, No. 60, 67 and 72);
Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’s758*) and sealed with deposits of orange clay

(716*, 734*). Type 1) Jug, (fig. 33.10 No 109);
French Jug, body sherd (fig. 33.10 NoWall (631) was then built, partly on footings

(699*), against the south face of wall (877). It 117).
was extended to the south by the addition of
(635) which reused the upper surface of wall

Period 11, phase 2: Construction of Buildings(949; Period 8, phase 8) for footings, and
VII, VIII, IX and Xprobably continued south to the north-west

corner of Building VIII, over the slabs (670*; Copper fig. 32.2 No 39, Key (1092).
phase 4 above) protecting drain (46); this Alloy.
section of wall however had been robbed away. Pottery. Buff/white Jar, (fig. 33.4 No. 47);
Of the east wall of this building (Building XI) Oxidised gritty ware Jar (fig. 33.7 No.
only part (693) survived, the rest having been 65).
robbed in a later Period.

Further deposits of sandy silty material (e.g.
605*, 607*) were dumped into the building and Period 11, phase 3: Dumping in the western half
some clay (e.g. 638*) was used to level the of Area F
mortar mixing pit, whose fills had settled. At

Pottery. Buff/white Jar, (fig. 33.4 No 41);this time an additional sandstone wall (624)
Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’swas built to the east of the building. This may
Type 1) Tubular spout with appliedhave been for a ground floor entrance or to
face decoration, (fig. 33.10 No 103);support an external stair. Several deposits of
Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’smixed clay (578*, 592) were then laid as rough
Type 1) Stag from hunting jug,flooring within the building, and two beamslots
(fig. 33.10 No 106).(587, 588) cut to provide internal partitioning.

Period 11, phase 6: Internal Activity within Period 11, phase 4: Activity within Building
Buildings VII and VIII VIII and the western half of Area F

Pottery. Buff/white Jar, (fig. 33.4 No 44);Within Building VIII a clay floor was laid (e.g.
794*, 748*, 735*) and a hearth (673) built Buff/white Jug, (fig. 33.5 No 50);

Oxidised gritty ware Jar (fig. 33.7 Noagainst wall (773). A stone drain (23), was cut,
running to the north-west to feed into (46). 69);

Oxidised gritty ware Jar (fig. 33.7 NoBuilding VII was similarly floored with clay
(840) and provided another hearth (652). The 74);

Reduced Green-glazed ware III Jar,base of this hearth was formed by a single
millstone, which had worn very thin (ca. 50mm) (fig. 33.7 No 62);

Scarborough-type ware (Farmer’sand subsequently cracked due to heating. Post-
holes (777, 779, 781, 786) formed a new parti- Type 1) Horse and part of knight,

(fig. 33.10 No 107).tion within the building.
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PERIOD 12 (mid to late fourteenth century): Building X
Occupation in Buildings IV, VII, VIII and XI Within Building X evidence for occupation was

poor. A group of burnt sandstone slabs (802*)Period 12, phase 1
may have been a hearth but was very disturbed

Building VIII and could have been dumped from elsewhere.
Against the north wall of the building (943) aThe use of hearth (673) was represented by an
rectilinear structure of sandstones (1082*)accumulation of ash (890*) on the surface of
extended out of the excavated area. Against thethe hearth itself, though there was no substan-
north face of wall (890) lay a loose dump oftial build-up of ash analogous to that associated
sandstone. This may have been derived fromwith other hearths. Hearth (673) was sealed by
disturbance to the underlying stone surfacea deposit of clay (695*) which covered the
(1049; Period 11, phase 1) during constructionhearth only.
of (890) but again this was unclear. Thereafter
the area was used for dumping mixed deposits

Buildings IV and VII of ash (e.g. 837*, 790*) silt (790*) and mortar
(792*).The drain (1110*; Period 8, phase 4) was

robbed out or removed and backfilled with an
ashy silt (1020*). This was sealed by a spread Building XI
of sandy clay which extended from Building IV There was no evidence for the function of the
into VII, indicating that the doorway between two beamslots (587, 588; Period 11, phase 5) in
the two, established in Period 8, phase 3 was this building as they went out of use at the
still in use. It was at this time that the pear- beginning of this period and were backfilled
shaped cut (1241; Period 8, phase 4) was with ashy silts (582*, 583*). Deposits of clay,
robbed out. The robbing cut (832*) was back- silt and ash (569*, 568*, 565*) were dumped
filled with a mixture of coarse silty sand and into the area, then capped with a rough stony
fine ash (815*). clay surface (554*, 558*). This surface was cut

by a large pit (490*), 0.48m deep, in the north-
east corner of the floor. The primary fills (486*,Building VII
485*) were sandy clays with greenish staining

Spreads of ash from hearth (652) were depos- suggesting that this feature may have been a
ited (e.g. 1016*) both within the building and cesspit. The pit was backfilled and sealed by a
spreading into Blyth Nook I (789*), through number of dumps of silty sandy clays con-
what was probably still an entrance to the taining brick, mortar and gravel (e.g. 484*,
building corresponding to that established for 483*, 478*, 475*).
Building II (Period 4, phase 1). Within VII, the
posts from Period 11, phase 2 were removed

Blyth Nook IIand backfilled (e.g. 785*, 778*) and further
ashy deposits made, spreading over much of Throughout this Period, ash from the hearths

within Building VII was being dumped to thethe southern half of the building (e.g. 636*,
645*, 771*). A single sandstone slab within west in Blyth Nook II (e.g. 689*, 715*, 743*,

754*, 1069*). This material accumulated to a(636*) may have been a post pad replacing one
of the removed posts. Towards the end of this depth of approximately 400mm; it even spread

into the building at one point, suggesting thatPeriod the doorway between Buildings IV and
VII was rebuilt through the construction of a there had been an entrance there, in approxi-

mately the same position as that seen in Periodshort length of walling (844*) and a new clay
floor was laid in Building VII; only patches of 5 (fig. 17). This ash appeared to be associated

with similar deposits in Area D, (e.g.1726*,this survived (e.g. 656*, 609*, 445*, 626*)
though the floor sealed hearth (652). 1626*, Period 17, phase 1).
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Finds were backfilled with dumps of gritty silt con-
taining fragments of brick and tile (591*, 625*);

Period 12, phase 1 further similar material (e.g. 560*, 474*) was
dumped in the north-east corner of the build-Copper Fig. 32.2 No 36 Scabbard/sheath

Alloy. chape (445). ing. At the junction of drains (23) and (46) a
robbing pit (527*) was dug, and then partlyBone. Fig. 32.3 No 45,Tuning pegs (445);

Fig. 32.4 No 48 Toggle (850). backfilled with mixed clay, ash and sandstones
(e.g. 959*, 525*) which were probably depos-Pottery. Grey ware Jar, fig. 33.1 No 5;

Early gritty ware Jar, fig. 33.2 No 9; ited immediately after the robbing; however the
bulk of the fill was a mixture of mortar, siltsBuff/white Jugs, fig. 33.3 No 11;

Jug, fig. 33.5 No 49; and brick fragments. The robbing cut (527*)
also removed the eastern end of wall (671)Buff/white Jug handle, fig. 33.3 No

12; which formed the north wall of Building VII.
Buff/white Jars, fig. 33.4 No 48. FSN
4.1, (2055), fig. 33.4, No 45. FSN 4.2, Dating evidence
(753), fig. 33.4, No 43 fig. 33.4 No 46;
Merida-type ware bottle, fig. 33.6 No One sherd from a Raeren jug suggests at earliest

a fifteenth century date, though the fabric peaks55;
Oxidised gritty ware Jars, fig. 33.7 in the early/mid-sixteenth century. A small

amount of Low Countries redware could be ofNos 66, 68, 70, 73 and 75;
Reduced Green-glazed ware I Jar, a similar date.
fig. 33.7 No 61;
Reduced Green-glazed ware II Jars, PERIOD 14 (fifteenth century):
fig. 33.7 No 63, 71 and 76; Alterations to Building VII
Reduced Green-glazed ware II Dec-
orated jug fig. 33.8 No 85; Period 14, phase 1
Reduced Green-glazed ware III Pip-

The central section of the south wall of Buildingkin handle, fig. 33.8 No 89;
VII (899/1157 ; Period 9, phase 1) was com-Iron-rich unglazed reduced ware Jar,
pletely robbed away by cut (604*) which wasfig. 33.7 No 64.
backfilled with loose sandy clay (600*). It was
replaced by a new wall (492*) which ran
between the southern ends of walls (732) and

Dating evidence (1030). Within the southern part of Area A a
hearth (418*) was built and a number ofRed micaceous ware of Queen Street type FSN
postholes cut. Two of these (395*, 328*) may5.2 from (689; Period 12, phase 1) indicates an
have been roof supports, whereas the proximityearly to late fourteenth century date. Three
of (330* and 335*) to hearth (418) suggestssmall sherds of Saintonge polychrome leaf
that they were probably associated with it.decorated jug from (722, 689 and 1069; Period

Blyth Nook II was resurfaced with deposits12, phase 1) suggest a date of post-1300.
of silty clay and sandstones (990*, 591*, 585*).

PERIOD 15 (fifteenth century):PERIOD 13 (fifteenth century):
Robbing in Area F, Building XI Occupation

SummaryPeriod 13, phase 1

The west wall of Building XI (693) and the The evidence for occupation in this last surviv-
ing Period was confined to Building VII andsouthern part of the eastern wall (635) were

removed by robbing (629 and 544*). These was very fragmented, due to truncation by
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modern features and disturbance during site
clearance.

Period 15, phase 1: Occupation in Building VII

Deposits associated with the use of hearth
(418*; Period 14, phase 2) included a spread of
ash and patches of white mortar (409*) and
small sandstone fragments (443*, 429*), some
of which were burnt. The hearth was sealed by
levelled ashy deposits (e.g. 398*) and a new
hearth (285*) built . This appeared to be
rectangular in plan and included a piece of lava
quern. Forming the north edge of hearth (285*)
was a short section of wall (381*) made from
brick and sandstone fragments, in a cut (386*).
Associated with this hearth were deposits of
clay, ash and coal, burnt clay and charcoal (e.g.
298*, 373*, 295*, 388*, 279*, 453*, 327*).

Area E (fig. 5)

The majority of the stratigraphy in Area E was
separated from the main part of the site by a Fig. 26 Period 16 modifications to Building III
modern drain cut and was phased as a separate (1:133).
sequence. Table 1 shows the relationships
between the two areas.

to level the upper surface of (108*) before (103)
was built onto it. The wall butted up to the east

PERIOD 16 (fourteenth century): face of the riverside wall (94 ; Period 5, phase 3)
Modifications to Building III and further and cut across the northern end of (1703;

occupation Period 5, phase 4) but had been truncated to
the east by later activity. It seems likely thatSummary
wall (1703) continued to function as the east

A new north wall was constructed for Building wall of this new building at this time since, to
III, cutting across the northern end of the east the east of (1703) in Blyth Nook II, a new
wall (1703). A new hearth/oven (1468) was metalling deposit (1734*) was laid as a bed for
built inside the building and Blyth Nook II a new stony surface (1725*).
resurfaced. Within the building a new hearth or oven

(1468) was built over the remains of the Period
5, phase 4 hearth (1772). This comprised up toPeriod 16, phase 1: Modifications to Building
3 courses of roughly squared sandstone blocks,III (fig. 26)
up to 0.36m by 200mm by 150mm, forming a
horseshoe with rubble packing around theA cut was made (1820*) down to the top of the

earlier wall footings (108*; Period 5, phase 3) outside and an opening on the south side
flanked by projecting uprights. It was flooredand a new wall (103) built onto it. This was

formed from unworked sandstone blocks up to with sandstone blocks and flags laid in, and to
the south of, the entrance. The whole structure0.35m by 300mm by 0.23m, bonded with a

white mortar and with small stone pieces used was bonded with clay which had been burnt
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red on the interior and was light yellowish in Area D suggest that the two Periods were
contemporary.brown elsewhere.

PERIOD 17 (mid-fourteenth to fifteenth Dating evidence
century):

Oven (1468) was sampled for archaeomagneticOccupation associated with Building III
dating, see discussion section below.

Summary

This Period may have been contemporary with
PERIOD 18 (fifteenth century):Period 12 as outside the building in Blyth Nook

Construction of Building XII (fig. 27)II there were dumps of ashy waste (e.g. 1667*,
1676*, 1688*, 1696*) which may have been the Summary
same as similar deposits (e.g. 753*, 754*, 763*)

This Period saw modifications to Building III,in Blyth Nook II, Area D. Within the building,
leading to the construction of a new building,the oven (1468) was used intensively and
Building XII. New south and east walls wereunderwent a number of repairs and alterations
built, a drain was added in Blyth Nook II andas a result.
a new stony surface laid. Within the building a
brick and stone hearth was built over the Period

Period 17, phase 1: Activity in and around 17 hearths.
Building III

The use of oven (1468) was represented by
burnt clay, with some ash (e.g. 1710*, 1724*)
within the structure. In the opening, the flags
were becoming covered by deposits of silt and
clay which had accumulated during the use of
the oven. As the use continued, the oven was
relined twice, using small sandstone blocks
bonded with clay (1705*, 1630*); this relining
reduced the area within the body of the oven.
Some waste was raked out and pushed to one
side (e.g. 1669*, 1591*, 1589*) but most must
have been dumped elsewhere – probably into
the Pandon Burn or Blyth Nook II. The mouth
of the oven had become covered by the end of
the phase, but the body remained in use.

Outside the building, in Blyth Nook II, a
deposit of fine sand and sandstone fragments
was laid along the outside of wall (1703), over
the Period 16 surface (1725*); this may have
been left-over building material from the con-
struction of (103). Overlying this were spreads
of mixed stony silts and clays (e.g. 1677*,
1665*, 1682*, 1699*, 1405*) which had accu-
mulated through use of the ‘street’ and mixed
deposits of ashy material, (e.g. 1726*, 1696*,
1676*, 1667*). Similarities between this ashy Fig. 27 Construction of Building XII, Period 18

(1:133).material and deposits from Period 12, phase 1
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Period 18, phase 1: Construction of Building XII continued use of hearth (1401; Period 19,
phase 1) was represented by a deposit of gritty

In Blyth Nook II a new drain (1551) was cut, ash and burnt stone (1104*); a number of
parallel to wall (1703). This was a stone-lined patches of stony clay and silt (e.g. 1226*, 1042*)
feature but no capping was found so it was not around this represented the remains of floor
clear whether it had been open or covered. It surfaces. These surfaces were cut by a number
ran to the north-west, its north end curving of postholes and a small stone drain (1122).
towards the Pandon Burn; here, the east end of Postholes (1105, 1078, 1079, 1077, 1076)
wall (103) was rebuilt (1466) to allow the drain formed a right-angled structure around hearth
to pass. The wall bridged the drain although (1401), but the others (1072–1075*, 1080*) did
some stone had fallen in which may have not show a convincing alignment. The drain
blocked it. Some fragments of sandstone from (1122) was similar to the stone drains found
these alterations were found near the junction elsewhere on the site. It was built against the
of (103) and (1551) and the eastern 1.40m of inside face of wall (94) and cut through the end
(103) was repointed with an off-white sandy of wall (1266), which was then rebuilt over it.
mortar (1287*). Too little of the feature was recovered to

Inside the building further alterations to the determine its slope but it seems likely that it
structure were taking place. Along the southern was draining out of the building, to the south,
edge of the Trench, deposits of sandstone frag- perhaps to an external drain, which emptied
ments (1586*) and clays, coal and silt into the Pandon Burn. A deposit of sandstones
(e.g.1585*, 1540*) formed a levelling for a wall and clay (1125*) against the face of wall (1266)
(1266). This was built over the southern end of may have been the remains of a floor laid after
(1703) suggesting that it was no longer func- this drain was built. Over this floor a fine ashy
tioning as part of a building wall at this time. silt had accumulated (1026*, 1100*, 1065*) and
Spreads of mixed stony clay within the building the posthole structure mentioned above went
(e.g.1314*, 1306*) were probably derived from out of use. Hearth (1401) seems to have stayed
its demolition. The new wall (1266) was pre- in use up to this point and the ash in these silty
dominately of sandstone, but included occa- deposits may have been derived from its use.
sional fragments of brick and was bonded with The final event in this Period was the construc-
a hard light grey mortar. A hearth of brick and tion of another hearth (991*) in the corner of
sandstones (1401) was built within the building, walls (103*) and (1250*); this had been dis-
in roughly the same location as the earlier turbed and survived as a deposit of ash, burnt
(Period 17) ovens. Further deposits of ash clay, mortar and flat sandstones.
(1219*, 1172*) indicated that the hearth was
operational despite there being no east wall to
the building at this time. A new east wall to the

Findsbuilding (1250) was built, overlying some of the
waste from the hearth. This was a mortar- Pottery. Merida-type ware bottle neck,bonded wall and represented a slight realign- fig. 33.6 No 54.ment of the eastern side of the building from
that of (1703). Once this wall was complete, a
new clay floor (1152*, 905*) was laid inside the
building. Dating evidence

Cistercian wares (FSN 24) were present, indic-PERIOD 19 (late fifteenth to sixteenth
ating a 16th century date, though this type maycentury):
be present in the late fifteenth century. RaerenOccupation within Building XII (fig. 27)
stoneware (FSN 16) indicates an early to mid-
sixteenth century date (1148; Period 19,Evidence for occupation inside Building XII

was patchy due to modern disturbance. The phase 1).
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DISCUSSION (O’Brien et al 1988, 25–6). The earliest
recorded division of the site (which was repres-Historical Context ented by the Period 1, phase 1 post-trench and
subsequent plank-lined gully seen in Trench 1a)By the second half of the twelfth century the
may have been established during this activity,long-standing urban customs across the coun-
although the persistently wet character of thistry were becoming formalised in borough char-
part suggests that it may have originated as theters which effectively brought an end to the
line of a stream running from the high groundfeudal system within towns. A borough charter
to the east into the Pandon Burn. In either casefor Newcastle of the reign of Henry II
it seems that property boundaries were being(1154–89), for example, stated that ‘‘a burgess
established as the land reclamation was takingcan give or sell his land as he wishes. . .’’ and
place.‘‘any burgess may have his own oven or hand-

By the mid-thirteenth century the first build-mill if he wishes. . .’’ (Platt 1976, 126).
ing had been erected and the first riversideBy the thirteenth century the coal trade from
established. The two streets or alleys runningNewcastle to southern England, Scotland and
to the north and south of the building gavenorthern Europe was established and the bur-
access to the riverside, although it is not cleargesses were pursuing an aggressive policy
whether there was a riverside street or whethertowards the nearby towns of North and South
access was restricted to the alleys and the backsShields in an attempt to establish a monopoly
of adjacent properties. However, with stepsof the trade. Although the town had developed
down to the foreshore and an open area to thelargely due to its location at the Tyne crossing
east of the riverside, it is clear that access toand as a frontier town, it was this commercial
Pandon Burn was required at this period. Theredynamism which drove its expansion and devel-
is no indication as to the location of any riveropment. The bridging and eventual infilling of
crossing in the vicinity at this time, althoughthe burns within the town provides examples of
Bourne (1736, 138–9) states that the Stock-the infrastructure improvements which began
bridge itself was a stone bridge when Thomasat this time, as does the creation, during the
de Carleol (sic) was mayor, in the reign ofthirteenth century, of the riverfront both within
Edward I; which Richardson dates to the yearand without the town walls.
1276 (Richardson 1841, 75).

Blyth Nook I was built on top of the Period
1 cobble dumps and may have represented partDevelopment of Buildings, open space and the
of the Tyne waterfront at this time. The pos-streets (fig. 28)
sibility cannot be discounted that there was a

The layout of the site and use of space crossing of the burn in the vicinity and that
Blyth Nook connected Dog Bank to Pandon toThe sequence of deposits in Trench 1a indicates
form an early riverside street. Dog Bank,that the first phase of land reclamation began
Cowgate and Pandon probably formed thein the northern part of the site, moving south-
earliest riverside streets in the area, with Blythwards and westwards simultaneously to create
Nook developing in the late twelfth and earlythe new platform of dry land. Due to the
thirteenth century as land reclamation pro-composition of the material, it has been
gressed southwards towards the Tyne.assumed that the earliest dumping into the

The similarities between the Period 1 river-Pandon Dene was relatively small scale and
side wall at Stockbridge and the Area H wallthat the material was probably locally derived.
recorded by O’Brien at the Crown Court SiteThe presence of some possibly eleventh or early
(fig. 1b) cannot be ignored; the two could havetwelfth century Early Gritty wares in the Period
formed a continuous riverside, curving parallel1 deposits may be indicative of early occupation
to the line of Pandon. Both structures went outalong the east side of Pandon, possibly on

terracing similar to that seen at Dog Bank of use in the late thirteenth century when, at
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Fig. 28 Period 11 Buildings fronting onto Pandon, during excavation.

Stockbridge, we see the establishment of a new Pandon until Period 7. Whilst Pandon
undoubtedly existed in some form prior to thatriverside wall in Period 5. Although it was not

possible to estimate the width of the burn at time, it was either not a significant street or the
industrial use of the reclaimed land meant thatthis time it would appear that it was constricted

to a narrow channel, (perhaps no more than the area was not rapidly subdivided and occu-
pied. A similar pattern of development was5m wide) and that this remained the case until

it was culverted in the post-medieval period. suggested for the area of The Swirle and
Sandgate, to the west; Goodrick (et al., 1994,This new riverside was established on land

reclaimed by the dumping of smithing waste. 231–2), discussing the Sandgate excavation of
1994 suggested that there had been few formalThe requirement for access to the burn at this

point was clearly no longer a major influence, divisions of space during periods of industrial
activity in the area.as Building III was built right up to the new

riverside and passage to the foreshore in this The Building II ‘core’ declined in importance
after the Period 6 fire when the buildings alongarea was lost.

The pattern of buildings and space in this the Pandon street frontage began to develop.
Once these were established, however, therearea developed around a core established by

Buildings I and II. Other than Building IV at was little evidence of activity within them,
suggesting that, as was common practice inthe end of Period 5, there is little evidence for

the construction of properties fronting onto medieval urban buildings, these street level
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‘cellars’ were used for storage only and that the and at a medieval smithy site at Bordesley
Abbey (see the Slag report below). Woodenoccupants lived on the upper floors. In Period

12, the cellar of Building X seems to have been shingles may have been used for roofing Build-
ing I as a fragment (SF 133, fig. 32.9, no. 66)used for dumping ash and other waste whilst

that of Building XI contained a possible cesspit. was recovered from (3212*) a clay floor within
the building.These contexts represent the first proper evid-

ence for rubbish dumping on the site. Previ- Building II was built using what appeared to
be a form of interrupted sill beam, with verticalously there had been a lack of evidence for

rubbish pits, which might normally be expected timber posts set between lengths of stone wal-
ling, not seen before in medieval Newcastle.in the backplots of medieval properties; their

absence is probably due to local groundwater Given the substantial nature of the walls and
their foundations it seems likely that the addedlevels and the proximity of the Pandon Burn

into which waste could be dumped. stability afforded to the timber frame of the
building by using this method was not actuallyPeriod 11 represents a major phase of

rebuilding on the site during the fourteenth required. It is possible that the timbers were
actually still surviving in situ from Building Icentury. Within the area of the excavation all

the space not required for access, i.e. Blyth when the stone walls were built, and that the
existing timber structure was simply under-Nook, was built upon, although the existing

boundaries of plots were respected; this activity pinned by the new walls. Such an operation
was suggested as having happened at Hartle-did not involve a reorganisation of the space.

These changes tend to confirm a general change pool as a way of partly explaining the lack of
evidence of demolition of one building prior toof emphasis away from the original Building I/

II focus to turn towards Pandon. By this time, replacement by another. All-timber buildings
were recorded from the fourteenth century atthe Tyne waterfront had probably moved

south, away from Blyth Nook I, and Pandon Tynemouth (Hart 1997), but the combination
of timber and stone has not previously beenhad become a relatively more important thor-

oughfare. It is possible that this activity may recognised from medieval Newcastle, where
all-stone buildings are the norm. The use ofhave been stimulated by the incorporation of

Pandon into the town of Newcastle at the end wooden shingles as roofing material may have
of the thirteenth century. continued with Building II because another

fragment (SF 163; fig. 32.9, no. 68) was found
in context (2563*), a Period 5 deposit to the

The forms of the buildings (fig. 29) north of the building. It was clear from the
burnt deposits of Period 6 (2481*) that muchBuilding I was probably an all-timber construc-
of the roof of Building II was thatch so it seemstion. The lines of post pads indicate an east/
likely that this was used in conjunction with thewest axis for the building and the lack of
shingles.evidence for walls and the location of its hearth

The internal layout of Building II may havesuggests that it was of similar dimensions to
differed somewhat from that of Building I, withBuilding II which replaced it. The plank walling
the main axis running north/south betweenof Phase 1, period 3 (fig. 13b) cut through the
entrances in the north and south walls. Theearliest occupation deposits of Building I so it
location of a hearth within the south-eastwas not part of the original structure, but may
corner of Building I was continued in Buildinghave been a replacement for an original wall of
II and persisted in that location after thethe same form. This walling would have
building was destroyed in Period 6.allowed flexible access to the building and

The plank walling from Building I may haveimproved ventilation to the working areas.
been retained in Building II and it seems likelySimilar structures were seen at Southgate,
that the additional structure from Period 4,Hartlepool (Young 1987), where a building

containing hearths had an open northern side, phase 3 was a lean-to porch or outhouse – and
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Fig. 29 Development of Buildings at Stockbridge.
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not an external stair which would have required became more significant. Whilst ceramic roof
tiles were recovered from deposits pre-datingmore substantial stonework or the addition of

timber posts. The focus of activity in Building the Period 6 fire, these were relatively few in
proportion compared to those found in laterII seems to have been in the southern two-

thirds of the building which was separated from Periods, suggesting that the use of these non-
flammable materials had been stimulated bythe northern part, possibly used for storage, by

a partition. the fire.
Buildings I and II had been square in plan,In the Slags and Residues report below

(p. 149), the authors draw parallels between approximately 7m by 7m. The later, Period 11
buildings (IV, IX, X ) fronting onto Pandonthe plan form of the Stockbridge buildings and

those at Bordesley Abbey. At Bordesley, a Street were 4m wide and probably 6–7m long.
The division of Area A by wall (773) createdsquare stone-built smithy of similar layout to

Building II at Stockbridge was powered by a two backplots of the same width, associated
with Buildings IV and XI . The dimensions ofwatermill which drove its bellows and trip

hammers. Whilst it is possible that the Pandon these buildings were very similar to those
of buildings recorded at the Crown Court siteBurn could have been used as a source of

waterpower, there is no evidence from the (O’Brien et al 1989) which date to the same
period and to fifteenth-century buildings seenarchaeology that this was the case at Stock-

bridge. Admittedly many of the features of at Sandgate in 1992 (Goodrick et al 1994,
221–223).such a building, (for example raised water-

courses and the drive train), would leave little The arrangement of building walls shown in
Period 11 is interesting in that many of theor no archaeological evidence, but at Stock-

bridge none of the more substantial features walls appear to have been common to more
than one building. However the north walls ofone might have expected, such as the wheel pit,

was found. Whilst a wheel pit could have been Buildings X and XI were built against the
southern face of wall (877) perhaps indicatinglocated at some distance from the buildings at

Stockbridge, this would not have been neces- that (877), and the land to the north were in
different ownership.sary as the smithy buildings were colonising

newly reclaimed land and could have been built
close to the burn if necessary. There is also no Archaeomagnetic Dating
documentary evidence for a mill at Stock-
bridge, which might be expected had such a Four hearths were sampled for archaeomag-

netic dating by Dr. Mark Noel of GeoQuest.building existed, for example in the accounts of
the construction of the Pandon Galley. There- One of these (986) lay outside the main area of

excavation and so is not discussed in this text.fore, whilst the presence of a mill at Stockbridge
cannot be entirely ruled out, it remains unlikely. The dates produced from the other three are

shown in Table 3.After the fire of Period 6, whilst there was
still activity within the area of Building II, the It is clear from the above that there is some

discrepancy between the AM and Pottery datesbuilding had clearly not been restored to its
former condition. It was probably at this time for these features. After discussion with Mark

Noel it seems most likely that the source of thisthat the buildings fronting onto Pandon

Table 3 Archaeomagnetic dates.

Context Phasing AM Date Pottery Date

(3189) Period 2, phase 3 1445–1550 early to mid 13th century
(1301) Period 9, phase 1 1440–1470 late 13th–14th century
(1486) Period 17, phase 1 1470–1495 mid 14th–15th century
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discrepancy is settlement or subsidence which Bloom type iron lumps (?Bloom) – (4,332g)
Agglomerated Slag Concretions (ASC) –has caused the ground surface in the vicinity of

the hearths to tilt very slightly. This could have (66,182g)
been caused by the numerous posthole cuts in
the floors around the hearths, or on a larger Non-Diagnostic Residues
scale, by the weight of the buildings on the site

Hearth Lining (HL) – (1,018g)causing the underlying land reclamation
Fuel Ash Slag (FAS) – (691g)deposits to settle over time. A tilt of 5o to the
Cinder (Cin) – (1,109g)north would cause the date produced by the
Coal – (>2360g)AM analysis to be 50 years ‘too young’, i.e.

hearth (1486) would have a ‘real’ date of
1420–1445. Discussion

Hearth (3189) did not, in the end, produce a
Iron Smeltingreliable sample due to its having been disturbed

post-firing. Iron smelting was indicated by the small quant-
ities of slag that could with some certainty be
ascribed to smelting on the basis of densitySPECIALIST REPORTS
and/or flowed surfaces. No substantial concen-
trations of this material were seen and it is1. SLAGS AND RESIDUES
unlikely that it was related to any of the(with additional comments on features and
archaeological features excavated on the site. Itartefacts).
is possible that smelting occurred in the imme-

Ivan Mack and Gerry McDonnell diate vicinity but not within the excavated
(Ancient Metallurgy Research Group, properties. With the exception of a small quant-

University of Bradford) ity (330g) from Period 1, all of the material
identified as smelting slag came from Periods 5Introduction
to 8. This slag had been dumped in Areas D

The assessment of slags and residues from the and E during the land reclamation of Period 5
site will be summarised; the classification of and to make up surfaces in Blyth Nook II
this material has been based on external mor- during Periods 7 and 8. Approximately 2kg of
phology only. Prior knowledge of metallurgical this slag were recovered from the debris of the
processes, the site and the archaeological evid- Period 6 fire within Building II, although there
ence is assumed, especially in the discussion was no evidence for smelting activity in that
below. Building.

Suggestions for further work are included in The accounts of the construction of the
section 5. ‘Pandon Galley’ in 1294 ( Whitwell and John-

son 1926, 148, 158) show that iron was being
brought into the site from St. Andrews inResults
Scotland and from Spain. This would suggest

Classified on the basis of external morphology, that any smelting activity in the vicinity was of
present in the assemblage were the following; too small a scale to cope with the sudden

increase in demand for iron at that time.

Diagnostic Residues
Iron Smithing

Smelting Slag – (10,542g)
Tap Slag – (1,042g) Slags and Residues. The immediate evidence

for smithing activity on the site was the quantitySmithing Slag Lumps (SSL) – (105,081g)
Hearth Bottoms (HB) – (58,782g) of Smithing Slag Lumps. Over 100kg was

confirmed as smithing slag by morphologicalHammerscale (Ham) – (>9,502g)
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examination. In addition, it is likely that the 50mm deep. Eighteen complete or partial
hearth bottoms were identified, and could bemajority of the material forming the Agglomer-

ated Slag Concretions were derived from smi- divided into two distinct types on the basis of
clear morphological differences. Type 1 wasthing activity. This material, discussed in

Period 5, phase 3, seems to be composed of slag similar in structure to the smithing slag lumps,
with no flowed surfaces, indicating a low tem-lumps (predominantly smithing), ham-

merscale, ash and soil particles. A sample of perature formation and a relatively homogen-
eous structure. In comparison, Type 2over 66kg of this material was recovered from

across the site. It is likely that it formed when displayed a heterogeneous cake-like structure
with fuel fragments, ash, dense slag pocketsresidues from the activity within the smithy

building were dumped to the west in a wet and a flowed glassy looking slag upper surface.
It is suggested that this may relate to a distinc-environment. The high humidity may have

caused concretion of the resultant deposit as tion between charcoal fuel and coal fuel and a
resultant increase in hearth operating temper-iron present in the slags oxidised. Similar

morphological characteristics have been atures, though equally it may relate to varying
smithing requirements. Without microscopicobserved by one of the authors (IM) in rede-

posited smithing slag from similar riverside and chemical analysis it is impossible to offer a
definitive statement on the presence of twocontexts. The major dumps of slag observed to

the west, in the Pandon Dene (Period 5) may distinct hearth bottom types, except to say it is
highly unusual and probably unparalleled.have contained hundreds of kilograms of sim-

ilar material, which for the most part was likely
to be smithing derived. Smithing slag was

Fuelfound throughout the life of the site although
quantities peaked in Periods 5, 8 and 13. The The predominant fuel that must have been used
bulk of this material was recovered from dumps on site was coal. Fragments of coal were found
in Areas D, E and F. in varying sizes up to about 25cm. Some

Hammerscale is the most crucial of the samples of slag contained yellow sulphur
diagnostic residues as it is unlikely to travel far deposits, and some of the ‘type 2’ hearth
from the source of production. In this respect bottoms contained what appeared to be coal
and in this instance it clearly indicated that the fragments which indicated that at least some of
focus of the smithing activity was within the the smithing was accomplished using coal-fired
southern part of the Area A structures. hearths. Charcoal may nevertheless have been

Similarly, the distribution of hearth lining, used on the site despite the lack of evidence,
which in this instance is likely to have been although for the date postulated, coal may have
removed from smithing hearths, shows a pos- been more readily available as a fuel.
sible concentration in Area D. This concentra-
tion seems to coincide with the postulated west

Artefactual Evidenceentrance to Building II, which would suggest
that waste material was removed through this A range of artefacts was recovered that directly
opening, and may explain the siting of the relate to smithing practice, and these form a
dumps to the west. valuable addition to the evidence derived from

The hearth bottoms, in contrast, show a the archaeology and the metallurgical wastes.
marked presence all across the site and occur in As well as the tools of the smith, represented by
most areas. This is presumably due to the fact a pair of tongs from context (2504*) and other
that quantities of the macro-slags were re-used possible chisels or punches, there appears to be
as structural or surfacing materials in several a well represented stock material assemblage.
areas. The size of hearth bottoms varies Many of the broken and part-formed objects
between 120 and 270mm in diameter with the present on the site are likely to have been

collected for recycling. In addition, the smithmean size at about 170mm; most are about
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would have worked billets of iron into small surface, over the northern terminus of the flue,
presumably to allow an updraft through therod-shaped blanks and bars in preparation for

forging. The material identified as ‘bar’ in post- base of the hearth. This arrangement of flue
and hearth is also shown in fig. 31 (2732). Theexcavation has been well recorded and is com-

parable in form with the large stock assemblage effectiveness of these ‘flues’ in providing vent-
ilation to the hearths must have been limited,from Anglo-Scandinavian Coppergate (Otta-

way 1992) in both forms and sizes, and other particularly as new hearths were often built on
top of earlier ones. The example given aboveknown assemblages of similar material. It is

significant that of the 200 nails recorded, 110 was the latest observed instance of the construc-
tion of such a hearth and dates to the fourteenthwere apparently featureless fragments of

shanks. Recent work on smithing activity in century (Period 7). The use of larger hearths
without obvious flues, such as (673; fig. 23) inSaxon Southampton has shown that of the

‘nails’ recovered from the smithing sites most Period 11, may represent the development of
an alternative form.were mis-identified rod-shaped blanks (Mack

in prep). These stock items represent a crucial Evidence for anvil bases or quench pits could
be easily confused with post pits during excava-bridge of evidence between the refined bloom

and the finished artefact and are rarely reco- tion. However, those features within close
proximity (i.e. 1–2m) to the hearths are morevered or identified correctly. Through metallo-

graphic analysis of this material a great deal of likely to be the remains of anvil bases or quench
pits. The base of a large pot (1340; Period 8,information can be extracted on the smithing

practices, techniques and products of the phase 1, fig. 22) that had been sunk into the
ground may well have provided an effectivesmithy in which they were intended for use.
means of retaining water for quenching small
items such as knives; no known parallels can be

Archaeological Evidence cited for this type of quench pit.
A row of pot remains associated with Build-The archaeological features within Area A

ing VI (Period 9) could be seen as an examplewould support an interpretation as a smithy
of a storage area for stock material. Within anybuilding. The hearths composed of ground
working smithy, the stock rods and blanks arelevel, shallow, stone-lined features, which were
often within easy reach of the forge hearth andpresent through most of the history of the site,
would have been arranged according to formare very similar in form to those observed in
and composition, explaining the row of severalthe excavation of the smithy mill building at
storage jars. Sand, to be used as flux forBordesley Abbey, which is of similar date ( late
welding, may well have been stored in the12th–early 15th centuries: Astill 1993). The
immediate vicinity of the forge hearths.stone-lined channels or flues seen at this site,

The wooden north wall of Building II bearsrunning from the base of the hearths, must
some similarity to a structure at the Bordesleyhave been cuts for tuyeres, fed from bellows.
smithy, which had evidence for a large timberAgain this arrangement is similar to that seen
lean-to structure butting the stone-built smithy.at the Bordesley smithy.
In both cases the evidence for occupation orEvidence for the construction of these fea-
industrial debris suggested that these areas maytures was seen best in the case of hearth (1872;
well have been stores for fuel, raw materials,Period 7; figs. 21 and 30). A cut (2010),
and products.approximately 1.10m by 300mm by 300mm

was made for the flue (2007), which cut through
the south wall (1326) of the building. Sand-

Water Powerstone sides and capping were put in place and a
floor of silty clay (1953, 2008) laid over the The excavated smithy (Building I/II ) may have

been intentionally positioned at the junction ofarea, sealing most of (2007) except its northern
end. The hearth itself (1872) was built onto this two water sources (i.e. the Pandon Burn and
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Fig. 30 Hearth (1872) and flue
2007 cutting into wall (1326).

Fig. 31 Hearth (2732) showing
flue.
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the Tyne) to provide mechanical power for these items, from a dumped context (759*),
was highly unusual. The piece was a largebellows. It is highly significant that in plan this

structure is very similar to the water-powered hearth bottom shaped lump weighing 2890g,
about 200mm in diameter and 150mm deep.forge at Bordesley. Both have a square stone-

built structure with a pair of internal hearths Attached to one side was a stone, presumably
part of the hearth base; protruding from itsnear one wall (possibly the closest to the water

source and wheel mechanism), openings for upper surface was an iron bar 15mm by 5mm
in section. The upper surface was predomi-tuyeres in this wall, an internal partition separ-

ating the working area from a possible storage nantly smithing slag and the lower surface was
very rich in spongy iron and highly magnetic.area to the rear, and centrally placed features

that may have been anvil bases. The flaws in Although detailed metallographic analysis is
the only way to fully interpret this item athis interpretation are that at Stockbridge no

evidence of structures was found to the south, provisional interpretation proposed here is that
it represents evidence for the fining of cast iron.where a wheel-house might be expected, and

only limited evidence of water channelling was The cast iron bar would have been melted into
a bath of charcoal and molten slag wherefound on the site, to the north of Area A – and

this was not contemporary with the main decarburisation would occur. The end result
would have been a spongy mass of low carbonperiod of smithing activity on the site. Yet,

referring to the evidence from Bordesley, it may iron or steel which, after consolidation, could
be more readily forged into artefacts.be postulated that use of similar mill machinery

could theoretically allow the wheel house and Alternative interpretations are that this may
be the first evidence of liquid steelmakingthe smithy to be separated by several metres,

and much of the structure of these buildings processes tenuously described by writers such
as Evenstad (Jenson 1968), whereby steel waswas, in the case of Bordesley, supported on

stone pads, which might not be distinguished produced by the liquation of iron into a char-
coal hearth. No direct evidence has been foundfrom stone scatters during excavation. Further-

more the evidence for the wheelhouse, if a for this process to date.
In either case this find is unprecedented andwheel pit was not included in the excavated

area, might be very ephemeral indeed, compris- may be unique. Further analysis of this evid-
ence is crucial.ing stone pads, and perhaps, but not necessar-

ily, beam slots or post holes.
Nor is the apparent lack of evidence for Conclusionswater channelling necessarily counter to this

water power explanation. Although features 1. Smelting occurred near the site.
would be cut for channelling water, the head 2. Smithing occurred within the Area A build-
race, and tail race – the most crucial parts – ings as evidenced by macro- and micro-slags,
were wooden and need not have been sunken artefacts, and archaeology.
features at all. Much of the water channelling 3. The use of water power should be consid-
could have occurred close to, or even above ered as a very strong possibility based on the
ground level and thus would not have left knowledge derived from Bordesley, and the
substantial cuts. The location and ground plan University of Bradford’s work at Rievaulx, in
alone we believe provide convincing support addition to the simple matter of the location by
for a water power interpretation. a water source. The consideration of this aspect

of the site is a priority question as the know-
ledge of the adoption of water power is poor.

Possible Evidence for Fining of Cast Iron Subsequent to the submission of the Slags
and Residues report a number of pottery sherdsSeveral fragments of slag-coated spongy iron

lumps were found. Although they have been from the site were analysed to determine the
nature of ferrous particles used as tempering;provisionally identified as raw bloom one of
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the following is an account of the findings of 3. THE SMALL FINDS
this analysis. J. E. Vaughan and S. Rowntree. Illustrations by

Mark Hoyle and John Maughan

Iron (fig. 32.1)

Although large quantities of ferrous material were
recovered from the site, most of it was catalogued as

2. ANALYSIS OF SLAG TEMPER IN THE industrial residues or slag. Only 312 stratified iron
POTTERY objects were selected for x-ray, after which a further

47 were found to be slag or formless concretions.Ivan Mack and Gerry McDonnell 200 were identified as nails or fragments of nails. Of
the remaining 65 items, few had any particular formIntroduction
other than a broad category such as ‘shaft’ – and
even fewer could be positively identified. The pos-A sample of pottery fragments from excava-
sibility that these ‘shafts’ represent stock materialstions at Stockbridge was analysed by X-radio-
for use in metalworking on site is discussed in thegraphy, qualitative SEM and optical
Slags and Residues report (above p. 149).microscopy to test the hypothesis that the
1. Stake (L:160mm W:32mm). SF32, context

pottery was tempered with slag particles. 423.
Details of the methodology and results are filed Stake end. A slim cone shaped object, 32mm
in the excavation archive. across at the wide end which is hollow.

Perhaps a metal tip for a wooden stake. Not
illustrated.

Conclusions

1. The size of the inclusions made accurate
analysis problematic
2. Under x-radiography the ceramics showed
responses similar to instances where micro-
residues have become trapped in corrosion
products.
3. Qualitative chemical analysis indicated the
presence of elements typically found in iron-
working slags, in addition to elements that may
have been present in the glaze.
4. Optical microscopy indicated that the chem-
istry of the inclusions is as might be expected of
ironworking slags but the components are
present in atypical forms which are likely to
result from the prolonged re-heating of the slag
in a siliceous environment during the firing of
the ceramics.
5. Due to the alteration of the microstructures
and chemical compositions of the slags during
firing, it is not possible to determine the origins
of these slags in terms of whether they are
derived from smithing or smelting, or of simil- Fig. 32.1 Iron and copper alloy objects (nos. 5, 9,

16 and 38 at 1:2, others at 1:4)arity to local ironworking slags.
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2. Candleholder (L:30mm W:30mm H:20mm). the rounded end sides of 21mm.There are
indications of a thin washer and traces ofSF193, Period 8, phase 4, context 926.

Two pronged object, possibly a third central wood. Not illustrated.
Also: Clench Bolt (L:55mm head W:30mmspike broken off. Candleholder? (cf Goodall

1981, fig. 58, no. 8). Not illustrated. by 24mm). No SF number, context 282.
Clench bolt with one end surviving and rect-3. Washer (D:40mm). SF180, Period 11,

phase 2, context 1443. Not illustrated. angular head. Not illustrated.
13. Key (L:70mm W:20mm H:20mm). SF192,Also: Washer (D:50mm). SF70, Period 10,

phase 1, context 1163. Not illustrated. context 783.
Possible fragment of key with circular bow4. Handle (L:87mm W:22mm H:15–7mm).

SF178, Period 6, phase 1, context 3093. and hollow shank. Broken at both ends. Not
illustrated.Possible handle with broken blade. Not

illustrated.
Also: Handle (L:75mm W:35mm-15mm Needle
H:10–15mm, L:50mm W:30mm H:10mm).

14. Needle (L:80mm D:2mm). SF168, Period 1,SF53, SF54, context 740. Not illustrated.
phase 1, context 3022. Not illustrated.5. Pin (L:50mm D:2mm). SF177, Period 1,

phase 1, context 3110.
6. Plate (L:35mm W:15mm). SF195, context Staples

353. Not illustrated. 15. Staple (L:50mm W:5mm H:5mm). SF171,
Period 1, phase 1, context 3102.
Bar of square cross-section bent into a loopTools
50mm long with pointed ends.7. Tool (L:100mm W:50–25mm H:15–1mm). 16. Staple (L:35mm W:18mm). SF101, Period 2,SF66, Period 12, phase 1, context 715. Head phase 3, context 3178.of tool. Not illustrated. Straight side with curled over ends (cf Good-8. Tongs (L:380mm W:35mm H:10mm). SF196, all 1981, fig. 56, no. 4).Period 5, phase 1, context 2504. Not Also: Staple (L:45mm W:5mm H:5mm).illustrated. SF188, Period 3, phase 1, context 3176.

Dress accessories Hooks
9. Belt Buckle (L:40mm W:30mm H:5mm). 17. Fish-Hook (L:55mm W:27mm D:3mm).

SF61, Period 8, phase 2, context 968. D- SF100, Period 2, phase 3, context 3178. Fine
shaped or squashed oval, single loop (cf Egan wire bent into a hook which appears to have
and Pritchard 1991, fig. 55, no. 390, 89; fig. 56, a pointed end. Not illustrated.
no. 397, 90; fig. 59, no. 422, 94). Also: Hook (L:55mm W:12mm H:4mm).

SF191, Period 8, phase 2, context 1505. Not
illustrated.Door furniture
Hook (L:80mm W:5mm H:5mm). SF187,

10. Hinge (L:315mm W:42mm H:20mm). SF36, Period 8, phase 2, context 1727. Not
Period 12, phase 1, context 484. illustrated.
Door hinge with some mineralised wood still
attached to the nails. Now in three main Spikespieces. Fifteenth-sixteenth century. Not
illustrated. 18. Spike (L:29mm W:7mm). SF95, Period 1,

phase 1, context 3110.11. Barrel padlock (L:52mm D:30mm). SF94,
Period 5, phase 2, context 2973. Not Spike, set in wooden handle which has shrunk

on conservation. The part set into the handleillustrated.
Also: Barrel padlock (L:55mm D:21mm). has a tapering rectangular cross-section.

Also:SF97, context 3110. Not illustrated.
12. Clench Bolt (L:41mm W:30mm H:30mm 18.2 Spike (L:45mm W:9mm H:9mm). SF185,

Period 5, phase 6, context 1428. NotD:21mm). SF194, Period 5, phase 5, context
3118. The square end has sides of 30mm, and illustrated.
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18.3 Spike (L:75mm W:20mm H:15mm). SF186,
Period 4, phase 1, context 3112. Not
illustrated.

18.4 Spike (L:184mm W:7mm H:7mm). SF170,
Period 1, phase 1, context 3110. Not
illustrated.

18.5 Spike (L:75mm D:2–3mm). SF103, Period 1,
phase 1, context 3238. Not illustrated.

Nails

Of the objects classified as nails, 110 were featureless
fragments of shanks. Of the remaining 90, 49 had
roughly round heads varying in diameter from
12mm to 30mm although most fell between 15mm
and 25mm. There were 14 others which had more
oval or sub-rectangular large heads. There did not
appear to be any significant groupings of types, the
most obvious cluster being a group of 12 nails with
lengths of between 40mm and 65mm and heads from Fig. 32.2 Copper alloy and lead objects (no. 36 at
13mm to 15mm across. There were 6 possible sprigs. 1:2, others at 1:4)
It was noted, amongst the relatively uncorroded iron
objects from the lower waterlogged deposits, that a 25. Scottish Turner. Charles I SF67 Period 18,
few nails had distinct chisel points – rectangular or phase 1, context 1250.
square sectioned shanks tapering on two sides only 26. Coin SF11, context 176.
– while two others tapered to points. Coin inscribed in French.
20. Nail (L:100mm W:7mm H:7mm). SF173, 27. Coin SF78, Period 8, phase 2, context 1727.

Period 1, phase 3, context 3091. Square shaft, Coin inscribed with a long cross.
tapering. Square flat head, 30mm by 30mm. 28. Coin SF27, unstratified.

20.2 Nail (L:85mm W:8mm H:8mm). SF175, Coin. Probably Medieval penny.
Period 1, phase 1, context 3047. Square shaft. 29. Coin SF60, unstratified.
Round flat head D:30mm. Not illustrated.

20.3 Nail (L:90mm W:9mm H:9mm). SF174,
Period 1, phase 1, context 3149. Round flat Trade Token
head. D:40mm. Not illustrated.

30. Trade token. SF18 context 132. Dated to
1650. The letters TE/DRY in the middle and
IN WAPPIN around the outside were alsoCoins
legible.

Only eleven coins were recovered, out of which five
were found during general cleaning zones D and

Copper Alloy (figs. 32.1 and 32.2)E. One of these (21) was a penny-sized coin of
William III and three (21–24) were Scottish turners Dress accessoriesof the reign of Charles I, as was 25 from Period 18,
phase 1, context 1250. Two other coins were 31. Buckle (D:15mm H:3mm). SF24, Period 15,

phase 1, context 398.unstratified (28 and 29). Number 28 is probably
Medieval. Number 26 from context 176 is inscribed Small round buckle-clasp frame with offset

bar. Not illustrated.in French. Number 27 from Period 8, phase 2,
context 1727 is inscribed with a long cross. One Also: Buckle (L:23mm W:18mm H:4mm).

SF77, Period 8, phase 4, context 1515. Brokenother coin was not identifiable.
21. Penny. William III. SF16 unstratified. buckle frame, probably oval with knops on

outer edge. Not illustrated.22. Scottish Turner. Charles I SF12 unstratified.
23. Scottish Turner. Charles I SF13 unstratified. 32. Strap-end with bar mount (L:17mm W:17mm

H:1mm). SF42, context 524; Two joining24. Scottish Turner. Charles I SF14 unstratified.
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fragments. Bar riveted across one side. (cf Keys
Egan and Pritchard 1991, fig. 103,157). Not

39. Key (L:95mm D:10mm). SF68, Period 11,illustrated.
phase 02, context 1092.Also: Strap-end (L:25mm W:20mm H:7mm),
Key with circular bow and asymmetrical bitSF99, Period 3, phase 1, context 3176. Not
with a tubular end to fit over projecting pin inillustrated.
lock. Solid shank with bit made separately.33. Clasp (L:27mm W:9mm H:4mm). SF65,
This type of circular bow is not inconsistentPeriod 12, phase 1, context 689.
with a thirteenth century date (cf Harden andPlate with bar and broken ends of frame in
Wheeler 1967, fig. 42, type III,135).place and a simple zigzag pattern visible on x-

ray. This would appear to be a clasp rather
than buckle as there is no provision for a pin Pins
(cf Egan and Pritchard 1991). Not illustrated.

40. Pin (L:40mm W:3mm H:3mm ). SF26, con-34. Plate (L:30mm W:7mm H:9mm). SF76,
text 308.Period 8, phase 4, context 1506. Plate and
Approximately half is triangular in cross-fragment of frame with offset bar of clasp or
section. From a context with seventeenthbuckle. There are the possible remains of an
century material.iron pin, but the single rivet also suggests a
Also:clasp (cf Egan and Pritchard 1991, fig. 76,

40.2 Pin/rod (L:70mm D:3mm). SF87, Period 5,116). Not illustrated.
phase 3, context 2482. Not illustrated.Also: Plate (L:22mm W:10mm H:0.5mm).

40.3 Pin-head (D:4mm). SF38, context 51. NotSF52, context 799.
illustrated.Plate with hole at one end. Possibly fragment-

ary clasp plate. Not illustrated.

Miscellaneous
Decorative Fitments

41. Bell? (L:25mm W:15mm). SF72, Period 7,
35. Sheet (L:70mm W:15mm H:0.5mm). SF102, phase 1, context 1218.

Period 1, phase 1, context 3149. Fragment of Fragmentary hollow cone shaped object with
uncorroded brass with holes as for attach- an inner tube that is possibly a clapper. Bell?
ment. Analysis was ambivalent as to whether There is a small opening at the top where two
the object was brass, with iron corrosion from ends of tube are visible, possibly looped over
the burial environment, or brass plating on for suspension. Not illustrated.
an iron object. Not illustrated.

36. Scabbard/sheath chape (L:45mm W:35mm
H:10mm). SF34, Period 12, phase 1, context Lead (fig. 32.2)
445.

42. Washer (L:50mm W:45mm H:5mm). SF30,37. Strip (L:27mm W:7mm H:0.5mm). SF50,
context 406.context 717.

43. Circular object (L:75mm W:75mmStrip bent into a U-shape about 7mm across.
H:12–14mm). SF89, Period 5, phase 1 contextA small notch at one end suggests a missing
2572.rivet while the other end is damaged. Another

44. Rivet-shaped object (L:42mm D:14mm).rivet, possibly of iron, is still in place. There
SF189, Period 7, phase 1, context 1859.are traces of gold leaf and this may be a fitting

or binding from the edge of a leather or
wooden object. Not illustrated.

Bone (figs. 32.3 and 32.4)

Musical Instruments
Riding Equipment 45. Tuning pegs (L:45mm W:8–4mm H:6–5mm).

SF45, Period 12, phase 1, context 445. A set38. Spur rowel (L:30mm W:25mm H:3mm).
SF74, Period 8, phase 4, context 1278. Six- of 13 tuning pegs for a zither-type instrument.

Green staining on the pegs and associatedpointed rowel from spur (cf Ellis 1993,
fig. 170, no. 1806, 222). scraps of copper wire indicates that wire was
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Fig. 32.5 Possible stone hammer head and
whetstone (1:4)

midshaft for toggle. (cf Oakley and Harman
1979, fig. 139, nos 65–69, 314).

49. Pulley wheel brake (L:75mm W:55–35mm
Fig. 32.3 Bone objects (no. 47 at 1:4, others at 1:2) H:22mm). SF183, context 3158. Cattle prox-

imal metacarpal. (cf Oakley and Harman
1979, fig. 139, no. 74, 139).

Stone (figs. 32.5 to 32.7)

Loomweights

50. Loomweight (H: 15mm D:26mm). SF91,
Period 5, phase 5, context 2744.Rounded
limestone loomweight, damaged. Not
illustrated.Fig. 32.4 Bone objects (1:4)

50.2 Loomweight (H:15mm D:26mm). SF93,
Period 1, phase 1, context 2894. Bi-conical
limestone loomweight. Not illustrated.used for stringing. (cf Henig 1977, fig. 39, nos

50.3 Loomweight (L:55mm W:12mm H:9mm).1–8,165).
SF75, Period 8, phase 4, context 1335. Lime-46. Whistle (L:110mm D:9mm). SF90, Period 5,
stone loomweight, which tapers slightly onphase 5, context 2744.
the broad faces at each end, more so at theWhistle with two holes.
ends of the rounded narrow faces. Not47. Mouthpiece (L:80mm W:10mm H:10mm).
illustrated.SF98, Period 1, phase 1, context 2988. Bone

tube, possibly a mouthpiece (cf Oakley and
Harman 1979, fig. 141, nos 103–104, 317).

Whetstones (fig. 32.5)

Fifteen stone objects showed signs of wear sug-Other gesting they had been used for sharpening metal
tools. Most appear to be of schist. Only number 51.148. Toggle (L:65mm W:20mm H:10mm). SF182,

context 850. Pig metacarpal. Hole drilled below is illustrated.
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51. Whetstone (L:55mm W:25mm H:13mm).
SF112, Period 5, phase 6, context 1390.
Smoothed all over except for face of bevel at
one end. Start of hole piercing at one end.

51.2 Whetstone (L:265mm W:25mm H:45mm).
SF25, context 297. Only one face smoothed.

51.3 Whetstone (L:96mm W:19mm). SF92, Period
5, phase 2, context 2821. Irregular triangular
cross-section. Two smooth faces at right
angles to one another.

51.4 Whetstone (L:94mm W:35mm H:19–12mm).
SF104, Period 1, phase 1, context 3238. One
wide and one narrow face are smoothed and
there is the beginning of a hole at one end.

Fig. 32.6 Bakestone (1:8)Broken.
51.5 Whetstone (L:87mm W:15mm H: 5mm).

SF107, context 555.
Tapering, brownish stone. All surfaces
smooth.

51.6 Whetstone (L:170mm W:34mm H:25mm).
SF108, Period 5, phase 6, context 955. Schist?
‘mullion’, roughly rectangular cross section.
There are 1–2 grooves on one wide face, other
smooth. One narrow face partially smooth.

51.7 Whetstone (L:70mm W:17mm), SF109,
Period 5, phase 6, context 1062. Tapering.
One rough flat face, rest smoothed.

51.8 Whetstone (L:160mm W:30–25mm). SF110,
Period 11, phase 2, context 1092. Broken.
Tapering. Both wide faces seem to be
smoothed. Now lost.

51.9 Whetstone (L:165mm W:46mm H:15mm).
SF111, Period 8, phase 3, context 1259.
Broken. Both wide faces smoothed.

51.10 Whetstone (L:110mm W:25 H:18mm),
SF113, Period 8, phase 4, context 1422.
Broken/rough at both ends. Diamond shaped
cross section. Three smooth faces, one narrow

Fig. 32.7 Stone objects (1:4)face not smooth.
51.11 Whetstone (L:72mm W:14mm). SF114,

51.15 Whetstone (L:165mm W:55mm H:45mm).Period 5, phase 6, context 1851. Split longit-
SF115, Period 7, phase 1, context 2407.udinally. One side particularly smooth.

51.12 Whetstone (L:150mm W:35mm H:30mm).
SF116, Period 1, phase 1, context 2793. Miscellaneous (figs. 32.5 to 32.7)Triangular cross section. One wide face
smoothed. 52. Hammer or weight (L:286mm W:154mm

H:64mm). SF96, Period 4, phase 1, context51.13 Whetstone (L:150mm W:30mm H:21mm).
SF117, Period 5, phase 1, context 2928. 3112. Roughly tear-shaped though the wide

end is angled. Pierced by a hole at the widestIrregular cross section, tapering to a triangu-
lar point. One very smooth face. point of 154mm.

53. Bakestone (L:350mm W:130mm H:19mm).51.14 Whetstone (L:120mm W:22mm H:14mm).
SF118, Period 2, phase 1, context 3212. One SF121, Period 1, phase 1, context 3238. A flat,

broken fragment, with a deeply scoredsmooth narrow face. One wide face has
grooves for point sharpening. surface.
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54. Dome-shaped object (D:110mm H:48mm).
SF81, Period 5, phase 4, context 1757. Fairly
smooth with a central indentation in the top.

55. Dome-shaped object (H:51mm D:105mm).
SF120, Period 5, phase 6, context 1851.
Also:
Dome-shaped object (L:108mm W:48mm
H:97mm). SF119, Period 5, phase 5, context
3116. Limestone weight? Rough dome-shape
with a central hole. Not illustrated.

56. Limestone mortar SF122, Period 8, phase 2,
context 1626. Grit inclusions.

Pot lids

57. Pot lid (D:75mm H:20mm). SF126, Period 2,
phase 1, context 3212. Not illustrated.

57.2 Pot lid (D:75mm H:17mm). SF127, Period 2,
phase 1, context 3212. Not illustrated.

57.3 Pot lid (D:100mm H:20mm). SF125, Period
1, phase 1, context 2818. Not illustrated.

57.4 Pot lid (D.75mm H:20mm ). SF124, Period 8,
phase 2, context 1880. Not illustrated.

57.5 Pot lid (D:80mm H:20mm ). SF123, Period 8,
phase 2, context 1846. Not illustrated.

Fig. 32.8 Wooden objects (no. 59 at 1:12, no. 61 at
1:8, others at 1:4)Wood (figs. 32.8 and 32.9)

Apart from the wooden hurdles found in situ in the
lower waterlogged levels, there were several small
wooden objects and pieces of cut wood with holes or 63. Trenail (L:80mm D:19mm). No SF number,

context 2043. Angled cuts at end. (cf O’Brienother features. Two trenails from contexts 2043 and
3178 were comparable to those found during excava- et al 1988, fig. 37,104; O’Brien et al 1989,

fig. 15,179). Not illustrated.tions at Queen Street and the Crown Court site
nearby (O’Brien et al 1988, 1989). Also: Trenail (L:80mm D:19mm). No SF

number, Period 2, phase 3, context 3178.A wooden patten is listed under leather.
58. Plank (L:340mm W:180mm H:25mm). Angled cuts at end. Not illustrated.

64. Netting needle (L:110mm D:10–5mm).SF131, Period 2, phase 3, context 3056.
Bevelled edge. Not illustrated. SF135, context 2571.

Also: Netting needle (L:60mm W:10mm59. Plank (L:540mm W:110–30mm H:15mm).
SF165, Period 5, phase 3, context 2882. Large H:10mm). SF88, Period 5, phase 5, context

2464. Not illustrated.section of plank with two holes.
60. Peg (L:128mm D:20mm–2mm). SF134, 65. Disc (L:252mm W:117mm H:37mm). SF137,

Period 1, phase 1, context 2793. Flat disc withPeriod 2, phase 1, context 3212. Tapering.
61. Stake (L:355mm D:45mm). SF136, Period 1, a 19mm diameter hole in the middle. (cf

O’Brien et al 1988, fig. 38 no. 252, 106).phase 1, context 3020.
Sharpened stake with bark still on. 66. Board (L:160mm W:190mm H:7mm). SF133,

Period 2, phase 1, context 3212. Thin board62. Handle (L:95mm D:20mm). SF162, Period 5,
phase 6, context 2499. with two holes.

67. Fragment (L:110mm W:80mm H:5mm).Handle with hole for tang.
Also: Handle (L:148mm D:35mm). SF138, SF142, Period 2, phase 3, context 3178. Small

thin piece with two holes.Period 4, phase 2, context 2665. Simple tool
handle with a tapering hole about 40mm deep 68. Fragment (L:200mm W:105mm H:15mm).

SF163, Period 5, phase 7, context 2563.for a tang at one end. Not illustrated.
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Fig. 32.9 Wooden objects (no. 67 at 1:4, others at
1:8) Fig. 32.10 Leather shoes and boots (1:8)

more typical of turnshoe shape. Part of vampFragment with hole. Possibly wooden tile.
with iron staining, possibly from a buckle.Not illustrated.
Also: Turnshoe (L:245mm W:100mm).69. Fragment (L:150mm W:120mm H:10mm).
SF145, Period 2, phase 1, context 3056. SoleSF164, Period 1, phase 1, context 3052.
with rand. Not illustrated.Fragment with holes.

71. Shoe (L:85mm W:95mm). SF147, Period 2,
phase 3, context 3056. Fragment of upper
with heel stiffener, rand, sole and bindingLeather (figs. 32.10 and 32.11)
strip, possibly from a buckled shoe. Not

167 leather objects were recovered from the excava- illustrated.
tion, most of which could be identified as parts of 72. Shoe sole (L:280mm W:100mm). SF149,
shoes. The most complete soles and other fragments Period 1, phase 1, context 3149. Large sole
of particular interest were conserved by freeze with cut away upper and rand. Not
drying. The selected items had been roughly drawn illustrated.
when wet and it could be seen that shrinkage was 73. Sole (L:264mm W:90mm). SF153, Period 5,
between 4 and 6%, e.g. a large sole like no. 69 had phase 1, context 2740. Holes for repair
shrunk about 15mm in length. Although several patches on forepart and heel.
items had evidently had parts deliberately cut away 74. Sole (L:255mm W:75–85mm). SF158, Period
for reuse, finds were not numerous enough to suggest 5, phase 3, context 2626. Shoe sole with repair
cobblers’ waste. patch and cutaway upper.

75. Sole (L:275mm W:90mm). SF156, Period 2,
phase 1, context 3234. Stitch holes for patchesShoes on forepart and heel.

76. Sole (L:235mm W:90mm). SF146, context70. Turnshoe (L:290mm W:90mm) SF154,
Period 2, phase 1, context 3207. Large sole, 3056. Sole with repair patch.
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76.2 Sole (L:190mm W:75mm). SF159, Period 1, Pattens
phase 1, context 2867.

81. Patten (L:100mm W:95mm H:20mm).Small sole which has had repair patch. Not
SF132, Period 1, phase 1, context 3149. Heelillustrated. end of wooden patten with leather strap.76.3 Shoe (L:200mm W:105mm). SF167, Period

1, phase 1, context 3140. Fragments of fore-
part of shoe, sole and upper, including a Straps
repair patch. Not illustrated.

82. Strap (L:550mm W:13mm H:3mm). SF152,77. Sole (L:210mm W:75mm). SF155, Period 2,
Period 1, phase 1, context 3022.phase 1, context 3234.

Child’s shoe sole.
Also: Sole (L:250mm W:85mm). SF148,

TextilesPeriod 1, phase 1, context 3149. In two pieces.
Not illustrated. 83. Tabby. SF130, Period 1, phase 1, context

78. Shoe upper (L:140mm W:80mm). SF157, 3149. Coarse loosely woven tabby of plied
Period 2, phase 1, context 3207. Five frag- yarn, closely paralleled amongst the textiles
ments of shoe upper. Two have lines of paired from Queen Street. The suggested usage in
holes. Not illustrated. commerce is for wrapping goods in transit.

78.2 Shoe upper (L:150mm W:60mm). SF160, Not illustrated.
Period 1, phase 1, context 2793. Six frag- 84. Bag. SF139, Period 7, phase 1, context 2218.
ments. Not illustrated. Coarsely woven, probably woollen bag. Not

78.3 Shoe upper (L:170mm 80mm). SF166, Period Illustrated.
1, phase 1, context 3022. Upper with rand and 85. Rope. SF161, Period 1, phase 1, context 3146.
lace. Not illustrated. Possibly braided wool.

4. THE COINS

R. J. BrickstockBoots
Of the coins listed in the small finds report79. Ankle boot (L:280mm W:100mm). SF151,
above, three were submitted for further ana-Period 1, phase 1, context 3140. Wrap-round
lysis. These were two silver coins and one baseankle boot with two sets of parallel slits on
metal jetton, identifiable as follows:quarters, that may have been buckled (cf

Woodfield 1981, fig. 58, no. 7,158). 1. Context (1727; Period 8, phase 2), SF 78, SF80. Ankle boot (L:300mm W:140mm). SF150, Catalogue No. 27Period 1, phase 1, context 3149. Wrap-round Ruler: Henry III Denomination: Long Cross penny
‘economy’ upper of ankle boot. One edge Obverse: Crowned head facing (without sceptre)
straight so there may have been more than [HENRIC]US R[EX III ]
one piece. Reverse: Long voided cross with three pellets in each

angle
[NIC]-?OL[E]-ON C?-[ANT ]

Date of issue: 1248–50 Mint: Canterbury? Moneyer:
Nicole?
Catalogue reference: North (1980) 986 (Class 3)
Diameter: 18.5 mm Weight: 1.6 g Condition: worn
Long cross pennies were issued between 1248 and
1278. This particular coin belongs early in the series
(since it lacks a sceptre on the obverse, which
appeared from 1250 onwards), but the mint and
moneyer are both very tentative attributions because

Fig. 32.11 Patten and leather strap (1:8). of the poor state of preservation of the coin.
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2. Unstratified, SF 27, SF Catalogue No. 28 5. THE POTTERY
Ruler: Edward I Denomination: penny

Anne Jenner and Derrick Cooper, withObverse: Crowned bust facing
illustrations by John Maughan+ EDW[A]R ANG[L DNS H]YB

Reverse: Long cross pattée with three pellets in each 
angle

[CIV ]I-TAS [CA]N-TO Methodology
Date of issue: 1301–10 Mint: Canterbury

Fabrics have been described according to theCatalogue reference: North (1991) 1038–43 (Class
system devised for the Museum of London10) tab
(Orton 1978) derived from earlier work byDiameter: 18.5 mm Weight: 1.5 g Condition: worn
Peacock (1977) and Shepard (1956) and fur-This reverse type was current from the reform of
ther outlined in Orton et al (1995).Edward I in 1279 until replaced in the reign of Henry

Fabric descriptions can be found in full inVII. This particular coin again exhibits a fair degree
the archive. The letter codes for each inclusionof surface corrosion, but the attribution to the last
and method of manufacture are recorded inyears of Edward I is, I think, fairly secure.
detail for the type vessels (Orton et al 1995,

After a ruler’s death, it was by no means unusual 241–2) and can be located using a version offor coinage to continue to be struck using the Vaughan’s fabric number series (FSN) whichexisting dies until types for the successor were is printed after each fabric heading.prepared: hence the coinage of Edward I overlapped
It should be noted that much of the preparat-by some three years into the reign of Edward II

ory identification of fabrics and phasing had(1307–27).
already been worked on by Vaughan using the
FSN that she had devised for the Newcastle3. Context (176; post-medieval, not phased), SF 11,
area. (An unpublished version of this can beSF Catalogue No. 26
found with the archive). Where possible thisJetton (Casting Counter) Issuer: Hans Krauwinckel
system has been adhered to, although whereof Nuremberg
fabrics have been identified which have notObverse: Minerva, helmeted, standing, with spear
previously been documented within this systemand aegis, attended by lion and boar
they have been included with an existing fabricFRANGIT ET ATOLLIT
number, with varying degrees of success. ForReverse: Mounted figure r.
example, miscellaneous fabrics (FSN 10), some[. . ..]EQVES VICTORIA or similar; in
of which have since been identified as London-exergue, [H.KRAV ]WI
type Rouen copies have been allocated to FSNDate of issue: c.1580–1620
10.2. The least successful of these groupings isCatalogue reference: cf. Barnard 1916, 37

Diameter: 28.5 mm Weight: 4.2 g Condition: Slightly FSN 5 where local and imported micaceous
worn wares have been grouped with Orange Buff

Ware. Further work could be done to split theseJettons (from the French ‘jeter’, to throw or cast) fabrics into more meaningful groups in thewere produced as casting-counters, intended to future.facilitate arithmetical computations, but at times
Where possible forms are described using thewere also used as a substitute for small change when

recent MPRG guide to the classification ofofficial denominations were in short supply. Nurem-
medieval forms (Medieval Pottery Researchberg was a major production centre of base-metal
Group 1998), although due to the fragmentaryjettons, and Hans Krauwinckel (active c.1580–1620)
nature of much of the pottery this is seldomone of its most prominent producers; his jettons
possible. Forms are generally only illustratedgained a wide distribution in England in the later
where reference cannot be made to existing16th and 17th centuries. The present example is from
parallels.an extensive and varied series which took their types

The above information will be stored withfrom Classical mythology. It appears to have been
the material archive in the Museum ofdeliberately pierced, probably to be worn as a

pendant. Antiquities, University of Newcastle.
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Quantification INCLUSIONS: sparse to moderate elongate
burnt organics <3mm long and <1mm wide,

Fabrics were grouped according to Period and occasionally with sub-angular red/brown sand-
then, within that, into phase. Weight, sherd stone inclusions <0.25mm. Abundant sub-
count, and base and rim eves were taken and rounded glassy and white quartz <0.25mm.
their radii noted. Sherd links across contexts, Sparse red/brown iron ore. Occasional large
sooting and re-use were noted. (Sooting has rounded quartz <2mm long by <1mm wide.
been noted as present or absent as this may One rectangular, rounded inclusion of dark
indicate use for heating and/or cooking). How- grey rock, possibly microdiorites, ca. 1mm x
ever, as proportions of material varied so little 0.75mm, with a gold sheen on the surface.
between weights, sherd numbers and eves, only These are found in Scotland and the Cheviots
sherd numbers are discussed here, as a percent- (Bell and Wright 1985, 89). One vessel from
age of the total by Period (see fig. 34). context 2996, Period 1, phase 1, has very

occasional pieces of sub-angular fine white clay
   0.6mm by 0.3mm.

FORM: a jar with an everted rim with a convexEarly Medieval
curve below, then curving out sharply into a

Grey wares (FSN 2, fig. 33.1, nos 1 to 5) rounded body. The only near complete profile
(2535; Period 5, phase 7) has a sagging baseFABRIC: all are unglazed with darker grey margins
(fig. 33.1, no 1). A large thick-walled jar is alsoand lighter grey cores. There are four variations of
illustrated (fig. 33.1, no 5).which Type 1 is a finer light grey fabric with a dense

matrix, Type 2 is a coarse more open white-firing DATE: 2793, Period 1, phase 1 and 2535,
fabric and Type 3 is a finer sandy reddish more iron- Period 5, phase 7.
rich fabric. Type 4 is a grittier version of Type 3.
FORMS: jars.
METHOD OF MANUFACTURE: wheelthrown, Type 2 (FSN 2)
though Types 2 and 3 are possibly coiled and trued

FABRIC: a coarser white-firing fabric withon a turntable/wheel and have knife trimming on
similar dark grey margins to Type 1 but athe external surfaces of the lower body.
lighter grey/white matrix with a more irregularDATE AND PROVENANCE: possibly a local
fracture. Packed with abundant angular andware with similarities with Low Countries Grey-

wares. Bown suggests that similar Greywares from sub-angular quartz and sparse rounded grey
the Quayside are either of local late Saxon or Early quartz <0.5mm. Sparse black rounded organic
Medieval Flemish origin (Bown 1988b, 41). The inclusions.
latter imported into Britain from late twelfth to early DATE: 2921; Period 1, phase1 and fig. 33.1, no
thirteenth centuries (Verhaeghe 1983, 69). 2; 2964, Period 4, phase 1 and fig. 33.1, no 3;
DATE: Late twelfth-early thirteenth century (3149, 3161, Period 4, phase 1.2793, 2921, 2996; Period 1, phase 1).

Type 1 (FSN 2) Type 3 (FSN 2)

FABRIC: a fine and densely packed matrixFABRIC: a finer well-sorted unglazed fabric
with distinct reduced grey margins and light with well-sorted small inclusions. This fabric is

finer than 2 with lighter grey-brown marginsgrey core. Represented by the everted rim and
neck of a jar, possibly rounded or shouldered. and a sandy light reddish-brown coloured

matrix. It can be distinguished from the aboveMATRIX: A brittle, perhaps higher fired, fine
textured fabric with smooth surfaces. Small by its moderate inclusions of red/brown iron-

ore which produce its sandy-brown colour.angular and sub-rounded pieces of quartz and
black rounded flecks of burnt organic material There are moderate flecks of mica and moder-

ate quartzite from small flecks to <0.5mm.and sparse to moderate flecks of white mica are
also apparent Very occasional angular, rectangular light grey
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felspathic rock with rounded edges <2mm can DATE: largest amounts occur in Period 1 with
smaller quantities in Period 2, decreasing againbe seen.

FORM: a plain, everted, squared-off rim and in Period 3. There is a further peak in Period 7
(those quantified for Period 11 to 19 areneck of a jar-form with small finger impressions

on the upper, outer edge of rim. thought to be residual, the latter related to
movement of soil ).DATE: 3149; Period 1, phase 1.
Early Buff White Wares.
FABRIC: white-firing clay with buff/light

Type 4 (FSN 2) brown surfaces and moderate rounded and
sub-angular white quartz, moderate flecksFABRIC: possibly a variant of Type 3 but
black iron-ore <0.1mm and sparse red irondensely packed with quartz (1961, Period 7,
ore <0.2mm.phase 7) and grey throughout with a slightly
MANUFACTURE: splash lead galena glazepimply surface.
olive-green/yellow colour with pockmarksFORM: jar with distinctive rim folded over
FORMS: mainly very finely potted jars withand squared off (fig. 33.1, no 4).
hooked collared rims and pronouncedDATE:1961, Period 7, phase 1 and 3149, Period
wheelthrown ribs down the body (FSN 3 and1, phase 1.
4, fig. 33.4, no 25).
COLOUR: buff/white and densely packed with

Permian Yellow Sand Tempered Ware (FSN white/milky quartz
2.1) PROVENANCE: Probably of local origin.

COMMENT: These may represent precursorsFABRIC: described in full elsewhere (Bown
of the later Medieval Buff White Ware industry.1985, 52 and Bown 1988b, 44)

DATE: (2905, Period 1, phase 1). It is thought
Dog Bank Kiln Ware (FSN 3)to be eleventh/twelfth century at Queen Street

(Bown 1988b, 44) but thermoluminescence FABRIC: for a full fabric description see Bown
dates produced from similar sherds found at 1988b, 34–36.
Jarrow are calibrated to AD 1060–1290 and DATE: 1150 to 1200 (O’Brien et al 1988, 31).
1115–1335 (Mills pers comm in Bown 1985, 52) FORMS: jars and urinal. The only representa-
appearing in the late Saxon-earlier medieval tion of a near complete form is from contexts
phase 2 at Lindisfarne (O’Sullivan 1985, 35). (643) and (699) and (889) which were not
PROVENANCE: found commonly in the phased (fig. 33.2, no 10).
north-east, in Hart and Hartlepool (Addis

Early Reduced Greenware (FSN 3)1976), Jarrow and Whitby (Mills pers comm)
probably emanating from the Permian yellow Six types are described in full elsewhere (Ellison
sand beds south of the Tyne valley. 1981, Bown 1988). This type looks similar but

is not the same as the thirteenth century Types
1, 2 and 3. It is finely potted with thin walls andMedieval – Local
simple rounded rimmed jugs and simple everted

Early Gritty Wares (FSN 3) squared-off rimmed jars.
DATE: Period 1 probably late twelfth/early toThis category consists of a number of abund-
mid-thirteenth century by patchy glaze andantly gritted wares. The main ones of which are
decoration.Early Buff White Gritty wares, Early Reduced

Greenwares and those thought to emanate
Buff White Wares (FSN 4, fig. 33.3, nos 4 andfrom Dog Bank kiln. This group contains gritty
5)versions of FSN 4, 5 and 6 and there is

potentially a considerable overlap between FSN 4 taken as a whole, constitutes the largest
amount of pottery on the site and takes overthese types and the quantities recorded.
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from FSN 6 after Period 6. Several fabrics are Plain jugs. Large plain shouldered storage
jugs (FSN 4), with thick rounded strapgrouped under this broad heading. This consti-
handles, usually missing, fig. 33.3. no 22tutes an initial attempt to divide these wares
(MPRG, 1998, 3.1.8) appear in the same con-into meaningful types according to their inclu-
texts as small rounded jugs (FSN 4) with plainsions, colour and pyrotechnology. Where this
or vertically incised rod handles and eitherwas not possible fabrics were all grouped into
plain or small pulled lips and handled jars,FSN 4.
fig. 33.5. nos 49, 50 and 51 (MPRG 1998,
3.1.8b). The jugs are either plain or with a bib
of glaze opposite the handle. Large plain re-

FSN 4.0 Bown’s Buff White Ware fabric 2 used storage jug bases appear in (2218; Period
(Bown 1988b, 59) 7, phase 1) but are thought to be associated

with Period 9 metalworking activities. TheseFABRIC: Buff White ware is described else-
also appear in proximity to, and therefore maywhere (Ellison 1981, Bown 1985, Bown 1988b).
have been used with, rounded, thick walled,Distinctive features include moderate to
single handled jars, (MPRG 1998, 4.1.7) withabundant black rounded inclusions of slag in a
flanged rims, notably (FSN 4.2 and 4.3) fromwhite-firing clay.
Periods 8 and 12 (see fig. 33.5. nos 49, 50 andPROVENANCE: Most likely to originate
51).somewhere in the vicinity of Newcastle upon

Tyne. Only a few kiln sites have been located in
the area producing similar wares, for example Decorated jugs. Decoration includes roller
at an unconfirmed site in Gateshead, Tyne and stamped lozenge shapes on an applied strip,
Wear (Manders 1973, 65) and more reliably at and rectangular roller stamping on the wet
Aldin Grange, County Durham (Vaughan surface of a jug (fig. 33.3, no 13. 1810, Period 8,
forthcoming) and Eshott (Dixon 1981). Hav- phase 2) as well as a stamped impressed stag
ing examined this material, the fabrics found between wavy incised lines on a similar jug
here are similar in their use of a white firing (fig. 33.3, no 11, 789; Period 12, phase 1). These
coal measure clay and they all have iron pyrites/ styles of decoration appear to emulate those
slag present, although they do not appear to used in the Stamford Industry ( Kilmurry 1980)
emanate from known kilns. It may be that a and York type wares (see Jennings 1992, 39, no
considerable number of kilns operated close to 21) respectively.
where there was greatest demand for their use. DATE: thirteenth to fourteenth century

A symbiotic relationship may have existed (Vaughan pers comm). Though present
between the potteries and iron-working indus- throughout the site, Period 4 has the greatest
tries in the region, whereby iron slag was used number with a considerable drop in quantity in
as temper by the potteries that supplied them Period 6, the destruction by fire of Building II.
in order to increase vessel heat resistance (see
Mack and McDonnell, Slags and Residues,

FSN 4.1above). The iron-working industry would have
benefited in turn from low cost and easy access FABRIC: a matrix of fine white firing clay.
to vessels made locally. However, there may of Sparse large rounded pieces of shale up to
course be many other reasons for their proxim- 3mm. Moderate to abundant sub-angular iron-
ity, if this proves to be the case, which relate stained, grey and white quartz mostly ca.
more to their mutual needs for resources and 0.5mm. Sparse large rounded red iron-ore and
transport. moderate to abundant rounded red iron
MANUFACTURE: wheelthrown and finely <0.25mm (this type is not dissimilar to the
potted. Early Buff White ware (FSN 3), which is

abundantly packed with glassy and milkyFORMS: jugs, one handled and plain jars.
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quartz type but with sparser, less rounded, type is higher fired than the other fabrics
represented in the FSN 4 category.quartz and more red iron.)

MANUFACTURE: wheel-thrown, fine FORMS: Jugs have bridge spouts with two or
more small decorative rod handles on eitherwalled.

FORMS: jugs with face decoration (fig. 33.3, side, and a larger rod handle opposite the lip/
spout (fig. 33.3, nos 17 to 21). One bulbousno 14) with rod and strap handles. One strap

handle is decorated with applied red/brown bodied vessel is decorated with vertical applied
strips of clay, coloured brown with an ironround pellets of clay (fig. 33.3, no 12), jars

(fig. 33.4, nos 32 and 48) and pipkin handle stain, ending at a horizontal, wheel-thrown rib
around its maximum girth (fig. 33.3, no 16).(33.5, no 52).

COLOUR: powdery feel, white thick margin Other similar pieces have rod handles (1859;
Period 7, phase 1) and (1903; Period 7, phase 2)and often reduced to light grey matrix.

DATE: found mainly in Period 10 but in with stab decoration (2218; Period 7, phase 1)
and vertical short slashes below (fig. 33.3, noconsiderable quantities in Period 8 and increas-

ing in quantity as reduced green glazed wares 17) or small twisted decorative handles (2218;
Period 7, phase 1).(FSN 6 to 6.4) decrease.
Jars are usually fine walled, well potted and
globular (fig. 33.4, nos 29, 30, 41, 45 and 47).

FSN 4.2 DATE: This highly fired fabric appears mainly
from Periods 11 to 15, though the type decor-FABRIC: there are now sufficient quantities of
ated with small rod handles is found in Periodsthis fabric to recognise it as a distinct and later
5, 7 and 8. A similar type from Inverness ishigh-fired variant of the Buff White ware
thought to be of early to mid-fourteenth cen-Industry but the Type sherd (fig. 33.3, no 18.
tury date (MacAskill 1982; Brooks and McCar-1903, Period 7, phase 2) is from an unusually
thy and 1988, 211 fig. 114.527). Furtherover-fired jug; this was probably refired sub-
stylistic parallels can be found in a thirteenthsequent to deposition as it has oxidised and
to fourteenth century Scarborough ware jugreduced areas on either side of cracks in the
from King’s Lynn (Brooks and McCarthyvessel, suggesting that it was a second. It was
1988, 229, fig. 128, no 656) and a thirteenth tomade from a white firing clay similar to that
fourteenth century Grimston ware jug fromused in Buff White wares (FSN 4). The core is
Oslo (Brooks and McCarthy 1988, 268,reduced to a light grey colour with distinct
fig. 156, no 921).larger black iron pyrites/slag inclusions visible

with the naked eye. Handles have odd inclu-
sions of grey shale. The internal and external
margins are oxidised to a light buff to reddish-

FSN 4.3brown colour where they can be seen on non-
glazed areas. It has a fairly fine well-sorted FABRIC: Bown’s fabric 1 (Bown 1988b, 59),

has a brittle feel with fine holes in fabric andmatrix with fine honeycomb appearance like
Scarborough wares. Moderate to abundant spots of accidental glaze (3176; Period 3,

phase 1).inclusions of sub-rounded black and sparse red
iron ore and black sparse, possibly burnt FORM: jars (fig. 33.4, nos 34, 43 and 46).

COLOUR: intentional oxidised pink rim top,organic material and moderate glassy and white
rounded and sub-rounded quartz mainly grey internal margin and buff exterior.

DATE: Peaks in Periods 2 and 10. Further0.25mm.
MANUFACTURE: glaze is light olive-green examination may reveal two identifiably

different fabrics; that in Period 2 resembleswith brown flecks of iron, showing through
from the body. It is patchy and flaking but those from the Tees valley area which are

thought to start in the late twelfth century (seemainly covers the top and middle of the pot,
the lower part and interior are unglazed. This Vaughan’s unpublished FSN).
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FSN 4.4 DATE: Periods 7, 11 and 12.

FABRIC: Similar to Bown’s buff white ware
Orange Buff Ware (FSN 5), fig. 33.6, nos 52,fabric 1 (Bown 1988b, 59). Fairly dense slightly
56, 57, 58 and 59irregular textured, white firing clay with a

rough feel, thick buff margins with light grey FABRIC: very similar in appearance to Buff
core (3171, Period 3, phase 1). Moderate sub- White wares (FSN 4) but with a more iron rich
angular white and rose coloured quartz mostly clay. They appear finer and softer/fired at lower
0.25 across though occasional grains temperatures. They have better sorted inclu-
<0.75mm. Sparse red iron ore and black iron sions and have moderate to abundant small
pyrites/slag mostly <0.25mm though occa- (<0.25mm), rounded inclusions of red iron
sional grains <1 mm. Sparse mica flecks. ore.
FORMS: jars are of two distinctive types; DATE: Vaughan dates these from late thir-
straight sided (fig. 33.4, no 44) and those with teenth to fourteenth century and suggests that
an everted flanged rim (fig. 33.4, nos 25, 36, 39 they appear later than Buff White wares (FSN
and 40). 4). Our data is not sufficient to substantiate or
DATE: Peaks in Periods 9 and 11. invalidate this.

FSN 4.5 Red Micaceous Ware (FSN 5.1), fig. 33.6, no
53FABRIC: fine whitish buff ware, with no glaze,

and similar inclusions to FSN 4 but of a Bown’s fabric found at Queen Street (Bown
sparser, finer nature. 1988b, 60–67, fig. 23 nos 157 to 166).
DATE: Small quantities in Periods 7 and 11. FORMS: jars.

DATE: Period 11.

FSN 4.6
Merida-type Ware (FSN 5.2), fig. 33.6, nos 54

FABRIC: A coarsely gritted ware with pink and 55
surfaces and a grey core and internal margin.

FABRIC: a red micaceous fabric with a fineDATE: Probably intrusive before Periods 11/
matrix. It has long streaks of fine white clay16 and therefore a later variant of the buff ware
< 5mm and abundant white mica 0.5mmfabric group.
visible on the surface. Moderate to abundant
sub-angular quartz, varying in colour from a

FSN 4.7 milky white to grey, are occasionally rose
stained 0.2 to 0.8mm. Sparse rounded red ironFABRIC: a variant of the above fine pink/buff
ore is also present (Vince 1982, 138).ware.
PROVENANCE: Initially thought to have aDATE: Probably residual before Periods 11/16
provenance in Merida, southern Spain andand possibly a later variant of the buff ware
despite more recent evidence for its manufac-fabric group.
ture in Alentejo, Portugal (Freestone, Johns
and Potter 1982, 138; Hurst 1977, 96), is still

Orange Buff and Micaceous Redwares (FSN 5, referred to as Merida-type ware.
5.1 and 5.2), fig. 33.6, nos 52 to 59 FORM: all sherds found here represent bottles;

one with a collared neck, fig. 33.6, no 55 (HurstFABRIC: A number of quite different fabrics
have been included in this category. They 1977, fig. 33. 50).

DATE: Periods 7, 11 and 12 (parallels can beconsist of Orange Buff wares e.g. wares similar
to the Buff White wares (FSN 4) but with a found in Norwich in context with a late medi-

eval maiolica jar, suggesting a fifteenth centuryhigh red iron ore content, red micaceous wares
of local and foreign origin (FSN 5.1 and 5.2). date at the latest (Hurst 1986, 98) and those
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with vertical collared rims are known to have mainly with some possible continuation into
the early sixteenth century). It was residualbeen imported into Britain as early as late

thirteenth/early fourteenth century (Hurst after phase 9 (early sixteenth century).
1977, 96) and may be thirteenth century in
some cases (pers comm Duncan Brown). Found Oxidised Gritty Ware (FSN 6.2)
at High Street C, Southampton pit 260 (Platt

FABRIC: Easily confused with Reducedand Coleman-Smith 1975, nos 1270 and 1279)
Greenwares Types 2 and 3 (see above) andwhere it is thought to date to the first half of
Grimston type ware. For a full fabric descrip-the fourteenth century.
tion see Bown’s Oxidised Gritty ware fabric 1,
in Bown 1988b, 52–53). Grimston type wares
are described elsewhere in detail (Clarke 1970;Reduced Greenwares (FSN 3, 6, 7, 8 and 9),
Clarke and Carter 1977; Jennings 1981, 50).figs. 33.7 and 33.8
FORM: represented by one irregular shaped

FABRIC: Fabrics fall into six types as at the rod (3209; Period 2, phase 3) and one less
Castle ditch, Newcastle (Ellison 1981, 107–22). crudely shaped strap handle (3178; Period 2.3),
Bown suggests that Types 1, 2 and 5 are both of which are highly decorated, with groups
probably of the same clay source and that Type of stabbed marks possibly made with a comb.
3 may be related to Type 1 (Bown 1988b, 57). The strap handle has a row of stabbed holes
Here Type 1 and 5 are of a similar fabric. down the centre and has a dark green glaze
Diagnostic features are a darker grey/black with iron brown coloured flecks. A lustrous
core and white margins, with pockets of burnt suspension glaze, probably of lead and iron
quartz and organics. Types 2 and 3 are not rather than copper is applied patchily. The rod
tempered in this way and have lighter coloured handle probably comes from a dripping pan. It
matrices. They appear similar in all but colour has rectangular areas of stab marks thought to
to oxidised gritty wares. It is therefore not be copying Grimston-type ware (Jennings
surprising that distinct fabrics and their bound- 1981). For a similarly decorated handle in
aries inevitably overlap between FSN 6, 6.1, Lindisfarne Type 3 fabric see Bown (1985,
6.2 and 6.3. Reduced Greenware Type 4 (FSN 46–80). The strap handle also has a row of
8) is finer and generally accepted as from a stabbed holes down the centre. A lustrous
different clay source (Ellison 1981; Bown suspension glaze is dark green with iron brown
1988b). coloured flecks, probably of lead and iron
FORMS: mainly plain jugs and cooking rather than copper is applied patchily.
vessels. DATE: Peaks in Period 2, probably thirteenth
PROVENANCE: Experimental firings of century by patchy glaze and decoration. Similar
samples of clay from the Castle site produced handles have been found at Queen Street
vessels similar in fabric to Reduced Greenware (Bown 1988b, fig. 19, nos 80 and 86) in horizon
Type 4 (Ellison 1981, 57) not the earlier Types B (early to late thirteenth century) and less
1, 2 and 3 (FSN 6, 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3). However commonly in horizon D (early to late four-
large quantities found in Newcastle suggest this teenth century).
as the most likely source for them, though no
production site as such has been found.

Reduced Greenware Type 1 (FSN 6.1)DATE: Types 1, 2 and 3 are found mainly in
phases 1 to 3 at the Castle ditch which are FABRIC: Abundant large rounded quartz

inclusions, pockets of burnt rounded whitethought to date from the first half of the
thirteenth to early fourteenth century (Ellison quartz (all c. 0.5mm diameter) and burnt

organics used as temper may be the by-products1981, 107). Type 4 (FSN 8) occurred from
phase 4, dated to the mid-fourteenth century of the iron-working industry.

COLOUR: core dark grey/black, marginsonwards, and was dominant in phases 5 to 8
( late fourteenth to early fifteenth century white to light grey.
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MANUFACTURE: lead galena glaze varying DATE: Periods 3 and 4 dated to 1200–1400
in colour from dark to light green.
FORMS: large thick-walled, green glazed jugs

Medieval – Regionalwith strap handles.
DATES: A predominance in periods 3 and 6 Miscellaneous medieval wares (FSN 10)
may reflect an inability at this stage to distin-

FABRIC: this is a category for unidentifiedguish between Reduced Greenwares of a grit-
sherds and is therefore of little significance.tier nature, and therefore previously thought to

be of an earlier type e.g. FSN 3, and those of a
slightly finer but also abundantly gritted nature

Surrey Wares (FSN 10.1)e.g. FSN 6.1.
FABRIC: Kingston-type ware (see Pearce et al
1988, 9).Reduced Greenware Type 2 (FSN 6)
FORM: A very unusual tripod pitcher with a

FABRIC: buff margins and a rough gritty feel thumbed sagging base and an applied foot
to the surfaces. The core is reduced to a medium (probably one of three), which has a larger
grey colour. Less quartz temper than Type 1 centrally placed thumb mark immediately
but still moderate to abundant white and above. It has a bridge spout reminiscent of the
opaque rounded and sub-rounded quartz, and Saintonge polychrome jugs of the late thir-
sparse large rounded brown iron stone>1 mm. teenth to mid-fourteenth century in London
FORM: mainly thin-walled cylindrical and (Vince 1985, 55, fig. 22, nos 5 and 6). It has a
shouldered unglazed jars. Jugs have a strap horizontal row of brown applied clay pellets
handle. immediately below the spout and is intention-
DATE: Found in greatest amounts in Period 3. ally streaked with light and dark green, brown
Parallels at Mansion House most common in and yellow. It is decorated with alternating
period 2, dated to the thirteenth century, triangles of green and red clay scales. The red
though present there in periods 1 to 6 (thir- triangles are larger and their bases start ca.
teenth to fifteenth century). It is also present in 80mm up from the base. The green triangles
significant quantities in Periods 10 to 13 which are narrower and smaller than the red ones,
would be in keeping with the latter. and their bases start c. 150mm up from the

base. It has a yellowish clear coloured lead
Reduced Greenware Type 3 (FSN 6.3) glaze on the outside and a lustrous green

suspension glaze on the interior.FABRIC: for a full description see Reduced
DATE: (2535; Period 5, phase 7) Kingston-Greenware Type 3 from the Castle ditch (Elli-
type ware is dated between 1230 and 1350 (mid-son 1981, 108)
thirteenth to early fourteenth century) inDATE: Found mainly in Periods 1 to 3 and in
London though this highly decorated form isphases 1 to 3 at the Castle, Newcastle upon
reminiscent of mid-thirteenth century, highlyTyne, where it is thought to date from
decorated forms and the sagging base and1200–1325 (Ellison 1981, 108).
tripod feet are unlikely to be much later than
this.

Iron-rich unglazed reduced wares (FSN 6.4) It is interesting to note that this type occurs
in Period 5, along with London Rouen typeFABRIC: probably similar to Early Reduced

Greenwares from the site of the Mansion ware which might suggest that both types
arrived, possibly via London, perhaps as one-House, Newcastle upon Tyne (Vaughan 1990,

176, fig. 17, nos 29 to 37). Vaughan describes off special gifts rather than cargo, as they occur
in such small quantity and are highly decoratedthese as iron rich unglazed wares but though

low in iron these appear to be of a similar and well potted. Kingston type ware is also
present in Period 8.fabric.
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London-type Ware (FSN 10.2) types, FSN 11.1 broadly equating to Farmer’s
Phase I fabric, and FSN 11.2 to Farmer’s PhaseFABRIC: London-type ware Rouen copy
2 fabric, whilst FSN 11.3 is of a similar (though(Pearce et al 1985, 3).
higher fired fabric) to FSN 11.1 but is decor-FORMS: jugs decorated with white slip chain
ated more schematically and has a finer, moreand spiral decoration in white slip on a red
watery glaze with brown staining. Local pottersbody and covered with a clear lead glaze.
almost certainly imitated Scarborough waresFig. 33.9, nos 93 and 94.
using the Buff White ware fabric FSN 4,DATE: (2535, Period 5, phase 7 and 2335,
fig. 33.3, no 14.Period 5, phase 3) dated in London to the first
PROVENANCE: Traditionally Scarboroughhalf of the thirteenth century (Pearce et al 1985,
but copies made in other fabrics.19). (Those found in Period 7 and 8 might be
DISTRIBUTION: It is mainly but not alwaysresidual or curated because of their intrinsic
distributed along the northeast coast of Eng-quality).
land and Scotland (Dunning 1962–3; Coutts
1967; Laing and Robertson 1969–70; Laing

Mill Green-type Ware (FSN 10.3) 1973, 193–6).
DATE: Present in small quantities across theFABRIC: see Pearce et al 1982 for a full fabric
site but peaks in Period 7. It is traditionallydescription.
dated from 1135 to 1350 (see Farmer 1979,DATE: sherds appear in very small quantities
28–29). Phase I fabric (1135–1225) is tradition-from Period 7 to 9. These are dated in London
ally dated to before Phase II (1225–1350) butfrom 1270–1350.
here as at Queen Street (O’Brien 1988b, 76),FORMS: see fig. 33.9, nos 96 and 97.
Hull and Aberdeen ( Watkins, Murray and
Herteig, 1982, 94–99). Phase II fabric occurs

Developed Stamford Ware (FSN 10.4) before Phase I fabric. However, Phase II fabric,
made from white firing clay which is of a similarFABRIC: see Kilmurry 1980, for a detailed
nature from Doncaster to Scotland, may notfabric description.
necessarily have its provenance in ScarboroughFORM: A watering pot similar to one from
alone and this may help to explain this reversalYork (Jennings 1992, 16, fig. 12 no 12) occurs
of the Scarborough dating evidence.in Period 8, phase 2 (fig. 33.9, no 95).
Phase II fabric is represented by bearded faceDATE: Stamford ware is thought to have been
jugs which occur from Period 2 to 7, whilstproduced from tenth to early thirteenth centur-
Phase I fabric stamped bossed jugs occur fromies ( Kilmurry 1980). Represented here by little
Period 5 to 8 and Phase I fabric yellow glazedmore than one vessel from (2207, 2037, 2184,
jugs occur from Period 7 to 8 inclusively; Phase2138; Period 8, phase 2) with a small number
I fabric knight jugs appear in Periods 8 and 11of sherds from Periods 9 and 11/16.
only.

Scarborough-type Wares (FSN 11), fig. 33.10,
nos 98 to 118 FSN 11.1 (Farmer’s Phase I fabric)

FABRIC: sandy pinkish-red, sparse to moder-TERMINOLOGY: ‘‘Scarborough-type Ware’’
is used to describe this type of pottery though ate red iron ore from <0.25mm to 0.75mm

with moderate specks in the matrix, occasionalsimilar forms and decorative techniques are
used in other and kiln sites such as Colstoun flecks of black iron ore, sparse sub-rounded

aggregates of iron stained quartz up to 2mm,(Brooks 1978–80) and Winksley, near Ripon
(Bellamy and le Patourel 1970). Without fur- moderate sub-rounded white and opaque

quartz grains 0.5mm across. The unglazedther research it is safer to assign these to pottery
from the North Yorkshire region (Jennings surface has a gritty feel. The broken surface has

a fine honeycomb look common to all typespers comm). Fabrics can be grouped into three
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within this category. Glaze varies from dark brown pellets and strips fig. 33.10, nos 111 and
112 (usually fabric II ). Handles are mainly rodcopper-green to yellowish orange.
shaped with vertical or twisted ribs. One larger
than average is illustrated in fig. 33.10, no 110.

FSN 11.2 (Farmer’s Phase II fabric) One mottled green glazed jug has pushed-out
floral stamped bosses and one has ‘‘raspberry’’FABRIC: A harder, denser matrix with a
shaped stamped bosses fig. 33.10, no 108 (1698,smoother broken surface. A light firing fabric
Period 7, phase 1).with fewer inclusions and sparse quartz

>0.25mm, moderate to abundant flecks of red
and black iron ore and sparse to moderate Knight jugs (Period 8, phase 4 and Period 11,
flecks mica. Type sherd (2014; Period 7, phase 3)
phase 1). Fig. 33.10, no 105 is in a softer version of Type

1 fabric and with sparse white streaks of clay
added. An applied crowned head, above aFSN 11.3 (Farmer’s Phase II fabric with iron-
shield with vertical/diagonal stabbed line dec-stained glaze)
oration, mounted on a decorative rod handle,

FABRIC: Finer and perhaps a later version of from a knight jug similar to the ‘‘Hatterboard
Type 1, as the decoration is often more schem- jug’’ in Farmer 1979, 53, fig. 9, plate IX. Farmer
atic and less flamboyant. A soft pinkish-red dates this to the late twelfth/early thirteenth
fabric. Abundant red and black flecks of iron- century on grounds of style and fabric. The
ore. Moderate sub-rounded quartz >0.25m. head, like that on the Hatterboard, Cambridge,
The unglazed surface has a soapy feel. Sparse Bruges and Dartford examples (Farmer 1979,
mica flecks. Occasional sub-rounded coal-like fig. 9) appears to have had a crown with four
inclusion in some. The broken surface has a rounded crenellations giving the impression of
less laminar more finely vesicular look and is a kingly, rather than knightly figure. They all
fairly fine and well sorted. Occasional large have a concave depression in the centre of this
sandstone conglomerates. Clay sometimes crown which was either a function of their
looks mixed whitish and salmon. Glaze has manufacture or in order to hold something.
more of an iron brown-green high sheen than The Moot Hall jug from Nottingham, does not
the more traditional darker copper green type share this attribute.
sherd (1698 and 2014, Period 7). Fig. 33.10, no 104 is in a harder version of Type
FORM/DECORATION: dark copper-green I fabric). The shield has lozenge incised decora-
glazed or less frequently yellow glazed jugs, tion similar to Farmer 1979, ‘‘Bruges 3’’, fig. 9,
many of which are highly decorated including 30.
shields from knight jugs fig. 33.10, no 104 (270, DATE: Period 8, phase 4.
not phased); no 105 (1108, Period 8, phase 4)
and no 107 (948, Period 11, phase 4), an

Knight/hunt jugsapplied stag, fig. 33.10, no 106 (871; Period
11.3), applied masks on a spout, bearded face COMMENT: Several unphased fragments of

knight jugs exist on the site and because of theirjugs fig. 33.10, nos 98 and 99 (3235, Period 2,
phase 1: 2847; Period 5, phase 1 and 3145, intrinsic value should be studied at a future

date. These include a crudely decorated part ofPeriod 4, phase 3), (3157, Period 3, phase 1:
3153, Period 3, phase 1 and 675, not phased), a the body of a knight with applied arm/hand

and leg/foot and applied thumbed strips, pos-tubular spout with applied bearded faces,
fig. 33.10, no 103 (965, Period 11.3) similar to sibly parts of a bridle.

Fig. 33.10, no 106 in a softer version of Type 1one from Scarborough (Farmer 1979, 53, pl X
fig. 11), the right arm/hands of 2 face jugs as fabric. Applied stags head with thumbed neck

and ear, probably from knight/hunt; jug iswell as vertical strips. Some lighter yellow/
orange glazed vessels have applied iron-stained unique on the site.
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DATE: Period 11, phase 3. Yellow glazed Scarborough wares Periods 8
and 11;
Yellow glazed vessels decorated with applied

Face decorated tubular spout from Knight jug brown clay pellets or strips first appear in
Period 5 (2663, Period 5, phase 5), and 1628,COMMENT: Tubular spouts suggest a date no
Period 7, phase 1).earlier than the late thirteenth to early four-

teenth century according to Rutter (1961, 17).
FABRIC: Phase I fabric, probably from a Medieval – Imports
knight jug, with two bearded face masks.

French pottery (FSN 12)Whiter clay forms the broken attachment to
the jug though the latter is missing. The closest The following types are found here; Saintonge
parallel is the one from Scarborough Castle polychrome and pegau; Saintonge Mottled
which is also made in Phase I fabric, (Farmer Greenware; North French/Rouen-type wares.
1979 fig. 11, pl X ). DATE: found in small quantities throughout
FORM: fig. 33.10, no 107. the occupation of the site, with the exception of
DATE: Period 11, phase 3. Periods 6, 9, 10 and 13.

Long bearded face jugs Periods 2 to 5 Saintonge polychrome jugs

FORM: fig. 33.10, nos 98 to 101. These long FABRIC: a fine highly fired white fabric with
bearded types are similar to Farmer, 1979, 18, polychrome decoration under a clear glaze,
and Brooks 1978–80, fig. 4 p371. The thicken- described in detail elsewhere (Vince 1985).
ing of the rim is thought to represent phase 2 Saintonge polychrome jugs are represented by
types at Scarborough (Farmer 1979, 48). only a few sherds with leaf decoration. Typolo-
DATE: Period 2 (3235, Period 2, phase 1, 2847; gically this pattern (1001, Period 11, phase 1)
Period 5, phase 1 and 3145, Period 4, phase 3). was dated to about 1300 by Radford (1933),
The first evidence for Scarborough type wares who felt that it was one of the finest wares of
consist of a few sherds in Period 1 but bearded the period and therefore for the tables of the
face jugs first appear in Period 2. Others appear great. Their presence in this, rather more mun-
in 3157 and 3153, Period 3, phase 1 and 3235, dane, industrial context in very small quantit-
Period 2.1, 2847, Period 5, phase 1; 3145, ies, does not lend itself well to this
Period 4, phase 3. The face jugs illustrated interpretation. These highly sophisticated
(fig. 33.10, nos 98 and 99) are from Periods 3 wares were thought to be linked with the
and 5 and appear to be made in a coarse Gascon wine trade (Hurst 1986, 76), which
version, using the Phase II fabric for the body reached its zenith in the late thirteenth century
and Phase I fabric for the applied decoration. (Jennings 1981), perhaps as gifts from wine
The Scarborough pottery industry was thought merchants trying to sell their produce. There is
to start around 1135 and come to an end insufficient information to confirm or refute
around 1350 (Farmer 1979). Phase II fabrics this.
are thought to be the product of a new clay FORM: jugs with typical bridge spout in the
source opened about 1225 (Farmer 1979, 29). form of a parrots beak (Chapelot 1983, 50
As there is now some controversy over these fig. 5.2, nos 122 to 4).
dates it is only possible to assign them to the DATE: Period 11, phase 1. Chapelot believed
thirteenth century. this pottery to be traded by Flemish merchant

ships from Saintonge to Britain from the
twelfth century onwards (Chapelot 1983, 49)

Stamped bosses on jugs but it is more reliably dated from 1250 to 1350
in contexts from London’s waterfront (VinceFig. 33.10, no 108. Stamped bosses first appear

in Period 7. 1985, 56). It is associated with horizon D (early
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to late fourteenth century at Queen Street Cistercian Ware (FSN 24)
(Bown 1988, 76). DATE: Period 19. Traditionally a marker for

the end of the medieval period i.e. late fifteenth/
Saintonge pegau (Hurst 1986, 34 fig. 34 no 101) sixteenth century.
DATE: Period 1. thirteenth century. Dated

Early Blackware (FSN 25)1280 to 1350 in London.

DATE: Period 11/16 and 14. 1575 to 1625.
Saintonge Mottled Greenware

English Whitewares (FSN 26)DATE: 3052, Period 1; 3113 and 2795, Period
5. 1250 to 1350 (Chapelot in Davey and Hodges DATE: Periods 18 and 19. 1500 to 1700.
(eds), 1983, 51).

English Redwares (FSN 27)
North French/Rouen-type Wares

DATE: Period 15, 18 and 19.
Several small sherds from a jug decorated with
green glazed applied stamped strip Tin-glazed Ware (FSN 28)
FORM: fig. 33.10, nos 116 and 117.

DATE: Period 14. Late sixteenth to late 18thDATE: thirteenth century. (3153, Period 3,
century (intrusive).phase 1; 3157, Period 3, phase 1).

Late Glazed Red Earthenwares (FSN 32)Late Medieval and Post-medieval (English and
imported) DATE: Period 15. Late 18th/19th century

(intrusive).Langerwehe stoneware (FSN 15)

DATE: Period 11/16. Mid-fourteenth to early White Glazed Earthenware (FSN 33)
sixteenth century.

DATE: Period 14. Eighteenth /nineteenth cen-
tury (intrusive).Raeren stoneware (FSN 16)

DATE: Period 13 onwards. Mainly from fif- Miscellaneous Earthenwares (FSN 34)
teenth century contexts, reaching a peak in the

DATE: 1700 to 1900.early/mid-sixteenth century.

Unidentifiable (FSN 40 and 56)Low Countries redware (FSN 20)

DATE: occurs from the fourteenth century
onwards at the Castle ditch. It reaches a peak

in the sixteenth century. Figure 33.1 FSN 2:

1. Jar, FSN 2.1, (2535), Period 5.7, phase 1.
Low Countries Greywares (FSN 21) 2. Jar, FSN 2.2, (2964), Period 4, phase 1.

3. Jar, FSN 2.2, (3161), Period 4, phase 1.DATE: Periods 4, 5, 8 and 11/16. Greywares
4. Jar, FSN 2.4, (1961), Period 7, phase 1.can be 1350 to 1600. It is difficult to distinguish
5. Jar, FSN 2.1, (850), Period 12, phase 1.those of British origin from those made on the

continent.
Figure 33.2 FSN 3:

Lower Rhineland Slipware (FSN 23) 6. Jar, FSN 3, (1772), Period 5, phase 4.
7. Jar, FSN 3, (2847), Period 5, phase 1.DATE: Period 18. 1700–1775.
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Fig. 33.1 FSN 2, Grey wares (1:4)

Fig. 33.2 FSN 3, Coarsely gritted local wares (1:4)

8. Jar, FSN 3, (3023), Period 5, phase 2. 15. Jug, FSN 4, (1019), Period 11, phase 1.
16. Jug, FSN 4.2, (2535), Period 5, phase 7.9. Jar, FSN 3, (722), Period 12, phase 1.

10. Urinal, FSN 3, (669), unphased. 17. Jug handle, FSN 4.2 (1717), Period 8,
phase 1.

18. Jug, FSN 4.2, (2218E), Period 7,Figure 33.3 FSN 4. Buff ware jugs:
phase 1.

19. Jug handle, FSN 4, (2412), Period 5,11. Jug, FSN 4, (789), Period 12, phase 1.
12. Jug handle, FSN 4.1, (789), Period 12, phase 5.

20. Jug handle, FSN 4.2, (1717), Period 8,phase 1.
13. Jug, FSN 4, (1810), Period 8, phase 2. phase 1.

21. Jug, FSN 4.2, (2535), Period 5, phase 7.14. Face jug, FSN 4.1, (1738), Period 7,
phase 1. 22. Jug, FSN 4, (44), SB 94.
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Fig. 33.3 FSN 4, Buff ware jugs (1:4)
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Fig. 33.4 FSN 4, Buff ware jars (1:4)
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Fig. 33.5 FSN 4, Buff ware-handled jars and pipkin (1:4)

Figure 33.4 FSN 4. Buff wares: 41. Jar, FSN 4.2 (603), Period 11, phase 3.
42. Jar, FSN 4., (1019), Period 11, phase 1.

23. Jar, FSN 4, (2793), Period 1, phase 1. 43. Jar, FSN 4.3, (2055), Period 5, phase 6.
24. Jar, FSN 4, (2793), Period 1, phase 1. 44. Jar, FSN 4.4, (948), Period 11, phase 4.
25. Jar, FSN 4, (2980), Period 4, phase 1. 45. Jar, FSN 4.2, (753), Period 12, phase 1.
26. Jar, FSN 4, (3112), Period 4, phase 1. 46. Jar, FSN 4.3, (715), Period 12, phase 1.
27. Jar, FSN 4, (3112), Period 4, phase 1. 47. Jar, FSN 4.2, (1092), Period 11, phase 2.
28. Jar, FSN 4, (2473), Period 5, phase 2. 48. Jar, FSN 4.1, (2055), Period 15, phase 6.
29. Jar, FSN 4, (2665), Period 4, phase 2.
30. Jar, FSN 4.2, (2578), Period 4, phase 2. Figure 33.5 FSN 4. Buff wares:
31. Jar, FSN 4, (3037), Period 5, phase 2.

49. Jug, FSN 4.2, (805), Period 12, phase 1.32. Jar, FSN 4.1, (1779), Period 5, phase 6.
50. Jug, FSN 4.3, (668), Period 11, phase 4.33. Jar, FSN 4, (1270), Period 9, phase 1.
51. Jug, FSN 4.3, (1089), Period 8, phase 4.34. Jar, FSN 4.3, (1099), Period 8, phase 4.
51a. Jug handle, FSN 4.3, (1043), Period 12,35. Jar, FSN 4.4, (2076), Period 5, phase 6.

phase 1.36. Jar, FSN 4, (1018), Period 8, phase 4.
37. Jar, FSN 4, (1018), Period 8, phase 4. Figure 33.6 FSN 5:38. Jar, FSN 4, (1018), Period 8, phase 4.
39. Jar, FSN 4.4, (1099), Period 8, phase 4. 52. Jug handle, FSN 5, (1951), Period 7,

phase 1.40. Jar, FSN 4.4 (1001), Period 11, phase 1.
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Fig. 33.6 FSN 5, Orange Buff, Red Micaceous and Merida-type wares (1:4)

53. Jar, FSN 5., (3037), Period 15, phase 2. 69. Jar, FSN 6, (3195), Period 2, phase 3.
70. Jar, FSN 6, (2811), Period 5, phase 2.54. Jar, FSN 5, (1125), Period 19, phase 1.

55. Jug, FSN 5.2, (689), Period 12, phase 1. 71. Jar, FSN 6.1, (116), unphased.
72. Jar, FSN 6, (689), Period 12, phase 1.56. Jug, FSN 5, (2798), Period 5, phase 2.

57. Jar, FSN 5, (1859), Period 7, phase 1. 73. Jar, FSN 6, (916), Period 11, phase 2.
74. Jar, FSN 6, (722), Period 12, phase 1.58. Jar, FSN 5, (3118), Period 5, phase 5.

59. Jar, FSN 5, (2535), Period 5, phase 7. 75. Jar, FSN 6, (3169), Period 5, phase 1.
76. Jar, FSN 6.1, (1946), Period 7, phase 1.

Figure 33.7 FSN 6:

60. Jar, FSN 6., (2793), Period 1, phase 1. Figure 33.8 FSN 6:
61. Jar, FSN 6.1, (2876), Period 1, phase 1.
62. Jar, FSN 6.3, (2941), Period 5, phase 1. 77. Jug, FSN 6, (2773), Period 5, phase 1.

78. Jug, FSN 6, (2359), Period 5, phase 6.63. Jar, FSN 6.2, (3010), Period 1, phase 1.
64. Jar, FSN 6.4, (2876), Period 1, phase 1. 79. Jug, FSN 6.2, (3010), Period 1, phase 1.

80. Jug, FSN 6.1, (2177), Period 5, phase 3.65. Jar, FSN 6, (2767), Period 5, phase 2.
66. Jar, FSN 6, (2805), Period 5, phase 3. 81. Jug, FSN 6.2, (2780), Period 1, phase 1.

82. Pipkin, FSN 6.2, (2481), Period 6,67. Jar, FSN.6, (2755), Period 5, phase 3.
68. Jar, FSN 6, (3195), Period 2, phase 5. phase 1.
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Fig. 33.7 FSN 6, Reduced Greenwares (1:4)
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Fig. 33.8 FSN 6, Reduced Greenwares (1:4)

83. Pipkin handle, FSN 6, (2928), Period 5, 89. Pipkin handle, FSN 6.3, (841), Period
12, phase 1.phase 1.

84. Pipkin handle, FSN.6.1, (2973), Period 90. Applied stamped strip of clay from jug,
FSN 6.3, (2745), Period 5, phase 5.5, phase 2.

85. Jug decorated with applied brown clay 91. Lid, FSN 6.1, (2996), Period 1, phase 1.
bands which are thumbed, combed and
stabbed, FSN 6.2, (558), Period 12, Figure 33.9 FSN 10:
phase 1.

86. Grimston-type Jug handle with stabbed 92. Kingston-type ware tripod pitcher with
bridge spout and alternating green anddecoration, FSN 6.2, (3178), Period 2,

phase 3. brown triangular areas of applied scales.
Reconstructed from top and base which87. Stabbed handle of dripping dish, FSN

6.2, (3209), Period 2, phase 3. See are of the same fabric, glaze and decorat-
ive schema but do not actually join, FSNO’Brien 1988 fig. 19 no 80.

88. Stabbed decoration on handle, FSN 6.3, 10.1, (2535), Period 5, phase 7.
93. London-type ware Rouen jug with(1273), Period 10, phase 1. See O’Brien

1988 fig. 19 no 86. applied white slip decoration on a red
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Fig. 33.9 FSN 10, Kingston, London Rouen, Developed Stamford and Mill Green types (1:4)

body, FSN 10.2., (2535), Period 5, 97. Jar, FSN 10.3, (1810), Period 8, phase 2.
phase 7.

94. London-type ware Rouen jug with Figure 33.10 FSN 11, Scarborough-type wares
and 12, French wares:applied white slip decoration on a red

body, FSN 10.2., (2535), Period 5, 98. Bearded face from Scarborough-type
jug, FSN 11.1 body with FSN 11.2phase 4.

95. Developed Stamford-type watering pot, applied decoration, (3157), Period 3,
phase 1; (3153), Period 3, phase 1;FSN 10.4, (2207), Period 8, phase 2.

96. Jar, FSN 10.3, (1810), Period 5, phase 3. (675), unphased.
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Fig. 33.10 FSN 11 and 12, Scarborough-type and French wares (1:4).
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99. Bearded face from Scarborough-type 115. Applied scale and strip decoration on
Scarborough type jug, FSN 11, (2014),jug, FSN 11.1 body with FSN 11.2
Period 7, phase 1.applied decoration, FSN 6, (3157),

116. Beard from face jug in fine white fabric,Period 3, phase 1.
FSN 11, (2464), Period 5, phase 5.100. Face jug, FSN 11.1, (2412), Period 5,

117. Sherd from body of jug with appliedphase 5.
stamped strips, FSN 12 (2364), Period101. Beard from face jug, FSN11, (2218E),
5, phase 7.Period 7, phase 1.

118. Upper part of watering pot, FSN 11.1,102. Arm and hand from face jug, FSN 11,
(1486), Period 8, phase 3.(2464), Period 5, phase 5.

103. Tubular spout with applied face dec-
oration, FSN11.1, (3161), Period 11,       
phase 3.  (. 34)

104. Shield with scored lozenge decoration,
Pottery types are discussed here in an attemptFSN11.1, (270), SB 94.
to give some meaningful dates to the strati-105. Knight/king with shield with diagonal
graphy of the site. Dates are allocated bylines of stabbed decoration, FSN 11.1,
association with suggested dates from local(1108), Period 8, phase 4.
pottery types and sites as well as imported106. Stag from hunting jug, FSN 11.1,
pottery. Of the three Archaeomagnetic dates,(876), unphased.
taken from Period 2 (phase 3), Period 9107. Horse and part of knight from knight
(phase 1) and Period 17 (phase 1), the earliest,jug, FSN 11.1, (748), Period 11,
from Period 2 (phase 3), is not only later thanphase 6.
the pottery types would suggest but also later108. Raspberry shaped stamped boss from than that from Period 9, phase 1.jug, FSN 11.1, (1698), Period 7, The usual caveats apply for dating a site byphase 1. pottery alone. These are that intrusion, cur-

109. Plain pear-shaped Scarborough type ation and residuality are not always possible to
jug with horizontal rib marks on the detect accurately. Strata are broadly dated by
neck, FSN 11.1, (1810), Period 8, local pottery types and imported wares with
phase 2. little else other than the sequential nature of

110. Large twisted handle from storage jug, the excavation. Because of the mundane/indus-
FSN 11, (2218E), Period 7, phase 1. trial nature of the site, which might be consid-

111. Counter/gaming piece made up from a ered to be of a relatively low status, imported
re-used yellow glazed Scarborough type wares, particularly those from outside Britain,
jug decorated with vertical applied red/ are minimal. Further problems with any
brown iron-rich clay strips, FSN 11.1, attempt to date pottery in this area with any
(1018), Period 8, phase 4. great certainty are limited by the sparse number

112. Jug rim and neck decorated with alter- of kilns and absolute dates available in the
nate bands of applied strips and scales, immediate vicinity.
FSN 11.1, (1701), Period 8, phase 4.

113. Candlestick base with iron-stained
Period 1: Early land reclamation processes ongreen lustrous glaze and applied red/
Pandon Burnbrown clay pellet, FSN 11.3, (2464),

Period 5, phase 5. Pottery was only found relating to the initial
114. Applied slashed pad of clay, possibly reclamation in Period 1, phase 1. There is no

representing a human hand, from an pottery or any other (even broadly datable)
anthropomorphic jug, FSN 11.2, material associated with the second phase of

Period 1 where cobbles were laid on natural, or(2566), Period 5, phase 1.
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Fig. 34 Weight of pottery by fabric type as a percentage of total per Period.
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Period 1, phase 3 when the waterfront was late twelfth century (Verhaeghe 1983). Some
consolidated and developed along Pandon fabrics may be intrusive: small abraded sherds
Burn and Blyth Nook by a stone wall with of Saintonge Mottled Green Glazed ware jug
steps. from contexts (3052) and (2925) are probably

Despite several potentially eleventh/twelfth mid-thirteenth century, possibly associated
century fabrics and forms, the majority of with signs of flooding.
pottery from this phase appears to be of the
late twelfth/early to mid-thirteenth century. It
is probably of the same period as horizon B,
Queen Street, (O’Brien 1988b). Fabrics in this

Period 2: Early to mid-thirteenth centuryphase consist mainly of gritty/possibly earlier
versions of the later local Reduced Greenware Analogous with Queen Street horizon B. Sim-
and Buff White ware industries (mainly FSN 3 ilar to Period 1 and 3 with higher quantities of
and 6 with some FSN 4 and 6.3). Forms include FSN 4 than in Period 1 and less of the very
well-potted, wheelthrown, fine-walled jars with gritty FSN 3, suggesting a slightly later date
simple everted and squared-off rims in early than for Period 1. The majority of the pottery
Reduced Greenware (2876; Period 1, phase 1). from this period is thirteenth century gritty and
Many are unglazed jars. One rim and handle reduced green glazed wares (FSN 6, 6.2 and
represents a glazed jug in the same tradition 6.3). Simple collared rims appear in small
(2780 and 3010; Period 1, phase 1). FSN 3 numbers but none of the simple rounded rims
fabrics are broadly dated to the twelfth/thir- from the previous period. Two highly decor-teenth centuries and FSN 6 may be indicative ated green-glazed Oxidised Gritty ware handlesof a thirteenth century date; Gritty Buff White from a jug, and a dripping dish decorated withware forms consist mainly of jugs with simple

groups of incised lines and stab marks, (pos-rounded rims (2793 and 3149, Period 1,
sibly made with the teeth of a comb and sharpphase 1) though some jars are present (3149).
pointed instrument) fig. 33.8, nos 86 and 87,These fabrics and forms are less common in
are analogous with Oxidised Gritty wares fromthis phase and are thought unlikely to be earlier
Queen Street which peak in horizon B, early tothan the late twelfth century; they are more
mid-thirteenth century and decline in horizoncommon in the thirteenth century. Contained
C, mid- to late-thirteenth century (Bownin (3149) was a piece of woollen textile, possibly
1988b, 53, fig. 19, no 80 and 86), Clarke andof a type similar to those found at the Quayside,
Carter 1977, Jennings 1981, 50). Reduceddated to the eleventh to fourteenth century.
Greenwares including iron rich unglazed jarsSome local/regional fabrics are possibly earlier;
like those from period 2 at Mansion house,a Saxo-Norman Permian Yellow Sand
thought to be thirteenth century (VaughanTempered Ware jar with small square clubbed
1990), in a fabric similar to the early reducedrim (2905; Period 1, phase 1), is similar to one
green glazed wares but with a finer matrix,from Queen Street (Bown 1988b, 44, no. 34)
more like that of Reduced Greenwares Type 4which was thought to be eleventh/twelfth cen-
(3178), Period 2, phase 3. Some rims (3195),tury. Some local/regional fabrics, represented
Period 2, phase 3, are simple and everted as inby only a handful of sherds, may be of a mid-to
phase 1, while others are more developed thanlate twelfth century/early thirteenth century
phase 1 with a distinct collar. Scarboroughdate. These include a gritty version of a Stam-
ware bearded face-jugs are thirteenth centuryford ware yellow glazed jug (2968) ( Kilmurry
(3235), Period 2, phase 1, (Brooks 1978–80;1980) and Developed Stamford ware (2876)
Farmer 1979; Le Patourel 1966; Rutter 1961).dated to 1150 to 1225. Low Countries/local
One sherd of a late twelfth century style grey-Greyware jars with simple everted and squared
ware spouted pitcher (3220) was found in thisoff rims (2921), (2793), (2905), (2996), (3149),

may be earlier. The earliest date for these is the period but was unstratified.
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Period 3: Early to mid-thirteenth century Period 6: Mid-thirteenth century

Similar to horizon C at Queen Street. Frag-As at Queen Street horizon B. The presence of
Orange Buff wares (FSN 5), may indicate a ments of Scarborough Types I and II, some

over-fired Reduced Greenwares and grittylate thirteenth century date. Buff ware collared
rims are a little more sophisticated than in pinkish buff fabrics, suggest that this context is

of the above date. Two sooted sherds of jarsprevious periods and may indicate a later date.
Early Reduced Greenwares of Types 1, 2 and are like those from the Mansion House which

were thought to be of thirteenth century date3, dated to the first half of the thirteenth to
early fourteenth century (Ellison 1981), (Vaughan 1990).
decrease in quantity from Period 3, though
there is an unexplained peak of FSN 6.1 in Period 7: Mid-thirteenth century
Period 6. Some Oxidised Gritty wares are also

As horizon C/D, Queen Street. The earliestpresent, dominant in the thirteenth century but
material is represented by three sherds ofappearing alongside Buff White wares in the
London-type ware Rouen slip decorated jugfourteenth century. One highly decorated
can be dated to the first half of the thirteenthsherd, abundantly gritted with well sorted small
century. These sherds are also found in Periodsrounded white quartz and mica, has applied
5 and 8 and in horizon D at Queen Street. Thestamped strips and is probably French and
pottery in this period consists mostly of Buffthirteenth century in date (3153), Period 3,
White wares, normally found and thought tophase 1.
originate in the Newcastle area where they are
dominant in the late thirteenth and early four-Period 4: Early to mid-thirteenth century
teenth centuries at the Castle (Ellison 1981)

Similar to horizon B at Queen Street. The main but there are more Oxidised Gritty and Orange
pottery types are Buff White wares, broadly Buff wares than in previous contexts/periods.
dated to the thirteenth/fourteenth century. The bases of several large Scarborough-type
These take over in quantity from the Reduced ware vessels and copies using the local Buff
Greenwares and there is a marked increase White ware fabric were clearly used in some
from the previous Period. Gritty fabrics of sort of heating or quenching process as they are
early reduced green glazed ware and buff wares sooted and overfired which has caused spalding
include collar-rimmed thin-walled jars. and fragmentation (see fig. 33.3, no 22 for a

whole example). One large rod handle (ca.
270mm long by 45mm wide), probably from aPeriod 5: Mid-thirteenth century
cistern or large storage vessel, is comprised of

Similar to horizon C, Queen Street which is of Oxidised Gritty ware and Reduced Greenware
mid- to late-thirteenth century date. The pres- Type 1 with joining cores. This suggests differ-
ence of London type ware Rouen copy jugs ential heating processes after use.
suggests a date of 1200 to 1250. Taking the
latest date, assuming that it will be later here

Period 8: Mid-thirteenth centurythan where it originates in the vicinity of
London, this makes it mid-thirteenth century. Analogous with Queen Street horizon C/D.
Mottled Green Glazed Saintonge ware may Tubular spouted Scarborough-type wares are
also date to the mid-thirteenth century. Scar- first present here along with yellow glazed and
borough-type ware (FSN 11.1) yellow glazed stamped bossed Scarborough-type wares.
and stamped bossed jugs come in during this
Period while bearded face jugs decrease in

Period 8, phase 1, Building Vnumber. A tripod-footed Kingston-type ware
jug FSN 10 is highly decorated and therefore Various Buff fabrics including hard fired Buff

ware (FSN 4.2) with decorative stabbed rodpossibly mid-thirteenth century.
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handle appear in periods 5, 7 and 8. Buff wares and brown glazed jug (1018) are thought to be
found in the second half of the thirteenth4.3 and 4.4 and Oxidised Gritty wares are also

present. Reduced Greenwares (FSN 6.2). Scar- century and not present in the fourteenth. This
is also consistent with a date of late thirteenth/borough-type wares include one jug (1709)

(FSN11.1) with a pink fabric and alternating early fourteenth century.
green bands, with red/brown vertical lines of
scales in between, on a yellow ground. Period 8, phase 5

Greywares as seen in periods 1 and 2 (cooking
Period 8, phase 2 pot forms) occur here along with Scarborough

Type 1, some Reduced Greenwares (FSN 6.2)A Developed Stamford ware water sprinkler
and pink gritty Buff White ware consistent with(2207 + 2037 + 2464 +2184), is of a very fine
a thirteenth/fourteenth century date.fabric with an even, watery light-green, suspen-

sion glaze of Type 1 identified by Kilmurry as
present on vessels throughout the industry and Period 9: Late-thirteenth/fourteenth century
therefore not of much value for dating pur-

(TL dated 1440–1470). Broadly analogousposes. The fabric is closer to fabric B and C
with horizons C/D, Queen Street. However,dated 1050–1250 ( Kilmurry 1980, 205, fig. 38).
the occurrence of Oxidised Gritty wares (FSNHowever, the form is not described by Kil-
6) and Reduced Greenwares Types 2 and 3,murry, and therefore presumed not present at
along with Buff White wares (FSN 4, includingthe Stamford kilns. Similar forms have been
white gritty FSN 4.1 and a small amount offound in the Yorkshire museum and are
hard fired FSN 4.2 types) indicates a thirteenth/thought to be of the twelfth/thirteenth century
fourteenth century date. Orange Buff ware(Jennings 1992, fig. 12). This would give a
(FSN 5) is of late thirteenth/fourteenth centurylatest date of 1250 for its manufacture but it
date. Unless the large amounts of Scarboroughcould have been used for longer. An unusual
wares were curated as special pieces the potteryroller-stamped Buff White ware vessel (FSN 4)
does not fit with the TL date of 1440 to 1470is found in Periods 5, 7 and 8. One sherd of
here.Low Countries Redware bowl (FSN 20) is not

common before 1350 but represented in the
Castle ditch phase 3 in the late thirteenth/early Period 10: Late-thirteenth/mid-fourteenth
fourteenth centuries (Ellison 1981). century

Broadly analogous with horizons C/D, Queen
Period 8, phase 3 Street. The nature of this material is highly

fragmented. Scarborough-type ware drops inMaterial fragmentary but Oxidised Gritty
quantity but picks up again in Period 11. Pinkwares and coarser, pink, Buff White ware
gritty Buff White ware (FSN 4.3) reaches afabrics suggest a thirteenth/fourteenth century
peak but otherwise the same types as in Perioddate.
9 exist.

Period 8, phase 4
Period 11: Mid- to late-fourteenth century

One sherd of Mill Green ware is known to be
found in London from 1270–1350. Other Broadly analogous with horizon D, Queen

Street. More pink gritty Buff White ware (FSNsherds represent gritty Buff White wares and a
higher proportion of finer and possibly later 4.6) than previously noted occurs, along with

some Reduced Greenwares Type 2 and 3. PlainBuff White wares than in the previous phase.
One Scarborough-type ware sherd decorated Scarborough-type ware green glazed jugs with

rod handles are of thirteenth/fourteenth cen-with crude stamp bosses and a gaming piece
made from a broken sherd of a yellow, green tury date. Small undecorated rounded jugs with
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bibs of lead galena glaze and slightly concave Street 2a (Bown 1988b). One German stone-
ware (FSN 15) jug (578) is of a type not foundbases (1014), appear in Buff White ware (FSN

4) and pink, Buff White ware (FSN 4.4) (982). before the mid-fourteenth century in England.
Buff White ware (FSN 4) is less gritty thanOne Buff White ware dish (1022) would also be

consistent with this date. One small sherd of earlier examples and is consistent with this
date.Saintonge polychrome jug with leaf decoration

might indicate a date of 1300+.

Period 11, phase 6
Period 11, phase 1

The material from these contexts was fairly
Several types of Buff White wares (including a fragmented, consisting mostly of Buff White
flanged rimmed pink cooking pot (814) and wares, with some Scarborough-type ware. Scar-
gritty fabrics) and Reduced greenwares are borough-type wares begin to have a brown,
possibly of late thirteenth/fourteenth century iron-stained, green glaze (840), which may be
date. A small amount of Red Micaceous ware suggestive of a later date than the rich green
(980) is found in early to late fourteenth glazed examples. A small amount of Red
century deposits at Queen Street. The form of Micaceous ware (840) is similar to that found
the Buff White ware and Reduced Greenware in contexts dated to the early to late fourteenth
jugs (1029), is very similar at this stage. A century at Queen Street.
Scarborough-type ware jug with rod handle
has raspberry/blackberry stamped bosses

Period 12: Mid- to late-fourteenth century(1049); these are found on various fourteenth
century jugs in London; probably from Hert- Broadly analogous with horizon D, Queen
fordshire (Jenner and Vince 1983) and Kings- Street. The assemblage consists mainly of
ton (Pearce et al 1988, 16–17). They are also Oxidised Gritty ware cooking pots and Buff
found elsewhere in the country, for example White ware (FSN 4) water storage jugs with
from Brille, Boarstall and Buckinghamshire. A strap handles (722) and (789) and smaller
Scarborough type dripping dish (961) may also rounded jugs with rod handles fig. 33.3, Nos 11
be consistent with this date. and 12. Handled jars (805) are first seen here in

Buff White ware (FSN 4). Some Reduced
Period 11, phase 4 Greenware Type 4 (FSN 8) supersedes the

earlier Types 1, 2 and 3 but peaks later inLess Reduced Greenwares and a predominance
Period 13. Red Micaceous ware (689) indicatesof true Buff White ware (FSN 4) large storage
an early to late fourteenth century date. Scar-jugs and the higher fired Buff White wares
borough-type ware with yellow glaze and(FSN 4.2) with pink, Buff White ware (FSN
brown applied vertical strips (830), and some4.3 and 4.4) suggest a similar date to Period 11,
green glazed Scarborough-type ware with aphase 4. One Scarborough-type ware knight
crude applied stamp (873), is indicative of ajug fragment FSN 11.1 possibly part of a horse,
fourteenth century date. Three small sherds of(948), could be of thirteenth/fourteenth
Saintonge polychrome leaf decorated jugcentury date. However, Scarborough ware with
(722), (689) and (1069) suggest a date of posta yellow glaze and applied brown pellets (1204)
1300.might indicate a fourteenth century horizon.

Period 13: fifteenth centuryPeriod 11, phase 5

One Scarborough-type ware (FSN 11.1) jug Analogous with Queen Street horizon E which
is dated to the early to mid-fifteenth century.(716) has a raspberry stamped boss similar to

that in Period 11, phase 5. One Oxidised Gritty The assemblage is fairly fragmentary but a
predominance of Buff White ware (FSN 4) andware jug is in a fabric similar to that of Queen
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hard fired Buff White ware (FSN 4.2) as well FSN 8, 6, 4 and 4.2 and a fine-walled gritty Buff
White ware jar with more vertical sides (1345).as more Reduced Greenware Type 4 than

previously are all found in fifteenth century A small piece of FSN 26 (1539) is consistent
with this date. A Raeren jug (FSN 16) could becontexts. Unless intrusive one sherd from a

Raeren jug suggests at earliest a fifteenth cen- fifteenth century but they are more common in
the early/mid-sixteenth century.tury date, though the type peaks in the early/

mid-sixteenth century. A small amount of Low
Countries Redware could be of a similar date. Period 19: Late fifteenth/mid-sixteenth century

Broadly analogous with horizon F, QueenPeriod 14: fifteenth century
Street. The occurrence of Cistercian ware (FSN

Broadly analogous to horizon E, Queen Street. 24) is normally used as an indication of a
Phases 1 and 2 consist mainly of fragmented sixteenth century date, though this type may
body sherds of Buff White ware and Reduced occur in late fifteenth century contexts. The
Greenwares. Early Black and Tin-glazed wares base of a yellow glazed English Whiteware
are thought to be intrusive here. tankard would also be consistent with this date.

The occurrence of Raeren Stoneware (FSN 16)
Period 14, phase 3 indicates an early to mid-sixteenth century date

(1148). Low Countries Redwares also peak inSimilar to the rest of period 14 but more
the sixteenth century.Oxidised Gritty ware jars (585) and some hard

fired Buff White wares.


Period 15: fifteenth century
Taking an overall view of the occupation at

Broadly analogous to horizon E, Queen Street. Stockbridge, the following trends can be postu-
Mainly Buff White wares (FSN 4 and 4.2) with lated. Periods 1 to 3 are mainly characterised
some Oxidised Gritty ware jars. by early gritty fabrics (FSN 3) with some

overlaps with their later versions (FSN 4, 5 and
6). Early reduced wares (FSN 6) take over inPeriod 16
terms of overall quantity in Period 6 and then

No pottery has been found from this period. decrease as Scarborough wares reach their
zenith in Period 7. At this point Buff wares

Period 17: fifteenth century (FSN 4) continue in quantity from Period 4
throughout the site. The pottery is of a fairlyBroadly analogous to horizon E, Queen Street.
plain, functional nature as one might expectOxidised Gritty ware jars (1676), (1688) and
from an industrial area. There are few regional(1696) with flanged rims and (one) handle, are
imports other than those from Scarborough,predominant. One vessel has a more vertical
London and Stamford, possibly along the well-rim (1696). Buff White ware (FSN 4.2) small
established east-coast trade-routes. French androunded jugs with rod handles (1696). A yellow
German imports amount to no more than aglazed Scarborough-type ware jug with a rod
few sherds, though it is interesting to note thathandle is decorated with vertical incisions and
Saintonge polychrome, previously thought tomay also indicate a mid/late fourteenth century
be found on high status sites, is appearing indate.
this sort of industrial context. A predominance
of the local Reduced Greenwares and BuffPeriod 18: fifteenth century to early/mid-
White wares leads to further questions aboutsixteenth century
the potentiality of a symbiotic relationship with
iron working and pottery manufacture in theBroadly analogous to horizon F, Queen Street.

A very fragmentary group. Local wares include area. Buff White wares have hematite/slag and
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Reduced Greenwares have burnt quartz sand glazed Scarborough wares decorated with
brown clay pellets in Period 7. Knight jugs andfor temper inclusions which may indicate re-

use of iron-working residues. No crucibles were tubular spouted Scarborough-type wares occur
for the first time in Period 8 when stampedfound but the use of domestic wares is not

uncommon on metalworking sites. bosses (present from Period 5 to 8) also cease
as a method of decoration until Period 11,The major period divisions are broadly ana-

logous with horizons B to F at Queen Street when stamped bosses are again present though
in a cruder form. Buff wares increase, whereas(O’Brien 1988) in the following manner. Pot-

tery from Periods 1 to 4/5 and horizon B are Reduced Greenwares decrease, in quantity in
Period 7. The pottery from Period 7 includescharacterised by Oxidised Gritty wares (FSN

6). The stabbed handles of a dripping dish and the sherds from two London Rouen-type slip
decorated jugs found in London in early tojug (fig. 33.8, nos 86 and 87) are remarkably

similar to those found in horizon B at Queen mid-thirteenth century contexts. These are also
present at the Crown Court site at this time.Street (O’Brien 1988, fig. 19, nos 80 and 86).

Early quartz gritted fabrics including Reduced The pottery from horizon E (early to mid-
fifteenth century) is broadly analogous withGreen Glazed wares and Buff wares (FSN 3)

with some Scarborough-type wares are also that from Periods 13 to 17. Period 9 (TL date
1440–1470) shows a peak of Buff wares and bypresent at both sites at this time. (Tiny frag-

ments of Rouen and Saintonge wares are Period 13 Reduced Green Glazed ware Types 4
and 5 (FSN 8 and 9) replace Types 1 and 2.possibly intrusive at Stockbridge and are not

present until horizon C at Queen Street). Rhenish stonewares also replace French
imports. In Periods 10 and 11 Scarborough-Horizon B is dated to the early to mid-thir-

teenth century. Periods 5 and 6 can be related type wares decrease dramatically and the only
types present in Period 11 are tubular spoutsto horizon C at Queen Street which is dated to

the mid- to late-thirteenth century (O’Brien et and knight jugs; after Period 12 they are
probably residual. Horizon F (mid-fifteenth toal 1988) and the earliest reclamation activity in

area H, phases 1 and 2 at the Crown Court site late sixteenth century) may be analogous with
Periods 18 and 19. Period 14 shows the first(O’Brien et al 1989). In both cases Reduced

Greenwares (FSN 6) become well-established, occurrence of early Blackwares (FSN 25). In
Period 15 Redwares peak (sixteenth century),Oxidised Gritty wares decrease in number and
though they are present from Period 12. PeriodBuff White ware (FSN 4) peaks in Period 4. In
17 has a TL date of 1470 to 1495. By Period 19Period 5 the hard fired Buff White wares (FSN
Cistercian wares begin to appear. Reduced4.2), including jugs with stab decoration
Greenware Types 4 and 5 (FSN 8 and 9)(fig. 33.3, nos 16 to 21) and globular jars
continue into Period 19.(fig. 33.4, nos 45 and 37), take over from the

grittier types (FSN 4 and 4.1). Rouen and
Saintonge wares are also present in small
numbers. Periods 7 and 8 (9 and 10) and

6. THE ANIMAL BONEShorizons C/D at Queen Street appear to con-
tain similar assemblages of early- to late- L. J. Gidney
fourteenth century pottery. These equate with

Summarythe build-up of land above the Quay wall in
area H phase 3 at the Crown Court site This assemblage appears to represent
(O’Brien et al 1989). They are characterised by unspecialised domestic household refuse. Most
a predominance of local wares and a peak in of the bones are of cattle and sheep. The high
Scarborough-type wares (Period 7). At Stock- proportion of cattle bones seems to indicate use
bridge the demise of the bearded face jug, of the marrow. Goat is present as well as sheep
present from Period 2 to the end of Period 7, and the few horn cores suggest limited home

craft working. Pig, fowl and goose are presentoverlaps with the first occurrence of yellow
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and suggest a range of table meats were avail- surfaces prone to instant disintegration into
dust; this has seriously reduced both the num-able to the inhabitants. The presence of

working and pet animals is indicated by the ber of identifiable fragments and the number of
measurable fragments. Analysis of body partbones of dog, cat and horse. None of these are

numerous and the horse bones may have been representation will also be affected as there will
be preferential survival of the more robustacquired for dog food.

Samples of the exceptional waterlogged elements.
deposits have revealed the presence of fish and
shellfish, which otherwise could only be
conjectured.

Methods of RecordingThe general impression gained from this
assemblage is of moderate prosperity. The Fragments were identified using the reference
inhabitants do not appear to have raised live- collection of the University of Durham,
stock or poultry but could afford butcher’s Department of Archaeology, Biological Labor-
meat. The use of sheep’s heads and beef bones, atory and the author’s personal reference
for example, suggests careful housekeeping, collection.
enough to eat without ostentation. The general To maximise the useful information to be
absence of hunted wild animals suggests that obtained from Stockbridge, only those frag-
the occupants of this site were not of sufficiently ments of cattle, sheep/goat and pig bones with
high status to enjoy hunting as a pastime or to ‘zones’ were catalogued. The zones used are
receive the products of the chase by gift or to those defined by Rackham (unpubl.). In brief,
afford to purchase game when available. a zone is a diagnostic feature on an element and

is only recorded if at least half of the feature is
present. This procedure reduces the over-Introduction recording of heavily fragmented bones and

The medieval deposits were perceived as being gives a truer indication of the relative abund-
of high value for study, the site being a ‘‘green- ance of the species exploited for food. A direct
field’’ development with no problems of resid- comparison of element distribution between
uality from underlying stratigraphy. The species is possible and a minimum number of
relatively short floruit of the site has meant that limbs, or joints of meat, rather than a minimum
all the animal bones from the medieval deposits number of individual animals can be estimated.
are considered as one unit for this report. A It should be noted that, under this system,
small assemblage of bone from a number of cattle and sheep/goat metapodials not distin-
disturbed post-medieval contexts was also guishable as either metacarpus or metatarsus
examined for comparison; these contexts were are not recorded. Pig metapodials 3 and 4 are
not included in the narrative above. treated as equivalent to the fused metapodial in

cattle and sheep/goat.
Besides ‘zones’, whole or partial mandibles

Preservation and maxillae with any teeth present were
recorded. The teeth are used for estimating theThe presence of the Pandon and Erick burns

has meant that the deepest medieval deposits age structure of the slaughter population. This
procedure exaggerates the presence of theseencountered were permanently waterlogged.

The animal bones from these deposits are in elements in the raw fragment count but consid-
eration of the zones present gives the truerbeautiful condition, stained dark brown with

patches of vivianite. Sadly, higher deposits indication of frequency. Loose cheek teeth were
catalogued but not loose incisors. The latterhave been subjected to seasonal changes in the

water table leading to wetting and drying of the are readily lost from the jaw post mortem and
do not add to the ageing information gatheredbones. This has resulted in de-mineralisation of

the bones leaving a soft core with flaking from the cheek teeth. Teeth which were too
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damaged to be assigned a wear stage were not phases are extremely small. Only the seven-
teenth-century group will be considered in anycatalogued.

All identifiable fragments of all the other detail in comparison with the medieval group.
The assemblage consists primarily of bonesspecies present were catalogued. For the sake of

convenience, rib and vertebrae fragments were from domestic animals and birds. Species
utilised for food contribute the bulk of the findsassigned to the categories of large or small

ungulate. Only proximal ribs with the capit- but the companion animals, cats and dogs, and
beast of burden, horse, are also present. Wildulum were catalogued, vertebrae fragments

were only catalogued if a zone was present. The species of mammal or bird are conspicuously
rare. Overall, the most commonly identifiedlarge ungulate category comprises cattle size

fragments while small ungulate comprises sheep species was cattle. This need not necessarily
reflect poorer survival of the smaller speciessize. Pig and horse ribs and vertebrae are gener-

ally distinctive. Therefore for some analyses the because the seventeenth-century group, well
above the zone of waterlogged preservation,large and small ungulate categories will be

considered with the cattle and sheep/goat. has higher numbers of sheep than cattle bones.
No record was made of the number or weight

of the unidentifiable fragments. The informa-
   tion to be gained from these data was not

considered worth the time needed to record it. Tables 5a and 5b consider the proportions of
Details of the anatomical abbreviations used the domestic ungulates. The fragment counts

are listed in Table 12. indicate a considerable change in consumption
pattern between the medieval and post-medi-

Species eval groups. Cattle bones contribute over half
the medieval assemblage, sheep/goat a thirdIt can be seen from Table 4 that the numbers of

identifiable fragments from the post-medieval and pig a tenth. In contrast, sheep/goat provide

Table 4 Fragment counts for the species present.

c18/19 c17 c16/17 c15 c12/14 Totals

Cattle 2 15 5 2 305 329
Sheep/Goat 5 44 9 7 189 254
Sheep 4 8 12
Goat 2 2
Pig 3 6 1 2 63 75
Horse 3 2 11 16
Cat 10 1 3 14
Dog 4 4
Hare 1 1

L. Ung. 4 34 38
S. Ung. 3 1 6 10

Fowl 1 1 25 27
Goose 2 1 22 25
Turkey 1 1
Raven 1 1
Bird sp. 1 1

Winkle 1 1

Totals 17 90 17 13 674 811
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Table 5a Relative proportions of the domestic both from post-medieval contexts. Using the
species from fragment counts. factors given by Zalkin (1960, 126) where the

sex of the animal is not known, heights of
C17 C12/14 1.21m and 1.17m were estimated.

Metapodials were the only cattle bones thatCattle & L. 19 26% 339 56%
yielded sufficient data for analysis. Figs. 35 andUngulate
36 depict the range of distal breadth measure-

Sheep/Goat & 49 66% 205 34% ments. The post-medieval examples fit comfort-
S. Ungulate ably within the medieval range and suggest

there had been no dramatic change in the sizePig 6 8% 63 10%
of the cattle by the seventeenth-century. The

Totals 74 607 sample sizes are rather small for interpretation
but, for both elements, there are more examples
at the smaller end of the range. These mayTable 5b Relative proportions of the domestic

species from most frequent zone counts. derive from cull cows with the larger examples
being mature oxen or bulls.

C17 C12/14 The only congenital abnormality seen was
one instance of the absence of the third column

Cattle & L. Mt1 2 20% Mt% 18 44% of the mandibular third molar. Gross patholo-Ungulate
gical changes were observed on one distal

Sheep/Goat & Hum7 6 60% Rad6 16 39% metapodial; here there is massive expansion of
S. Ungulate the distal end, particularly the medial condyle,

with associated ossification of the ligamentPig Fem4 2 20% Tib7 7 16%
attachments. There is however no evidence for

Totals 10 41 any infection. This condition would appear to
be a response to an abnormal strain on the hind
leg, increasing the load bearing stress on the
inner leg. Such a condition may be observed intwo thirds of the later group and cattle only a
an elderly cow with a pendulous udder whichquarter; pig remains continue to be sparse.
adopts a swinging gait to accommodate the bagOnly the medieval group was large enough to
when walking to the parlour for milking. Per-compare the proportions obtained from the
sonal observation of my own oxen working inzone counts with the fragments. Cattle remains
the yoke has failed to suggest a scenario wherestill dominate by this method and all three
similar stress would be put on the hind leg.species retain the same rank order. However

Of particular interest is an artefact fromthere is a suggestion that both sheep and pig
context (3158*, SF 183, fig. 32.4, no 49), madeare slightly under-represented by the fragment
from the proximal end of a cattle metacarpal.counts.
The mid-shaft has been very neatly sawn
through, a technique not used in butchery

Cattle before the post-medieval period but used by
craft workers from the Roman occupation. TheThis is a small collection of fragmented cattle
proximal articulation has been trimmedbones from which limited information can be
smooth in the centre. Striations are clearlyderived on the type of beast supplied to this
visible in the anterior face of the shaft where aarea of Newcastle; no cattle horn cores, for
slightly uneven double scoop has been cut orexample were found. This need not imply that
worn from it. Quite what the function was ofthe cattle were polled but, rather, that horns
this object is unclear – one suggestion is that itwere not worked on this particular site.
might have been the brake for a small pulleyOnly two complete long bones, from which

withers heights can be estimated, were found, wheel.
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Fig. 35 Cattle – Metacarpal Distal Breadth (mm).

Sheep/Goat skull. Evidence from twelfth-century York
(O’Connor 1984, 28–9) indicates that goat hornThe bones of sheep and goat are superficially
was being traded on a commercial scale as a rawvery similar. Some elements, such as parts of
material for horn working, though in thisthe skull, metapodials and third phalanges, can
instance purely domestic craft work ishowever be readily distinguished between the
suggested.two species. Other post-cranial elements can be

Skull fragments of sheep were more abund-separated if the epiphysial ends are fused.
ant. The medieval contexts produced threeButchery and canid gnawing are two factors
horned skull fragments, two polled and twothat can obliterate the diagnostic features used
horn cores; all appeared to derive from femaleto separate the two species. For this reason, the
or castrate animals. The polled skulls need notterm sheep/goat is used to cover the possibility
indicate a different genotype to the hornedthat more goat bones are present than those
stock. Some modern primitive sheep breeds,identified. All the metapodials and other diag-
such as the Soay and North Ronaldsay, stillnostic limb bones in the category sheep/goat
retain both horned and polled females. Theappeared to be sheep rather than goat. The
horns appear to have been detached from thesubsequent discussion presumes that the
skull for culinary purposes but the presence ofcategory sheep/goat represents the exploitation
a couple of horn cores, together with those ofof sheep.
goat, may represent small-scale domestic hornOnly two goat bones were observed, both
working. The absence of horn cores from ramsfemale horn cores from medieval contexts. One

had clearly been chopped to remove it from the and cattle, which yield superior horn for the
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Fig. 36 Cattle – Metatarsal Distal Breadth (mm).

production of artefacts, is of note. Small, There were two mandibles with sockets for
adult male canine teeth and one loose maleutilitarian items of horn may have been made

on an ad hoc basis. mandibular canine. Some breeding boars
would be essential. Sows are represented by aThe post-medieval contexts yielded three

horn cores, two robust males and one gracile mandibular canine and a maxillary canine
socket.female or castrate. There were no skull frag-

ments to determine the presence of polled One pig metacarpal with unfused distal epi-
physis has a hole neatly drilled mid-shaft. Thesesheep.

The measurable sheep bones were principally objects are commonly interpreted as toggles;
however MacGregor (1985, 103) gives anfrom the post-medieval contexts, including

seven intact long bones. These were used to alternative suggestion that they may be play-
things spun on twisted strings.estimate withers heights using the factors given

by von den Driesch and Boessneck (1974, 339).
Five bones fell in the range 0.52m-0.56m while Horse
two bones indicate a larger animal at 0.63m.

The horse bones are interesting. The medievalThis could be the difference between females
deposits produced four lower limb bones, threeand castrates.
upper limb bones, parts of three mandibles but
only one loose tooth. None of these bones

Pig appears to have been deposited in association
or articulation. It would appear that theseThe pig bones were largely from juvenile

animals; therefore few were measurable and horse bones were deliberately procured and do
not derive from a corpse disposed of on the sitelittle can be inferred about the adult animal.
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or the re-incorporation of ‘‘background’’ Hare
refuse. Three limb bones had clearly been Hare was represented by a single bone from a
broken mid-shaft, presumably for marrow post-medieval context. This noble quarry of
extraction; one also had clear chop marks on the chase would appear to have been beyond
the distal condyle too. While horse meat has the means of the medieval inhabitants of this
been resorted to as a human foodstuff in times site.
of dire necessity, it seems more likely that these
bones are the remains of horsemeat fed to the
resident dogs. One radius was unbroken but
had suffered post-depositional damage and    
therefore could not be measured.

Domestic BirdsPost-medieval utilisation of horse appears to
have continued the medieval practice. A femur Fowl
is cracked but has failed to break, gnaw marks

Domestic fowl bones were the most commonlyindicate it was given to, or scavenged by, a dog.
encountered bird bones. However the numbersA radius, from the same context, has a snapped
of fragments and quantity of meat representedshaft and a metapodial has been split longitud-
are small in comparison with the mammalinally, both methods of marrow extraction.
bones.Two loose teeth suggest ‘‘background’’ debris.

There is a surprisingly restricted range of
body parts from the medieval deposits. For
example of the 25 fragments identified, thereDog
are five radii, five ulnae and seven tibiae. The

Dog bones were infrequent; only four were radius and ulna are part of the wing with little
identified and all were from different contexts. meat, though the attached flight feathers have
One tibia, with fused distal end, had been meant that this section was often detached and
distorted by heat but was from a small animal. used as a basting brush for roast meat. The
Other adult animals are indicated by a radius tibia is the bone in the chicken drumstick,
with fused proximal end and a part pelvis with which is popularly believed to have been
fused acetabulum. One cranium was from an thrown over the shoulder after being gnawed.
immature animal as the sutures were still open. Only one tarsometatarsus was found; this was

spurred, indicating the presence of an adult
male bird.

Cat

Cat bones are more abundant overall than
those of dog. However cat bones are concen-

Goosetrated in the post-medieval occupation, with
context (164) producing eight elements from Goose bones are only slightly less numerous

than those of fowl but represent a greaterone animal. This was not fully adult as neither
epiphysial end had fused on the tibia. Five quantity of food. There was not the same

concentration of specific elements seen for thefurther limb bones, from all periods, ranged
from both ends unfused (1), one end fused and fowl but bones of the wing and thoracic girdle

were the most common. While the geese wereone unfused (1), fusion line clearly visible (1)
and one or both ends fused (2). This pattern probably domestic, most bones were of similar

morphology to the greylag skeleton used assuggests continuing mortality of sub-adult
animals. While cats are subject to fatal disease, reference. However one coracoid, from a medi-

eval context, stood out as being a pronouncedmortality of immature cats is often associated
with utilisation of the skin for fur (Serjeantson domestic type; the bone was extremely short

and fat in comparison to that of the greylag.1989).
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Turkey the samples suggests that this practice was
widespread. The use of the domestic hearth asA single turkey bone was recovered from a
a means of disposing of table waste, or the userecent post-medieval context.
of fatty bones as fuel, will have introduced a
bias against the survival of bones from smaller

Wild Birds species in particular.
Raven

  A single raven bone was found in the medieval
deposits. At this time the raven was an urban Skeletal Distribution by Fragment Count
commensal species, scavenging the refuse asso-

Figs. 37 – 40 illustrate the frequency of frag-ciated with medieval urban life (Reid-Henry
ments of 20 skeletal elements for cattle andand Harrison 1988).
sheep/goat and 19 elements for pig. These
elements were chosen as being commonly

Bird sp found and representing all parts of the carcase.
Since most elements occur in pairs, the numberThe seventeenth-century deposits produced
of fragments of atlas and axis vertebrae hasone unidentifiable bird bone.
been doubled while the number of first phal-
anges has been divided by four to equate with
the frequency of paired elements.

A single winkle shell was retrieved from the
hand excavated medieval contexts. Cattle

The households contributing to the faunal
debris recovered from this excavation at Stock-
bridge were probably not large enough toA total of 22 medieval samples were sampled

for faunal remains. purchase and consume beef in large quantities
before the meat spoiled. The cattle bones mayNumber of contexts sampled: 22

Number of samples with: Cattle 2 therefore be expected to represent purchase of
butcher’s meat for immediate householdSheep/Goat 4

Pig 1 consumption.
Fig. 37 indicates peak representation of jawFish 10

Shellfish 1 and limb bones, particularly the metapodials.
The absence of horn cores and paucity ofFowl 1

Burnt bones 14 frontal fragments suggests that the jaws and
maxillae do not represent primary butcheryAnother aspect of the economy is demonstrated

by the fish bones found in ten of these samples waste but rather culinary waste from the pre-
paration of tongue, ox-cheek and ox-palate forand abundant in three of them. This informa-

tion cannot be retrieved by hand excavation. the table. The comparatively high numbers of
jaw fragments may reflect the antiquity of theContext (2793) produced a particularly rich

sample. Besides fish and fowl bones, shells of advice given in an eighteenth-century recipe for
ox cheek soup: ‘‘First break the bones of an oxmussel, limpet and winkle were also present.

This range of shellfish was conspicuously cheek’’ (Raffald 1782, 5). Likewise the abund-
ance of metapodials seems most likely to beabsent from the hand recovered collection. The

samples demonstrate the utilisation of fish and waste from the preparation of cow heel for the
table. While such apparent offal is not com-sea food which could otherwise only be sur-

mised, not proven. monly consumed today, recipes for all these
dishes as standard fare for the middle classesBurnt bone fragments were rarely seen in the

hand-recovered assemblage. The evidence from are present in the 1861 edition of Mrs Beeton’s
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Fig. 37 Cattle fragments.

Fig. 38 Sheep/Goat fragments, medieval.
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Fig. 39 Sheep/Goat fragments, seventeenth century.

Fig. 40 Pig fragments, medieval.
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Book of Household Management. The use of sheep fragments. This is not likely to be a
product of poorer survival rates than the sheepthe extremities of the beast may imply careful

housekeeping by choice rather than necessity. bones; rather the pig meat may have been
procured as cured bacon, with few bones leftMeatier parts of the body are indicated by the

peaks of fragments from the scapula, humerus in, as opposed to fresh pork on the bone. The
peak representation of jaw bones is a commonand radius of the forelimb and femur and tibia

of the hind limb. As today, the butcher prob- pattern and indicates use of the tongue and
cheek meat. The marrow content of the jaw hasably removed these bones from the meat and

sold them separately for making soup and been highly esteemed, leading to butchering of
the jaw and a consequent increase in themarrow extraction. Breaking limb bones for

the marrow is the probable reason for the peak number of fragments ( Wijngaarden-Bakker
1990). The low numbers of metapodials presentnumbers of fragments in fig. 37 and need not

necessarily reflect the pattern of boneless beef suggest that pig’s trotters were not as popular
as cow heel or sheep’s trotters. The humerus,consumption here.
radius and tibia are, like the sheep bones,
particularly robust elements that survive well.

Sheep/Goat The radius and tibia are also the bones present
in the shank end of bacon, a cheap joint in itsThe smaller lamb or mutton carcase is usually
own right but also useful for enriching largeprepared for the table with the bones in. The
stews.patterning seen in fig. 38 in part reflects the

better survival rates of the more robust ele-
ments, such as radius and tibia. Other elements Skeletal Distribution by Zonesof both fore and hind limb occur in comparable
numbers. The high proportion of lower jaw Figs. 41 – 45 illustrate the frequencies of the
fragments relative to the rest of the skull may most numerous zones for 14 of the elements
indicate that sheep’s tongue was procured considered in figs. 37 – 40. The skull and pelvis
whilst attached to the jaw. Metapodials occur are treated as one unit for zone counts. This
in similar numbers to the other limb bones. In approach should give an indication of the
the absence of other evidence for primary minimum number of individual elements pre-
butchery on this site, it would appear that the sent for each species and hence an idea of the
feet were not detached with the skin but either number of joints of meat this accumulation of
left on the carcase or sold individually. Pictorial debris represents. The zone counts should also
evidence suggests that the hoof could be left on show which elements are over-represented in
a whole roast leg for the table (Hogarth 1755), the fragment counts because of excessive
while into the nineteenth-century sheep’s feet breakage.
or trotters were an acceptable dish, with Mrs
Beeton recommending 12 feet as sufficient for

Cattlefour persons.
The seventeenth-group in fig. 39, though Fig. 41 for the zone frequencies exhibits trends

much smaller, also demonstrates preferential harmonious with those discussed for the ele-
survival of robust elements. This suggests that ment frequencies in fig. 37. Breakage of the
the non-waterlogged burial environment has principal long bones does not appear to have
exerted similar detrimental effects on both the been excessive and metapodials remain the
medieval and post-medieval deposits. most frequent element. Fig. 42 demonstrates

the potential distortion caused by using uncor-
rected figures for the phalanges. Nonetheless

Pig there appear to be nearly two first phalanges
present for every metapodial, indicating thatThe pig fragments in fig. 40 show even more

selective patterning than was observed for the the toes were left on the foot.
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Fig. 41 Cattle zones, medieval.

Fig. 42 Cattle zones, medieval.
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Fig. 43 Sheep/Goat zones, medieval.

Fig. 44 Sheep/Goat zones, post-medieval.
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Fig. 45 Pig zones, medieval.

Sheep/Goat zone counts in fig. 45 indicate that the humerus
and tibia have more individual bonesThe zone frequencies in fig. 43 compared to the
represented.element frequencies in fig. 38 suggest excessive

fragmentation of the lower jaw. The radius,
tibia and metatarsal retain their numerical Canid and Rodent Gnawingsupremacy, though the tibia would appear to
be over-represented in fig. 38 and the radius is As can be seen from Table 6, the incidence of
in fact the most common limb bone present canid gnaw marks was very low. A wider range
from the zone counts. The proportion of pelvis of cattle elements had been gnawed in compar-
is enhanced in fig. 43 compared to fig. 38. This ison to sheep but bones of the hind limb of
is in part due to the recording system as, sheep appear to have been particularly
depending on the break, zone 9 of the pelvis favoured. One can imagine the articulated
can appear either on the ilium or on the remains of a spit roast leg of mutton being
acetabulum. given to the household dog. The low level of

Similarly, with the small seventeenth-century canid gnawing could indicate that waste was
group in fig. 44 the jaw is over-represented by rapidly buried before it could be scavenged by
the fragment counts and the humerus is the dogs. Alternatively, taken with the low number
most numerous individual element. of dog bones found, it may be that the resident

dog population was sparse.
Of particular interest are four bones (one

Pig sheep, two pig and one goose) from the medi-
eval deposits with clear rodent gnaw marks.Like the sheep, the pig jaws appear to suffered

greater breakage than the other elements. The This is the only evidence for the presence of
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Table 6 Counts of Canid gnawed bones. Table 7 Counts of butchered bones, medieval
contexts.

Cattle Sheep/Goat Pig
&LAR & SAR Cattle Sheep/Goat Pig

& LAR & SAR
Jaw 1
Scapula 1 1 Skull 1

Horn core 2Humerus 1 1
Radius 2 Jaw 3 3 4

Frontal 1 3Ulna 2 3
Metacarpal 1 Occipital 1

Temporal 1Cervical vert 1
Sacrum 1 Atlas 1

Axis 2 2Acetabulum 5
Ilium 1 1 Cervical vert 5 2

Thoracic vert 5 3 2Femur 1 2 1
Tibia 2 3 1 Lumbar vert 5 1

Rib 3Astragalus 1
Calcaneum 2 Scapula 6 4

Humerus 15 1 4Metatarsal 2 1
Radius 5 3 1
Ulna 8 1Total Gnawed 17 18 3
Metacarpal 10 3
Sacrum 3 2N 339 205 63
Acetabulum 2 4
Ilium 4 3% Gnawed 5% 9% 5%
Ischium 1 1
Pubis 4
Femur 2 5 1

small mammals on this site as bones of small Tibia 7 3 1
mammals were conspicuously absent, even in Calcaneum 2
the samples. Metatarsal 9 1 1

Ph 1 1The presence of gnawed bones attests the
presence of dogs in the seventeenth-century

Total Butchered 106 47 15group though no dog bones were recovered
from these deposits. Sheep/goat bones were N 339 205 63
again favoured with seven chewed compared to
three of cattle and one of pig. % Butchered 31% 23% 24%

Butchery
elements damaged and a higher overall propor-
tion than the other two species. The cattleIt can be seen from Table 7 that butchery marks

were far more commonly observed than gnaw- humerus, metacarpal and metatarsal stand out
as being most commonly chopped; these are alling marks. Raw counts of butchery marks, as

in Table 7, can be misleading as much breakage marrow bearing bones.
The femur is the most numerous sheep boneof the bones can occur after the meat has been

removed from the bone and not as part of the with butchery marks. One of these examples
may represent artefactual rather than culinarycarcase dismemberment for the table. As has

been mentioned above, the marrow from par- usage. Only the proximal half of the bone is
present. The lateral aspect has a series of fine,ticular bones has been prized for culinary use.

The larger bones of cattle have attracted the parallel, cut and chop marks along the surviv-
ing length of the shaft with further marks roundmost damage with both a greater range of
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Fig. 46 Sheep/Goat Mandible Wear Stages (after Grant 1982).

the break indicating the shaft was deliberately Analysis of Age Structure
weakened prior to being snapped. Unless a

The age at which livestock were slaughtered isseries of wafer-thin slices of meat had been cut
estimated from the stages of tooth eruption andfrom a leg of lamb with great force and
wear and epiphysial fusion. The ages of erup-pressure, this bone could have been used as a
tion and fusion used are taken from Silverrest for cutting a substance, such as leather,
(1969, 285–6; 296–99) and are presented asreadily severed by a sharp knife. As noted
sequential guidelines only. Correlating age atabove, horn cores appear to have been detached
slaughter from tooth eruption and epiphysialfrom the skulls to facilitate culinary usage and
fusion evidence can be an uncertain process,allow the collection of a valuable raw material.
particularly if much of the epiphysial evidenceSagittal splitting of sheep skulls, which
for juveniles has been obscured by canid gnaw-enhances extraction of the brain, does not
ing. The teeth may be more reliable indicatorsappear to have been such a routine procedure
for the younger age groups since teeth survivewith two skulls split, compared to four not split
better than the porous, juvenile bone.from the medieval deposits.

The pig bones have a similar proportion with
butchery marks as the sheep bones but, since Teethfewer pig bones are present, the range and
number of elements affected is far less. The The information on the eruption and wear

stages for the teeth found is presented in twolower jaw and humerus appear to have received
most attention, again presumably for marrow ways. Mandibles with the tooth rows suffi-

ciently intact for Mandible Wear Stagesextraction.
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Table 8 Teeth in approximate order of eruption. cattle were not kept in the vicinity or that veal
Ages after Silver 1969, m = months. was not a dish consumed by the residents and

that fine vellum was not produced in the
Med C17 environs. The second molars with some wear

U S/W H/W U S/W H/W indicate some beasts were killed at about two
years old. The high proportion of later eruptingCattle
teeth in full wear suggest that most beef sup-M1 5–6m 11
plied to this site came from mature animals, inM2 15–18m 5 11

P2 24–30m 1 excess of three years old.
P3 18–30m 4
M3 24–30m 1 8

Sheep/GoatP4 28–36m 1 5
Sheep/Goat Only the sheep/goat jaws provided enough

M1 3–5m 28 6 examples with intact tooth rows for MWS to
M2 9–12m 11 20 3 3 be calculated. The results are depicted in fig. 46,
P2 21–24m 5 3 1 where it can be seen that there is no substantial
P3 21–24m 6 11 2 3 1 difference between the medieval and post-medi-M3 18–24m 2 21 8 2 1 3

eval patterns of exploitation. There is no evid-P4 21–24m 2 2 16 2 1 4
ence for the consumption of either infant

Pig sucking-lamb or of older fat-lamb. The firstM1 4–6m 1 3
cull appears to be of animals at MWS 20–21M2 7–13m 4 1
with molar 2 coming into wear and probablyP2 12–16m 2 1
aged about one year. The peak cull centres onP3 12–16m 3 1
MWS 33 with the third molar coming intoP4 12–16m 1 2

M3 17–22m 1 1 1 wear. These jaws probably represent animals
about two years old consumed as prime fat
mutton. The remaining jaws may reflect the(MWS) to be calculated after Grant (1982) are presence of mature hill mutton, which could beshown in fig. 46. Since a large proportion of the run on to five years old into the nineteenth-jaws of the domestic species had been frag- century (Bailey 1810), or of reject breedingmented, all cheek teeth present for each species, stock. There are no jaws with excessively wornwhether mandibular or maxillary, in situ or teeth, suggesting that mutton from elderlyloose, have been used for Table 8. Wear stages breeding ewes was not traded in this area of thehave been divided into three very broad group- town. The patterning in Table 8 corroboratesings for Table 8: that seen in fig. 46 with no lambs present and’U’ = deciduous tooth present or permanent preferential culling of second year animals, astooth unerupted; evidenced by the numbers of teeth coming into’S/W’ = permanent tooth present with some wear and a smaller proportion of older animalsattrition, corresponding approximately to with teeth in full attrition.Grant’s tooth wear stages A-E/F;

’H/W’ = permanent tooth with full attrition
corresponding to Grant’s tooth wear stages G Pig
onwards.

Like the other two species, there is no evidence
for the presence of infants though piglets have

Cattle traditionally been eaten as sucking pig. The
majority of the teeth present and listed in TableCattle teeth were not numerous and the

information to be deduced from Table 8 is 8 are permanent teeth coming into wear from
animals probably aged about one year old. Pigsspeculative. There is no evidence for the pres-

ence of young calves. This may indicate that of this age could have been eaten fresh as pork
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Table 9 Cattle epiphyses in approximate order of Table 10 Sheep/Goat epiphyses in approximate
order of fusion, medieval contexts. Ages of fusionfusion, medieval contexts. Ages of fusion after Silver

1969. after
Silver 1969. F = Fused, JF = Just Fused, U =F = Fused, JF = Just Fused, U = Unfused
Unfused

U JF F
U JF F

by 18 months
Scap tub 3 by 1 year

Dist hum 7Acet symph 2
Prox rad 11 Prox rad 7

Scap tub 2Dist hum 12
Prox Ph 2 1 6 Acet symph 10
Prox Ph 1 2 31 by 1–2 years

Prox Ph 2by 2–3 years
Dist tib 2 1 10 Prox Ph 1 1 2

Dist tib 12Dist mc 9
Dist mt 2 1 16 Dist mc 4

Dist mt 2 1 8by 3.5–4 years
Prox cal 4 by 2.5–3.5 years

Prox fem 1 1Prox fem 4 1
Dist rad 1 2 Prox cal 2

Dist fem 1 1Prox hum
Prox tib 2 1 Prox tib 1 1

Dist rad 7 1 2Dist fem 1 3
P & D uln 1 Prox hum 1

P & D uln 1by >5 years
Ant vert ep 8 1 8 by > 5 years

Ant vert ep 1 1 3Post vert ep 6 1 4
Post vert ep 3 1

or cured for bacon. Pigs are very fecund
animals and few breeding stock need be kept.

suggested from fig. 46. The same trends areThe presence of only one senior animal, as
present, if not so explicit. No infant sheep areevidenced by the third molar in wear, may
represented from the epiphyses and the fusedrepresent a cull breeding animal.
bones indicate that most animals survived
beyond their first year, though a few wereEpiphysial Fusion
selected for slaughter. Unfused bones are more

Cattle common in the group fusing about three years
old, suggesting a substantial cull by this stage.The epiphysial evidence in Table 9 for the
The fused vertebral epiphyses attest the pres-slaughter pattern agrees with that discussed
ence of a few older animals.above from the tooth evidence. There are no

bones from very young calves. A few second
Pigand third year animals appear to have been

culled but a substantial proportion survived That the pigs consumed were predominantly
beyond their third year. immature is further emphasised by the epiphy-

sial evidence in Table 11. Fully fused epiphysial
Sheep/Goat ends are only present among the bones that

fuse by about three years old. One older animalThe epiphysial evidence for the sheep cull
pattern is not so clear from Table 10 as that is indicated by the fusing femur. Like the single
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Table 11 Pig epiphyses in approximate order of third molar in wear, this may indicate an
fusion, medieval contexts. Ages of fusion after Silver animal used for breeding prior to slaughter.
1969. Unfused epiphyses are most numerous and
F = Fused, JF = Just Fused, U = Unfused suggest most pigs were killed as young adults

for prime meat.U JF F

by 1 year
7. THE FISH BONESAcet symph 1

Scap tub L. J. Gidney and P. R. G. Stokes
Prox rad 1 3
Dist hum 1 4 Introduction
Prox Ph 2

As with the animal bones all the fish bonesby 2–2.5 years
from the medieval deposits are considered asProx Ph 1
one unit for this report. The medieval depositsDist mc 2

Dist tib 1 1 4 produced fish bones from 53 contexts among
Dist mt 2 the hand recovered finds. The residues of the
Prox cal 1 environmental samples were sorted to a 2mm

by 2.5–3.5 years mesh, 12 sampled contexts produced fish bones.
P & D uln
Prox tib 3

PreservationProx hum
Dist rad 2 The presence of the Pandon and Erick burns
P & D fem 2 1 has meant that the deepest medieval depositsby > 5 years

encountered were permanently waterlogged;Ant vert ep 2
the fish bones from these deposits are in beauti-Post vert ep 2
ful condition and stained dark brown. Very
much poorer preservation was noted in some
of the upper medieval levels. No fish bones

Table 12 List of anatomical abbreviations.

Skl Skull
Hc Horn core
Inc Premaxilla
Jaw Mandible
Max Maxilla
Ocip Occipital
Par Parietal
Temp Temporal
Vc01 Atlas
Vc02 Axis
Vc Cervical vertebra
Vt Thoracic vertebra
Vl Lumbar vertebra
Vsa 1st sacral vertebra
Vsb Sacrum frag
Vx Indet vertebra
Rib Rib
Scap Scapula

Hum Humerus
Rad Radius
Uln Ulna
CarR Radial carpal
CarI Intermediate carpal
CarU Ulnal carpal
Mc Metacarpus
Oc Pelvis
Acet Acetabulum
Ilm Ilium
Ish Ischium
Pub Pubis
Fem Femur
Pat Patella
Tib Tibia
Fib Fibula
Cal Calcaneum
Ast Astragalus

Cq Centroquartal
Mal Lateral malleolus
Mt Metatarsus
Mp Metapodial
Ph 1 1st phalanx
Ph 2 2nd phalanx
Ph 3 3rd phalanx

Teeth:
U Maxillary
L Mandibular
d Deciduous
I Incisor
C Canine
p Premolar (deciduous)
P Premolar (permanent)
M Molar
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survived in the post-medieval deposits, where reference specimen. The flesh would appear to
have been filleted off and the bones discardedpreservation even of the mammal bones was

poor due to repeated episodes of wetting and as an articulated unit. A smaller collection of
bones was retrieved from sample 126, (fromdrying of the deposits.
3178; Period 2, phase 3). Again, these appear
to derive from one haddock, but this specimen

Methods of Recording was a slightly smaller fish, comparable in size
to the 40cm reference fish. The samples there-Fragments were identified to element and fam-
fore show that smaller fish, and fish other thanily, where possible, by P. R. G. Stokes using the
gadids, were utilised by the inhabitants ofreference collection of the University of Dur-
Stockbridge.ham, Department of Archaeology, Biological

Laboratory and the second author’s personal
reference collection. It is freely acknowledged Discussion
that the study of archaeological fish bones is in

The dietary habits of Medieval Britain wereits infancy in Durham but the authors have
greatly influenced by the regular weekly meat-attempted to give an indication of the type of
less days on Friday and, theoretically, Wednes-fish favoured by the medieval inhabitants of
day and Saturday together with the annualStockbridge.
fasts and abstinences from animal foods of
Lent, Ember Days and Advent. At these times

Results fish replaced meat and dairy products as staple
foods. The fish bones from Stockbridge suggestAll the hand-recovered finds that could be
that the inhabitants complied with these dietaryrecognised were of the Gadus, or cod, family,
strictures by generally procuring large, meaty,which includes saithe, ling and haddock. The
readily available fish of the cod family. Thesemajority of the specimens were thought to be
may represent the fast day equivalent of thecod, one context produced a bone comparable
cattle bones found; the smaller haddock andwith ling, while six contexts produced the
unidentified fish may thus have been compar-distinctive cleithrum of the haddock. The
able to the less abundant pig bones.majority of the archaeological specimens were

significantly larger than the reference speci-
mens of a 90cm cod and a 40cm haddock. Such

8. THE PLANT REMAINSlarge fish bones are to be expected from hand
recovered finds ( Wheeler and Jones 1989, Pam Grinter and Jacqueline P. Huntley
38–9). Butchery marks were infrequent. One

IntroductionGadus type atlas had clearly been chopped,
suggesting vigorous removal of the head. One During excavations at this site a total of 129
further unidentified fragment had been samples was taken, of which 32, each of
chopped and another fragment cut. approximately 10 litres in volume, were sent

More variety, along with smaller species, was for analysis. The contexts sampled contained a
to be expected, and was found, in the sieved range of plant material preserved either by
samples. The recognisable specimens were charring or by the anaerobic conditions formed
again of the Gadus family but other, smaller, by waterlogging.
fish are represented. Unfortunately these bones
cannot be paralleled with the limited reference

Aims and Objectivesmaterial available. Sample 129 (from 3234;
Period 2, phase 1), produced an interesting & to fully quantify and identify the plant

remains present.collection of bones which appeared to derive
from one individual, the cleithrum indicating a & to determine what the charred plant remains

may tell us about the local economy.haddock only slightly larger than the 40cm
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& to determine what the plant remains may tell
us about the surrounding environment.

Methods

The samples were processed by bucket flota-
tion. Both the waterlogged or charred material
was collected in a 0.5mm sieve. It was decided
to treat the resultant material uniformly and
therefore all the flots were air-dried. After
assessment, it was decided that 18 were suffi-
ciently rich to merit full analysis of the plant
remains. Identification was aided by use of a
modern comparative collection housed at the
University of Birmingham and by use of vari-
ous seed-identification manuals (Anderberg,
1994; Beijerinck 1947; Berggren 1969, 1981).
The taxonomy for this report follows Stace
(1997).

Results

The analysis of the assemblage from Stock-
bridge has produced a rich, diverse flora that
provides information on both the cultivated
plants present on site, as well as the nature of
the surrounding environment. Results of this
analysis are shown as percentages of taxa
within specific habitat groups and are presented
in Table 13 (A full species list and quantifica-
tions are available in the site archive).

Three types of assemblage were recovered
from Stockbridge. Five samples were domin-
ated by cereal remains (contexts 2030, 2138,
2218 and two samples from context 2481).
Context (2089) was dominated by weld, and
thirteen samples (contexts 2089, 2218, 2787,
2808, 2867, 2915, 3124, 3141, 3149, 3173, 3177,
3178 and 3234) were comprised of a mixture of
weed/wild and hedgerow flora.

Of the 18 samples examined, five contained
moderate to large amounts of charred material.
Context (2218) chiefly contained cereal grains:
102 oat grains (Avena sp.), 3 barley grains
(Hordeum vulgare L.) and 2 wheat grains (Trit-
icum sp.). This sample was taken from an
extensive compact burnt clay floor surface,
which was laid over the burnt material from
Period 6. The cereal contained within this T
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Table 14 Botanical data – adjusted as if 100% sorted.

Context 2218 2481 2481 2138 2030 2767
Sample 100 104 105 95 113
Period 7 6 6 8 8 5
% sorted ≥2mm 20 100 100 100 100

(≥1mm)
% sorted <2mm 20 12.5 20 6.25 100

(<1mm)
Volume processed ( litres) 8 9.8 8.4 8.5 8.5 9.5
Seeds/litre 19 9 303 418 166 9

Avena grain – oat 120 5 235 859 442 26
Avena/Secale grain – oat/rye 75
Secale grain – rye 10 97 39 9
Triticum aestivum grain – bread wheat 7 28 122 1
Hordeum hulled grain – barley 3 161 20 1
Cerealia indet 24 few few few
Culm nodes 494 885 395 33
Secale rachis 1 node 738 129 28
2, 3– or 4–node 138 248 74
5–10 nodes 4 3 1
Secale basal node 45 60 5
Triticum aestivum node segment 24 513 115 1
Triticum aestivum basal node 1 54
Avena sativa pedicels Lots Lots
Hordeum 6–row rachis internode/node segment 309 46
Hordeum basal rachis node 27 4
Triticum brittle rachis internode 5
Linum usitatissimum – flax 5 2
Linum usitatissimum in capsule 2 2
Anthemis cotula – stinking mayweed 130 27 4 1
Anthemis cotula flower head/receptacle 32
Agrostemma githago – corn cockle 49 51 2
Chrysanthemum segetum – corn marigold 16 5 1
Lapsana communis – nipplewort 164
Polygonum convolvulus – black bindweed 17
Raphanus pod – radish 1 23 3
Legume pod fragments 71 9
Vicia cf. sativa 15 131 1
Polygonum aviculare – bindweed 24 5 2
Polygonum lapathifolium/P. persicaria 11 20
Galium aparine – cleavers 6 2 26
Ranunculus repens-type – buttercups 16 5 2 1
Carex (trigonous) – sedges 8 5 1
Gramineae <2mm 48 1
Juncus stems – rush several

Rare occurrence taxa:

Context 2218: Triticum sp. – wheat (2);

Context 2481: Agrostemma capsule fragments (9), 8 each Potentilla erecta-type – tormentil, Polygonum
lapathifolium – pale persicaria, Calluna flowers – heather, Corylus shell fragment (3); 1 each
Cannnabis sativa – hemp, Vicia sativa pod, Crataegus monogyna – hawthorn, Bromus sp –
brome grass, and Galeopsis tetrahit – hemp nettle.
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Table 14 (continued )

Context 2138: >4mm Gramineae – large grasses (9), 5 each Bromus sp., Carex ( lenticular) – sedges,
Centaurea cyanus – cornflower, Spergula arvensis – corn spurrey, Cirsium sp. – thistles and
Anthemis arvensis, 1 each Corylus avellana and Prunus domestica insititia – damson

Context 2030: Calluna flowers – heather (6), 4 each Rubus fruticosus – blackberry, Sieglingia decumbens –
heath grass, Galeopsis tetrahit (2), 1 each Carex ( lenticular), Centaurea cyanus, 2–4mm
Gramineae, Plantago lanceolata – ribwort plantain, Rumex obtusifolius-type – docken,
Prunella vulgaris – self heal, Eleocharis palustris – spikerush and Valerianella dentata.

Context 2767: Gramineae 2–4mm (4), 1 each Rubus fruticosus, Plantago lanceolata, Rumex obtusifolius-
type, Sambucus nigra – elderberry

context is likely to represent fully processed, context 3173 also containing weeds of cultiva-
tion. These few bracken leaves could have beenstored crop intended for domestic use which

may derive from the underlying burnt material. introduced onto the site amongst other col-
lected plant material, which may have beenTwelve samples contained moderate to large

amounts of organic material that consisted used as bedding or for animal use. Alternat-
ively, some of this material may have accumu-chiefly of wood chips, twigs, straw and grass

fragments. Charcoal, coke and clinker together lated on site as part of flood deposits.
with animal and fish bone, fly puparia and
beetle fragments were also noted in many of

Evidence for wet ground conditions on sitethe samples. These samples contained seeds
and other material from plants, which are from Plants that grow on heavy, poorly drained soil
arable/disturbed ground, grassland, wet were present in 10 contexts (2089, 2808, 2867,
ground and hedgerow taxa. 2915, 3141, 3149, 3173, 3177, 3178 and 3187).

In particular, analysis of the Stockbridge These include celery-leaved buttercup (Ranun-
assemblage has resulted in the following: culus sceleratus L.), spike-rushes (Eleocharis

pallustris/uniglumis) and gypsywort (Lycopus
europaeus L.). Bog bean (Menyanthes trifoliata

Evidence for importation of plant material onto L.) was present in four contexts (2808, 2867,
the site 2089 and 3173); this species occurs in shallow

water, bogs or fens and would suggest thatIt is possible that plants were being collected
conditions on the site were very wet. As organicfrom other areas and brought onto the site for
remains have been preserved in so manyuse or disposal. Arable weeds or weeds of
samples the land was clearly poorly drainedcultivated ground such as corn marigold
and would provide ideal habitat for the wet(Chrysanthemum segetum L.), stinking camo-
ground species.mile (Anthemis cotula L.), narrow fruited

cornsalad (Valerianella dentata (L.) Pollich)
and corn cockle (Agrostemma githago L.) were

Possible evidence for hedgerowpresent in contexts (2808, 2867, 3124, 3141,
3149, and 3173). These seeds could have been Wild plants that may represent the remains of

food include elderberry (Sambucus nigra L.),brought onto the site with hay. Some large
grass stems were evident in a few samples but hazelnut (Corylus avellana L.), bramble (Rubus

fructicosus L.), sloe (Prunus spinosa L.) andequally, these plants may have been growing
nearby on waste ground. A few leaves of apple (Malus sp.). These plants grow as part of

hedgerows or scrub and may therefore havebracken (Pteridium aquilinum (L.) Kuhn.)
occur in two samples (contexts 3173, 3187), been growing as part of the local surroundings.
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Evidence for local dyeing activities represent activities occurring on the site. How-
ever, it is likely that oil or fibre production wasWeld (Reseda luteola L.) was present in seven
taking place in the local vicinity and that thesamples from Stockbridge but only context
flax plants arrived on site amongst waste(2089; the fill of a Period 5 pit) contained weld
material.in sufficient numbers to indicate dyeing activit-

ies. Large numbers of weld were identified from
Conclusionsexcavations at the Crown Court Site, Newcastle

and were interpreted by Huntley (1989) as an The preservation of material within the 18
indication of their deliberate use rather than samples was good, and the high density of
casual growth. It is unlikely that weld was uncharred plant remains within these samples
growing on the site as the species is intolerant indicates that the land was poorly drained and
of wet, heavy soils; weld was therefore grown has remained waterlogged since that time. The
elsewhere and intentionally imported to the charred oat, barley, wheat, were clearly part of
Stockbridge site. the local diet and economy and are the result of

destruction deposits from buildings on the site.
The waterlogged wild species present in the

One sample has produced imported taxa: walnut samples grow in many environments, which
and fig include cultivated, and arable, waste ground

and hedgerows. It is possible that the arable orContext 2089 (which produced the large quant-
cultivated taxa were brought onto the siteities of weld mentioned above) produced a
amongst collected plants and grasses, such aslarge piece of walnut shell (Juglans regia L.)
fodder or bedding. The scrub and waste groundand fig (Ficus carica L.) seeds. These foods are
taxa indicate that the area was neglected andboth likely to have been imported to Newcastle.
perhaps used as a convenient tipping ground;Both taxa were also found in samples from the
some of the samples contained fly puparianearby site of the Mansion House, Newcastle
which would seem to support this theory. The(Huntley 1990). The occurrence of walnut in
presence of large numbers of weld in onethe fourteenth-century deposits from the Man-
sample indicates the dumping of waste materialsion house was thought by Huntley to be the
grown elsewhere.earliest appearance of walnut for Medieval

Newcastle (Huntley 1990); clearly, the occur-
rence of walnut in these thirteenth-century The Charred Plant Remains
deposits of Stockbridge pushes this date further

Jacqueline P. Huntleyback by around 100 years. As the weld was
brought onto the site from elsewhere it is likely The methodology was the same as for the main
that the walnut shell and fig seeds were also samples (see Grinter above). The six samples
brought in along with it, and dumped in a with only charred material, other than the
mixed deposit of rubbish. occasional fragment of hazelnut shell or fruit

stone fragment, were nonetheless varied in their
content (Table 14). Two, contexts (2767) and

Evidence for local production of linseed oil or (2481; sample 104), had rather few remains to
flax fibre allow significant interpretation but the remain-

der were particularly rich.Flax seeds (Linum usitatissimum L.), capsule
and stem fragments were present in contexts Of the two poor ones, context (2767) was the

fill of (2782), a pit or possibly post hole. Its2808, 2867, 2089, 2915, 3124, 3149, 3173, 3178,
3187 and 3234. Flax was commonly used in the charred material was mostly culm nodes with

moderate numbers of oat grains plus someproduction of oil or fibre during this period. As
the quantity of flax remains is not dominant in bread wheat and barley grains; 13 out of the 17

grains had germinated unevenly suggestingthe samples it is not thought likely that they
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Fig. 47 Proportion of species of cereal grain.

spoilt material. Although few in numbers, the (fig. 47). Whilst, today, oats are favoured as
animal feed, during earlier periods they formedweed and other seeds were varied with repres-

entatives of arable, ruderal and hedgerow com- an important aspect of human diet in the
northern and western counties (Collins 1975)munities all present. Details of the remains

from Period 6–8 are retained in the site archive. and probably the Stockbridge material is
indeed the remains of kitchen disasters. Since
few of the grains had germinated, it is mostDiscussion likely that they were accidentally burnt rather

The four contexts rich in charred remains than discarded spoilt material. However con-
produced different emphases in terms of the texts (2138) and (2030) contained consider-
taxa represented. Context (2218) was a pure able amounts of the fine stalks characteristic
grain deposit dominated by oat grains, (2481; only of heads of oats, including the pedicels,
sample 105) was rye chaff and cereal culm and it is therefore reasonable to suggest that
nodes with oat grain, (2138) cereal culm nodes most of the oats were burnt as whole heads
with bread wheat chaff and oats and barley and not as cleaned grain; this may have been a
grain with some rye and (2030) culm nodes crop being dried prior to threshing. The
with bread wheat grain and chaff and oats. moderate numbers of floret bases indicate that
Weeds were moderately common and were the oats were the cultivated species with no
generally from the same types of soil as the evidence for wild oats; the relatively few awn
dominant cereals in any given context. fragments would suggest that the oats were

Looking at the taxa alone, irrespective of Avena sativa rather than the bristle oat, Avena
strigosa.the context, oat grains are the most abundant
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Wheat grains, like those of oats, are not straw we would expect little in the way of grain
– as in the case of rye and bread wheat inreliably identified to species although the very

compact, almost rounded, grains characteristic context (2138). Culm nodes are the dominant
chaff type although are not identifiable toof club wheat can be categorised. A few of the

latter were obvious but the majority are consid- species. Few culm bases were recovered so the
cereals were cut not pulled.ered as Triticum aestivo-compactum – bread

wheat in broad terms. The chaff confirms this. Given the nature of the contexts, namely
dumps, it is not possible definitely to identifyNone of the internodes demonstrated T. tur-

gidum characters. The latter, rivet wheat, was the use to which these remains had been put.
Cereal straw clearly was an important com-common in the English Midlands during the

medieval period (Moffett 1989) and has, modity for flooring and bedding as well as
thatching and could also have been used as aindeed, been found once in Newcastle (Huntley

1996). It is interesting to note that bread wheat packing material.
Flax (Linum usitatissimum) seeds and cap-was not the cereal of common people until the

nineteenth or even twentieth centuries although sules fragments attest a further crop plant and
would have been used either for fibre or oilthe archaeobotanical record clearly swings in

favour of this species from Saxon times ( linseed). Such material is quite common in
urban situations (Huntley 1996) and it may beonwards. Whether its abundance here suggests

status or simply a store is not possible to that small plots were grown amongst the houses
for local use.determine.

Where distinct, the barley grains were all The remaining charred items were of seeds
from weeds and ruderals apart from the occa-hulled. The rachis nodes demonstrate that they

derived from the 6-row Hordeum vulgare. None sional seed of blackberry (Rubus fruticosus),
elderberry (Sambucus nigra) and damson/bul-was from the 2-row H. distichon, a species

which superseded the 6–row sometime during lace (Prunus domestica) suggesting possibly
dietary remains. Some were from classicalthe medieval period.

Rye too was an important crop present at weeds of arable fields as discussed above
although most were from more nutrientthis site. Today it is mostly grown in the dry

sandy areas of East Anglia but pollen and enriched soils. All would have been perfectly at
home in fields with one or other of the cerealsmacrofossil evidence demonstrate its wider

importance throughout England in the medi- present too. The large numbers of Vicia cf.
sativa in context (2481; sample 105) probablyeval period (Huntley and Stallibrass 1995).

This may be due to the generally warmer and reflects a vetch twining amongst cereals
although could just represent a crop in its owndrier climate of the time as well as possibly to

‘‘food fashion’’ to some extent. The rachis right. It was grown in the medieval period as a
fodder crop although generally in this case wassegments were very flattened and looked imma-

ture possibly indicating a crop cut prior to full harvested prior to seeds ripening (other than
for seed stock for subsequent years) (Campbellripening of the grain; this may, in turn, indicate

use of the straw as thatch. They were, however, 1988).
Overall, this small number of samples pro-quite broken up with the majority retaining one

or two nodes only. vides a rich and varied insight into medieval
cereals. There is some evidence for fully-pro-For all four cereals the chaff remains far

outnumbered the grains (fig. 48) which strongly cessed grain but the majority of remains suggest
straw or unprocessed crops being brought intoindicates that we are dealing principally with

threshed straw or unprocessed material. In the the town. The material is homogeneous in
terms of representing arable cultivation withcase of context (2030) unprocessed material is

perhaps more likely given the relative balance rather few ruderals and other habitats repres-
ented; this is perhaps not too surprising given aof grain to chaff. If the ears had already been

threshed and we were simply looking at the charred assemblage. It probably does indicate
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Fig. 48 Proportions of grain to chaff.

that the burnt material was being dumped
rather than that the dumps were being burnt in
situ. The good preservation indicates that the
dumps were sealed soon after deposition.
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